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A B S T RAe T
liThe ocean geography of the 1980' s will be one of
increasingly organized space .... Greater concern will also
be shown to the' Arctic and Antarctic regions ... and certa in-
ly by themid-1980s there will be considerable interest in
both the 1 and ma ss and the o f f s hor e area s (of Antarct ica) ...
and the polar regions may come to be treated as special areas"
(Alexander, 1980).
With the above statement in mind this major paper
attempts to find the most significant interrelationships
among issues as the geographical and legal reality of An-
tarctica with aspects as resource management and environmental
protection of that region.
The increasing interest on Antarctica and the derived
conflicts are analyzed throughout their natural resource
potentials and the status of that continent and the seas
around it: the Antarctic Treaty, the territorial claims, the
"antarctic countries ll and others interested and the applica-
tio~ of the new law of the sea.
The focus of the paper is the feasible exploitation
viii
of the antarctic offshore oil and the environmental consequences
that this fact could have to the whole ecosystem of the South-
ern Ocean and for other ecosystems of neighboring regions. e.g.
the South East Pacific basin.
The legal implications that have to do with the ex-
ploitation of the antarctic oil and the regulations that'could
be applied to preserve the enviro~m~nt ar examined.
The previous studies and conditions that must be
regarded before any oil search be perfomed are exposed. The
need that the Southern Ocean and their resources be managed
at a regional level, demand the enact of special Convention
that will protect the environment of this Ocean and the An-
tarctic itself; such a Convention is fully analyzed.
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I N V 0 CAT I 0 N-S
"I am hopeful that Antarctica, in its
symbolic robe of white, will shine
forth as a continent of peace as
nations working tog~ther there in
the cause of science set an example
of international cooperation"
u.s. Admiral Richard E. Byrd
(McMurdo Station)
Mankind, the governmets, the
enterprises and the men must
learn to protect and manage the
natural resources of Antarctica
and the Southern Ocean, before
than to claim the right to
"exploit it.
(Author, 1982)
xliAs land ..based resources become scarcer nations are
increasingly looking towards the seas as an alternative sources
of food and saw materials. Durin~ t.he past decade this
exploitation of the living and non.living resources of the
oceans has developed dramatically and is certain to intensify.
This increased exploitation is accompanied by many problems ~
scientific, economic, social, political and legal .. which must
be solved if the full potential of the oceans is to be realized.
There is, therefore, an urgent need for effective organization,
management and regulation of the multiple use of ocean space ..
on national, regional and international levels. As the UN
Conference on the Law of the Sea has shown, there ar~ no easy
answers to these complex problems and it is only by discussion
and exchange of ideas that results will be achieved".
(from the scope of the International Journal
Marine Policy)
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INTRODUCTION
Expanding world population pressures, together with
technological development, will increase both our need for
and our ability to exploit ocean resources. At the same time,
these same factors will place more and more pressure on ocean
ecological systems. The combination of increased use and the
inevitable inc~eased environmental'disturbance make it imperative
that the nations of the world begin to seek ways of managing
the oceans to assure their continued surviral and productivity.
The lack of such efforts could well result in the misuse of
and conflict over ocean resources. (U.S. Senator Henry Jackson,
Anon. 1980 f.).
As onshore supplies become more sacarce and as offshore
exploration and extraction technology becomes better developed,
continental shelf mineral resources are being exploited at an
increasing rate.
Before such development becomes full scale however,
there is great concern that legal, environmental and technical
issues be considered so that international order, states and
industry can develop policies for resource management wbich
will appropriately balance all relevant factors and avoid
unintended and adverse results and risks.
xxv
The preservation of the quality of the marine environment
is of vital importance to the management of the living resources
of the sea. Today the threat of further pollution associated
with offshore 011 and gas on the continental shelf is a new
matter of concern besfdes the other marine pollution sources,
complicating still more the fisheries management. Hence potential
conflicts caused by fishing and marine petroleum interaction add
a new factor to obtain a effective, control of the commercial
fisheries. So the decision marking face with a dilemma: to
protect the fishing that is a renewable resource that can provide
high protein food indefinitely so long as man does not alter the
environment or to permit to exp10itate the oil, an non renewable
resource whose life expentancy of a worthinhi1e oilfield is
any where from 20 to 40 years.
In the other had, are there some possiality that fishing
and oil industries can co-exist in the same offshore grounds or
place and so to obtain double values as an ocean resource
providing both fish and fuel?
This problems of this co-existance is magnified due to
that all of the proved offshore hydrocarbon reserves fall within
the extended marine jurisdiction of 200 nautical miles, as do
about 80-90 per cent of the fisheries resources presently under
commercial exploitation. However there are areas, as we see
xxv;
later in this paper, where commercial fisheries and offshore
oil exploitation are being jointly manage without major problems.
Mankind seeking new marine areas for more food and more oil,
are exploring regions more and more remote and with hard natural
conditions. Among these regions appears Antarctica and
surrounding seas, the world's southern extremity and, perhaps,
as Simmons (1974) has pointed out, the last and the best example
of a great deliberately protected wilderness.
Will be possible in the future that the harvesting of
krill in the Southern Ocean can coexist with the exploitation
of the petroleum resources of the Antarctic continental shelf?
To judge a situation as the cited above and speculate
about its implications, projections and advantages, it is
essential to understand in advance the facts very well in its
multiple aspects. Now, to evaluate the cons~quences of said
facts it is necessary an assessment and analysis in a broad
range of issues and only so we will be able to manage the
problem.
With the help of modern thechiques as technology or
impact assessment, risk analysis and with the development of
new information systems, it exist the hope to have higher
quality information with which to make better plans and
decisions, improve operating efficiency and so to obtain a
xxvi;
effective use of international or national resource in way that
best serve the needs of society.
It is dtfficult to forecast in a long-term base the
environment perspective since any technology assessment study
depends on having reasonable data, theory and criteria
available, all factors that. for the case of Antarctica and in
particular for the oil. are unreliable and quite limited in
-practice.
Indeed, full and definitive technology assessment
studies of complex projects and phenomena are often simply
not feasible, however "none (obstacle) mean and argument
against doing technology assessment studies. On the contrary,
in many cases much will be learned from such studies. But one
cannot expect them to be complete and reliable ... " as Kahn
et a1. (1976) have stated.
The exploitation of the living resources of the Southern
Ocean (aside the former sealing and whaling) is already a
commercial reality; the management of these resources is in
it first etages (1980 Convention on the Conservation of
Antarctica Marine Living Resources); the scientific basis for
this management is improving e.g. 1S0S (1) SOF( 2) BIOMASS
(3 ) but an essential component for a wise fisheries management
is the likely oil pollution that may occur and to effect the
xxv;;;
fragile antarctic ecosystem and about which there are grave
lack of knowledge. Hence this paper emphasize on this last
i"ssue doing only a superficial reference to other important
antarctic related subjects.
I. THE INCREASING INTEREST ON ANTARCTICA AND THE
DERIVED CONFLICTS
The geopolitical significance of the Southern Ocean,
especially the South Atlantic, the Drake Passage and the Cape
Area, Jointly with Antarctica, can become a zone of potential
confrontation. Militarily the recent conflict between U.K.
and Argentina by the Fal kland (Malvinas) Islands is a lamentable
exampl e.
The increasing oil maritime traffic by Drake Passage
and Cape is converting that routes in important strategic
regions, e.g. the 80% of oil to Occident pass through the Cape
of Good Hope. According figures for December 1976 release by
Tremayne (1977). At the same time the 70% of all strategic
material of NATO pass also by this route.
The other via, the Cape Horn (and Strait of Magallanes)
at present with minor traffic, may take very important role in
the future according the USA-PANAMA relations or due to political
or terroristic situations that can emerge.
Russia almost dominate the Indian Ocean and pursuant
to US Admiral Mr. J~mes Johnson (quoted by Tremayne, 1977)
2"The South Atlantic is converting already in a soviet lake".
Observing the increasing strategic importance of the South
Atlantic, Mr. Thomas O. Enders, US State Secretary to·lnteramerican
Affairs, expressed on June 3, 1981 "The protection of this trade
and communications has a vital importance". (news released by
US Embassy in Chile (June 5,1981). (4).
In turn, Antarctica and its surrounding seas is becoming
an important agenda item in internat~onal discussions due its
magnificent, strategic, military and geographic locations
(situations) (Fig. 1) its extraordinary scientific and technol-
ogy value and its natural resources potential. Lastly with increased
wold interest in the krill that line in surrounding waters
and in the potential oil and gas reserves located there, con-
flicts among groups of different states can become a real
threat.
So the development and control of the area South-East
Pacific-Occidenta1 Antarctica and South-West Atlantic, jointly
with the triangle which vertices are Cape Horn, Cape Verde and
Cape of Good Hope needs to reach suitability between the
particular national objetives and the major objetives of the
occidental world, to maintain an adequate detente.
The developnent and security of Antarctica and particularly, the
West Antarctica (within the scape of this paper) neighboring areas will
be a complex challange to several States and to the international commu-
nicy in the next years.
3Figure 1: The World Ocean viewed from the Antarctic region where
the ocean basins connect. (After Spilhausi 1942)
".•.
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1.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF ANTARCTICA AND IT SURROUNDING 'SEAS
Unlike the Arctic, a body of water surrounded by l~nd,
the A. is a body of land surrounded by water, subject to a more
hostile environment and a more complex pattern of weather and
glaciology than any other place on earth.
The A. and the seas around it coasts present formidable
natural obstacles to the man what d6 very difficult to live
there, to work and of course, to be possible, all economic
or commercial exploitation of the Antarctic resources. Among
other, can be indicated the following antarctic features:
1. The continent has an area of some 14 million Km 2; (some
101 of all continents), this makes it "far larger than
Australia, larger than Europe, larger even than the USA
and Mexico combined, or similar to USA and Europe combined,
and larger than India and China together .
.
2. The continent is 95% to 99% overlaid with a sheet of ice,
the average thickness of around 2,000 m. and up to 4,200 m.
This amount of ice means the 65% of fresh-water world
reserve.
53. "The massive load of ice literally weighs the continent
down, dipressing it by some 600 m~ so that much of the
land beneath the ice is below sea level, and there is
an unusually great depth of water over the continental
~helf" (Holgate and Tinker, 1979)
4. The surface of the A. 'ice sheet is mostly between .2,000
and 4,000 m. high, but above the ice project great mountain
ranges, whose peaks reach more 'than 5,000 ms. CA. is the
highest continent of the world with 2,000 m. the world
average is 800 m}.
5. The climate is more se~ere than that of ~ny other part of
the world: The A. is extremely cold; in summer temperatures
rise to _30°C in the interior (always minus than _18°C) and
to just below 'freezing on the coast (in the northern most
coast in the Antarctica Peninsula reach slightly above
freezing}. In winter the coast drops to -20°C and the
interior _65°C. On 24 August 1960 a-t the U.S.S.R's VO.stokII
Station, the world's record of -88,3°e occurred (The "cold
pole"). Also in the same place is given the lowest mean annual tanpe-
rature of -55°C.
6. From the interior the winds, very strong and (~~n reach
200 Km/hJ, dry sustained and terrible blizzards, f l ows
towards the coasts. The almost complete absence of land
6between the A. Circle and 40°5 allows that the relentless
westerly gales to rage without obstruction. These seas are
the stormiest and most inhospitable on earth.
7. Although precipitation on land is not great, varying
from under 30 mm in the interior to 200-800 mm on the
coast, the frequent storms raise the powdery snow into
driVing blizzards which can reduce visibility to zero for
hours on end,
8. The cOnstant flow of ice outwards to the coast has a
dominant influence on the environment of the adjacent
seas. The continental ice nourishes the ice shelves
wh-ich s.urro.und t.he continent' {see noted) and. Fi9S ..2.and-21}:;
these in turn break off to form the typical tabular iceberg
that are so prominent a feature of the Southern Oceans,
9. The seas around the A. coasts are never far above freezing
point even in summer. In winter the sea rapidly freezes
over, and the area of sea covered by pack ice (6)
grows to about 19 million Km 2 from its summer minimum of
about 2.5 million. Since 85% of the pack ice melts each
year, the A. pack ice is predominantly made up of one year
old ice, with an average thickness of only around 1,5 m.
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Figure 2: Map showing the major antarctic ice shelves; the iceberg
sightings from 1773 to 1960 and the natural drift of the larger
bergs from Ross ice shelf, '
(Adopted from Weeks and Mellor. 1977)
--- GENERAL DRIFT OF LARGE tABULAR ICEBERGS
8It moves quickly with the winds up to 65K/in a day.
10. Navigation in A. water make ocean travel difficult and
hazardous: during summer months, icebergs and irregular
pack ice extending some 100 to 500 miles off shore and in
winter the sea is covered with pack ice for several hundred
miles out. Pack ice, moving with the wind and surfaces
current is found mixed with large icebergs moving with
deep currents; so icebergs amon~'~ack ice, moving at a
different direction to it, magnifying the problems to
navigation. (Fig. 3).
11. As nearly all the continent is bellow the A. Circle,
any point within it as one to six months with little
or no daylight.
12. Antarctica i~ remote from the main industrial and commercial
areas of the world, which an concentrated bet~een 300and
60onorth latitude.
The nearest land, the southern tip of South America,
is about 900 Km. away. This means, e.g. to spend about
27 hours by ship at 18 knot (33,3 Km/hr) to crows Drake
Passage from the southern most Chile to Antarctica Pentnsula.
From the chilean city of Punta Arenas, the more austral city
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of the world, the distance is 1,200 Km. and the time 36
hours. By airplane at 900 Km/hr the- time is reduced to
1 hour and 1,3 hour respectivaly.
From New Zealand there are, 3~200 Km, from Tasmania
2,250 Km and from South Africa. 3,600 Km. (all approximate
figures) to the nearest point to Antarctica,
13. The possibility to use the airplane almost during all year,
thanks to the exi s t enc e the severa-1 airports that are able
to operate good part of the year has brought near some.
the A. to the remainder world.
14. In the about 50 permanent stations existent the total oooulat tons
reaches Jii few hundreds in winter until (up t o l a pair of thousands
in summer between scientists and militaries. The are stations
with about 600 or more people as the USA McMurdo in the Ross
Sea; a sov t et station in Weddell sea has about 200 peo pl e (both
in summer) (7).
The isolation of A., it almost inaccessibility, the
rigor of the natural conditions commanding in and on the continent
and in the seas around it, are not been obstacles to explore this
area now nearly completely known in it geographical aspects, and
to advance in it scientific comprehension.
However to much remain to reach a good understanding
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about A. and much more still to know its natural phenomena and
to evaluate their effects in the same A, and in a global scope
that reaches perhaps all the world,
Aside from the sci~ntific interest, during t~~ last
years another motivations have appeared that are worrying to
the international community: the natural resources potential
that is thought exist in A. and in the Southern Ocean.
1.2 NATURAL RESOURCES POTENTIALS OF THE'ANTARCTICAA~D SOUTHERN
. OCEAN .
Among other, the principal natural resources uses, and
non-commercial values in the Antarctica and in the seas around
it is abridged immediately:
The Scientific value of Antactica"
Perhaps the greatest of the non-commercial values in
the Antarctica is to serve as laboratory for basic (and applied)
scientific research. This scientific value include, in practice
all branch of the Science, mainly Earth Sciences.meteorology,
climatology, sismology, gravity, geology, geophysics, glaciology,
glomagnetism, oceanography, upper atmospheric physics (aurora,
cosmic rays and the ionosphera), cartography and geography-
Biological Sciences - terrestrial and marine biology (zoology,
botany, ecology) - Medical Sciences - physiological and
pshychological aspects {human behavior} (under cold and isolation
condition), bacteriological problems, etc.
The.global utilization of A. scientific data is being
12
and very important to mankind and thence that the objetives
of the articles II and III of A.T. be intensified.
An examples of the interests of the studies in
Antarctica, can be distinguished some oners: The particular
situation of A.' in controlling the world global weather,
specifically the southern hemisphere do the Antarctica.
"The Southern Hemisphere Weather W;atch".. So, the Antarctica
"must be regarded as one ~f the most important sources or
sinks of energy to control the earth's atmosphere and ,oceans
and even the human life" (Nagata, 1977). One of the more
modern and transcendental theory about the formation of the
continents and oceans: the continental d~tft can found in
Antarctica a strong verification.throught the study of fossil
records an far back as 100 million years discovered in some
islands in the Weddell Sea at the northern east tip of the
A. Peninsula. T~e rocks are incredibly fossileferous and
the fossils are remarkably well pr es er-ved ; "a gold mine of
scientific information" according to the scientist long aged
in the project (Anon. 1981.c).
The comprehension of numerous problems that affect
the communications can be reached studying its in A. space.
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The unique marine and terrestrial ecosystems existing
in A. with peculiar and essential characters, non-perturbated,
free of pollution, is an precious natural laboratory to serve
to man.
The strategi~ value of A. controlling the Southern Ocean
has been formely emphasized. Must be remembered the
military interest that German fascist (the Nazism) was
during the II World War in Antarctica and the at present
interest of Soviet Power over this region.
The transpolar flights and the use of maritime routes to
connect Australia-New Zealand~ and areas of South America
and Africa can become an important use of A. and the
Sourthern Ocean. It will be necessary to increase the
navigational aids, auxiliary landing fields and other
logistics needs. In 1974 an successful chilean experience
shown the feasible the Antarctic air route South America-
Australia.
The-A. optimum track ship routing, need good information
about state of sea, icebergs drifting, pack~ice and weather.
For this we can use satellites and terrestrial and marine
stations, wheter automatic or not, around the A,
14
The aerial, maritime (perhaps also subsurface navigation)
and terrestrial transport, will reach a permanent improvement
under the special national conditions of A.
The antarctic tourism, Uthe only significant industry of the
immediate future" (Potter, 1969) is reaching importance,
among other reasons, with the improvement to A. transport
of recent years came the incre~se of interest in the
commercial world in developing tours to his last frontier
(Thompson, 1977 b).
Law (1977) See as one limiting factor in the A.
recreational business, the cost of establishing and
maintaining a tourist resort at such a remote locality
for such a short summer season. This might be made simpler
if a luxury liner were moored for, say six weeks at a
suitable spot to act an the hotel for a period of three
or four successive tours, the tourists being delivered
by air.
The above system was used by Chile with good result,
combining airplane-ship-airplane for first time in summer
1981~82 operating from Punta Arenas to Antarctic Peninsula,
the shorter route and with a greater variety of. accessible
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areas of interest to visit.
The number of tourists activtties go increasing year
to year, what worry to the A.T. members concerned with
the safety factors, and environmental and other consequences
that might result .. According Retch (1980) who revised the
development of A. tourism over the last 25 years, concluded
that "th-e number of'touri'sts vts t t tnq A. averaged under
840 per year" (During summer 1974-75 visited A. 2,500
tourists).
The future development of tourism in A. is likely to
be slow; however regulations of A. tourism must be taken
account in next future by the A.T. Consultative parties
because the effects of tourism in the A.T. Area can became
significative in several aspects. It will be necessary an
antarctica eco-tourism:
Thelong~term cold storage of food in A. can be a reality
if some day the world would have an over-abundance of foods.
Perhaps the long-term storage of grains be what 1s been more
possible though the transport costs can become prohibitive.
~ It has been suggested the A. might be the ideal place to
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dispose radioactive waste materials. However the article V-I
of the A.T. forbid the dumping and storage of such wastes
although the paragraph 2 of the same art. state a provision
that may modify the above prohibition (see Appendix 1).
The idea to dispose radioactive waste into the South
Sandwich Trench, laying a few miles northward from the scope
of the A.T. (art. VI fix the A.T. s~ope to the area south of
60oSouth latitude) must also he considered in this possible
future use of the sub-antarctic area (see later on this subject).
The A. as sanatorium for the mankind and also as special
hospital is an important medical idea in study. The·low
temperatures and the dry. atmosphere not permit the development
and multiplication of much pathogenic microorganisms and so,
,
de~icate surgical, transplants and the case of infections ill
can convert the A. in a world health natural aseptic resort.
Due to the high marine photosynthetic activity in the Southern
Ocean, the A. is "believed" be the gratest region productive
of oxygen of the world. Hence that a large oil pollution
spreading throughout antarctic waters could be very dangerous
to all world ecosystem;
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The use of A. icebergs as a possible source of fresh water
can become a reality in a short term by towing bergs and then
thawed. Potter In 1969 wrote that the large annual crop of A.
icebergs could be an alt~rnative source of fresh water for
dry areas like western Australia, northern Chile, Southern
California, but lithe logistics appear too forbidding and
.
expensive". Ten years later, however, Quinn (1978) stated
that "pr es en t studies have concluded that towing A. icebergs
'.-
to arid regions is technically feasible and can provide large
quantities of fresh water at costs significantly lower than
capital and/or energy-intensive alternate processes such as
overland conveyance or seawater desalination ll •
The w:lrld is fresh 'water crisis due to a global shortage
and generalized pollution, and the possib1ity of utilization
of the A. icebergs as a new source of fresh water mainly for
direct human consumption, are concerning more and more States
and regions: Australia, Chile, Peru, some parts of Africa,
USA (California), other and ..... Middle East, e.g. Saudi Arabia~
Other States without fresh water problems, in return, develop
technologies to a foreseeable transference of knowledge and
thenceforth to manage a big business:
From the 1977 First International Conference on Iceberg
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utilization (8) it was reached a consensus: the idea is
immensely difficult, bu~ nevertheless, may well be feasible~
(It was determined that the cost to transport (towing) one
iceberg from Antarctica to Saudi Arabia was '80 millions do-
llars).
The land-based A. en~rgetic resources. Offer some possibilities
as the important deposits of coal, known, the existence of
g)otherma1 energy derived from the ihtrinsic heat of the earth
and that is manifested in several places of the continent and
other energy source, the wind that because it persistence,
force and widest represent the best energy today in all A.
for it immediate use. The occurrence of uranium must be also
to have in mind. There are not information about hydrocarbon
(oil and gas) in A. continent and in no way would be feasible
it exploitation according to the state of oil art.
Antarctic oftshore oil and gas. Submarine deposits of oil
are a far more likely subject for energetic exploration in the
A. what will be analyzed later on this paper as the main sub-
j.ec t.
About A. minerals development on land exist information on
significative mineral deposit of iron. Many minor occurrences
of metallic and non-metallic minerals have been reported but
their importance has in most cases been exaggerated (copper,
gold. diamond, platinum. chromium, nickel. cobalt, manganese.
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silver, zinc, baoxite - aluminum - quartz, etc.).
About A. marine minerals, manganese modules have been re-
ported from the deep ocean floor (1,000 to 5,000 m depth) in
a belt about 500 km. wide near latitude 60°5.
The living resources of the Southern Ocean represent one
of the more important natural resources of the Antactica and
a vast food source for mankind. Mammalian resources (seals
and whales) fish, cephalopods (squid) zooplankton (krill)
seaweeds and other groups are examples· of this extraordinary
wealth which will be examined with more details later on this
writing.
The friendship that rise among men of different nationalities
and coming f r om- distinct latitudes, living together harmoniously
in these desolate lands, is also an special resource of A.~
1.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANTARCTICA
As we have sun the development of A. integrate much of
problems to day the mankind face what explain the increasing
interest over the continent and it seas. In fact, some world
problems may find in the development of A. it solution or part
of it solution; among they it is possible to mention some of
them according to Table 1:
TABLE 1
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SOME WORLD PROBLEMS
The world food crlS1S
The world energy crisis
The world fresh water crisis
The world pollution crisis
The population growth crisis (crowding crisis)
The political and legal status of A.
The needs and interests of developed and
non-developing countries and the
North-South dilemma
The political and strategic balance between
the free world and the ~ommunist world
The need for a new international economic
order
The need for a new international legal order
in the Oceans
The world fisheries disorder due to depletion
of important commercial stocks and the
restriction to fish according to the new
LOS
Ther are many challenges associated with the development
of A. and with subantarctic regions. These challenges will
requi~e':new approaches, new solutions, new equipment and, as
state Nagata (1977) the "advancement of scientific research
(will be) the basis of A. development". So, the facilitation
of international scientific cooperation in A., as is stated
by art. III of A.T. become an important component of the A.
development.
In the short and medium term, the natural resources
that it develpment appears more feasible will be the marine
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resources that exist around Antarctica in the waters and seabed
of the Southern Ocean. The Antarctica Peninsula which is a key
area for A. science, can be the marine regions where the
development will tend to be concentrated because the great
economic potential that is known there lie.
1.4 THE MANAGEMENT OF THE ANTARCTIC MARINE RESOURCES.
Enough availability of food"·'energy and fresh water
constitute to day a complex trilogy of problems to mankind.
Under the influence of increasing population, the rising
incomes per cpaita in developed countries and the emerging
conscience for better life in developing nations, the problems
mentioned above, can become more severe and dangerous in the
future.
There is an increased interest in the Antarctica,
especially in the waters sorrounding this continent due to
the fact that there is a possibility of finding a partial
solution to the problems already indicated. In fact it is
known that in Antarctica there is an important amount of food
(mainly krill) energy (offshore oil) and fresh water (icebergs)
that can be exploited.
The international arrangement to day ex t.s t t nq in
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connection to Ant~rctic~ - the Antarctic Treaty - is legally
weak regarding the exploitation of its natural resources because
it does not contain direct reference to this subject. The
Treaty apperas distinctly shaky at present as a d~rect result
of the rapid development of the exploitation of marine living
res 0 ur ces (k rill and fin f i shes ) and 0 f the inc rea sing s pecu1a t ion
about the presence of non-living resources, mainly offshore oil;
and also, the technological and economical possibility of the
use icebergs as fresh water source.
Besides to the direct economic interests, there are
some territorial claims and also political, strategic and
environmental aspects all playing and important role in the
international communities concerning the Antarctica.
According to the different national interests (public
and privates) there are a plurality of viewpoints concerning
how manage the exploitation of the antarctic resources. A wise
management is necessary to obtain at same time, benefits to
mankind but also and simultaneously satisfaction to industrialized
and developing na t t ons, to claimant and non-claimant states,
to members and non-members of the Antarctic Treaty, etc.
What steps are necessary for the rational management
of southern ocean to maximize the effective use of its marine
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resources, to distribute benefits equitably and rationally,
and to consider the long term dilemmas as well as short term
needs? The situation is still more complex due to that the
oceans interests and activities around antarctic issues are
closely linked technologically, economically, environmentally,
legally, and politically.
It is necessary a sys t ema t ic ...attempt to anticipate,
identify and evaluate the full range of potential impacts that
may flow from an intensive and extensive exploitation of the
natural resources lying adyacent to, in and under antarctic
waters. The broad spectrum of these impacts involve, among
others, the effects on the fragile antarctic ecosystem, the
.
mutual implications among multiple~uses of the maritime space,
the several problems that can arise among Nations and its
interests, etc.
It will be necessary to investigate and to apply political,
legal and technological assessments on future concept for the
orderly, safe, reliable and economic development of the
antarctic resources. To obtain this goal we need to f t l l the
role of spanning the gaps among science, technology, political
opinions, national interest, necessity of mankind, international
legal order, environment, as applied to the southern ocean.
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The policy to achieve the goal mentioned above require
to keep in mind and to study several facts:
1.- The world need on food (protein), oil and fresh
water.
2.- The state or art on the exploitation of the marine
antarctic resources.
3.- The legal status of Antarctica.
4.- The implications of the Law of the Sea.
5.- The territorial claims of some Nations.
6.- The emerging world conservation conscience
(fishery management, marine pollution, etc.) and,
7.- The international strategic and political interests.
To find some internattona1 order, regarding to national
interests, which will allow the rational utilization of the A.
marine resources in benefits of all mankind,will be necessary
to analyze briefly some components of the' intrincate antarctic
system having in mind that the central subject of thi~ pap~r is
the antarct1c oil and it implications, m~inly on the marine
living resources.
r.S.THE PRESENT STATUS OF ANTARCTICA.
1.5.1. The int~rnational spaces.
The Declaration of the Establishment of the New
International Economic Order (NIEO) that was adopted by UN
General Assemby by resolution 3201 of the Sixth Special Session
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on May 1, 1974, stated the following principles:
1° Interdependece of members of the world community
2° The duty of international cooperation f0r economic
development.
3° Active assistance to the developing countries by
the whole community and,
4° Preferential treatment for developing countries.
Along the lines of the NIEO, the development of
international spaces concept or spaces of common heritage
of mankind as the outer space, the deep sea including high
sea and seabed, are taking more and "more force. The effort
for example, on the part of the 166 nations of the world to
reach agreement on a new international order for the sea,
through UNCLOS III is demonstrating this new spirit.
Must be considered the A" in the same manner as the
order space or as spac~ beyond national jurisdiction. as well
as the continent itself as the sea immediately beside?
The idea that A. and it sea be an international space
is shared by some international bodies, States, groups of
States, authors (Kish, 1973), etc. Pontecorvo (1980} among
others perspectives considers the UNCLOS III as the beginning
of a new order of the oceans dominated by two themes: the
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aggrandizement of the coastal state and the concept that the
resources of the deep sea and elsewhere-between them, Antarctica
are the common heritage of mankind.
So the spaces or its resources must be shared by all
international community what can be seen as reasonable and
just, especially if benefit to the developing states.
The con~rontation between rich and poor countries has
led, then, to the ambitious notion of a NIEO as a means of
resolving the confrontation and improving economic development
generally. The obstacles to the establishment of this New
Order must be examined analysing the basic assumptions and
needs of both producers and consumers to suggest ways to
prevent or resolve resource confl icts; historic 1eQa1institutions,
interests, claims, treaty and convention might be examined and
then adapted.
The central difference among A. and the other international
spaces is this: never have had claims over those international
spaces by some State, in return there are, coming from much
years, several national claims over Antarctica. Moreover,
exist an International Treaty, the A.T; signed in 1959 long
time before the' emergence of the proposition of the concept
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of international spaces as the seabed and it common heritage
of mankind in 1967 (9 ) action that gave push, finally to the
UNCLOS III where these international maritime space (seabed
and high seas) is being accepted. That A. T. not only no
refered to A. as an example of one "Commons" (see Garrett, 1968)
but in it articles IV freezed the territorial claims what means,
indirectly ratify them.
1.5.2. The Antarctic Treaty.
~he great impetus given to international scientific
cooperation by the IGY (1957-58), when research and observations
in A. played an important part, led the Nations with interests
in A. to conclude the A.T. in 1959 (Appendix 1) which entered
into force on June 23, 1961.
In 1959 the press regarded the A.T. as something new
under the sun. Quite sudden)y and unexpectedly, according to
the newspapers a wonderful arena of cooperation apperade between
the main protagoonists of the Cold War, the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A.
Actually it was nothing of the kind. The U.S.S.R. ant the U.S.A.
and the other parties to the treaty simply wrote down in treaty
f or m that which they were already quite comfortable with because
they had done it for such a long period of time as a matter of
customary international law (Mall t son , 1974). Within the context
of current real ity, the treaty was an unusual example of diplomatic
and political service to the goal of science and the general in
ternational interest, as pointed out Hayton in 1960.
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The more significant provisions of the A.T. (Table 2)
can be condensed in the following three qreat objetives:
The exclusive use of A. for peaceful purposes.
To continue and to increase the cooperative scientific
research in and on the continent and surrounding
seas and,
To settle a political arrangement to resolve the several
claims over Antarctica.
This Treaty, unique in it kind in
the history of the modern diplomacy has run very well durin
almost twenty years and so the A. has been a lake of peace and
research, this A. experience has proved that is possible and
derivable to subordinate national rivalries to international
cooperation for the benefit of all of mankind.
liThe US 1980 inspection of Argentina, Chile, Poland UK
and USSR station (according to art. VII of A.T.) once again
corroborated the unique and pragmatic international communication
and cooperation taking place under the A.T." (Scully, 1980).
Due the cooperation spirit prevalent among the Consultative
Parties, the right of inspection during there twenty years only
has been utilized ten times, six by USiA, without detect -not
one violation to the provisions of the A.T. (Chile not yet
has done use of this right of inspection). (IO).
The A.T. has contributed so to the community of nations
the practical realization of the notion of " r e s or terra communis"
,
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but only in a conceptual order bacause the claims, though frozen
by art. IV of A.T., still subsist with all its rights.
TABLE 2. THE MORE SIGNIFICANT PROVISIONS OF THE ANTARCTIC TREATY
1. Use of A. for peaceful purposes ony (art. I and IX)
2. Freedom of scientific research in A. (art. II and IX)
3. Facilitation of international scientific cooperation in A. (art. III and I)
4. Freeze the territorial claims of the contracting parties (art. IV)
5. Prohibition of nuclear explosions and the disposal of radioactive waste
material (art. V) ( 11)
6. The scope of the A.T. is the A. continent and the seas and ice shelves
south of 60oS.L. recognizing the international right over the high seas(art. VI). . ..
7. Facilitation of the exercise of the rights of inspection among the
Contracting Parties (art. VII and IX).
8. Questions relating to the exercise of private jurisdiction in A. (art.
VIII and IX)
9. Preservation and conservation of living resources in A. (art. IX)
10. Support meetings at suitable interval s and place for the purposes of
the proper Treaty (art. IX).
11. Establishment of the Contracting Parties with consultative status
(art. IX)
12. Solidarity for the defense of the goals of the Treaty (art. X)
13. Spirit to settle disputes by peaceful means (art. XI)
14. The Taeaty may be modified or amended at any time only by unanimous
agreement of the Contracting Parties (art. XII)
15. The A.T. has an indefinite duration (art. XII)
16. The review the operation of the Treaty after of thirty years from the
date of it entry into force i.e. in June 23, 1991 will can be do if
any Contracting Parties so requests. Any modification or amendment
will be approved in this opportunity by a majority of the Contracting
Parties. If some Party not accept the modification(s) or amendment(s)
have the right to withdraw from the Treaty but the Treaty will can be
continued by the remain Parties (art. XII)'
17. The treaty is open for accession to any States which is a member of
the liN, or by any other State which may be invited to accede with
the consent of all the Contracting Parties (art. XIII).
II. THE PROBLEMS OF THE ANTARCTICA AND THE SOUTHERN OCEAN.
The special international harmonious relations among
the "Antarctic Countries", however, due different world situations
and also due to the A.T. itself, during these last years are
become more weak. So the "Antarctic system" confront to day a
lot of challenge difficult to resolve but not impossib1 e (Table 3).
TABLE 3. PROBLEMS THAT FACE OR WILL FACE THE ANTARCTIC SYSTEM
(see also Table 1)
The increasing interest by some A. resources, mainly krill and oil.
The application to the S.D. of the new low of the sea, especially to
the area south of 60° S.L.
The interest of new States in participating in the decisions over the
future of A. and the right to share the administration of it.
The participation of international organizations in the antarctic
regime (A.T., conventions, etc.)
The wish to become new A.T. Consultative Parties.
The permanent conflict between claimant and not claimant States.
The situation of Argentina, Chile an~UKA claiming almost the same
sector
The condition of the unclaimed sector
The temporary moratorium of the status of A. and it future: condominium
res communis, "r es nul1ius", or sovereignty by States (claimant)?
The problems that may be derived from conventions relating to A. but
adopted outside of A.T.
The pressure over the Governments by powerful enterprise interested
for some antarctic resource.
The increasing international pressure for the conservation of the
antarctic liVing resources and for the ecosystem itself; ecological
reserve for mankind?
The interest of the A.T. powers to develop a regime for A. outside
of the United Nations.
The world conflicts proper North versus South, Occidental and Oriente,
Communism and Free World, Developed and Developing Countries, etc.
The situation of A. status after 1991.
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Some of these complex problems, the ones more related
with the purpose of the paper will be examined along the
following comments.
2.1. THE INCREASING INTEREST OF NEW STATES ON ANTARCTICA.
From the States engaged in the sealing and whaling
activities, to the States interested in explore the "last
Continent", to the States with active participation in the
scientific investigation during the IGY, to the original States
that signed the A.T. to the at present situation, the numbers
of Countries concerned to the A. has increased enormously.
It has been possible to identify, in a first search,
26 States that shows some sort of specific interest on A.
Table 4 presents these States and their relation with some
s i gns t hat sym b0 1 i zena t ionali nt ere ston A. and S. 0 . The
aspects taken into account in the Table, are, rather passive
and static and, perhaps are not enough to define the grade of
importance that A. and S.O. represent within the national
interest of each Stat~. To evaluate with more real ism this
pecul iar affair, would be necessary al so to consider qualitative
and quantitatively the A. activities that accomplishs and have
accompl ished the States. Table 5 lists some activities that
can be evaluate to reach the goal previously stated., but no
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ERHATIONAl. CONVENTION FOR CONYffiION ON $TATES WITH CATCH OF ICRILL STATES WITH STATES WITH
ENTION FOR THE CONSERVATION THE CONSERVATION (7) INTEREST ON SlJ'IE INTEREST
REGUlATION OF ANTARCTIC OF ANTARCTIC ANTARCTIC OIL ON ANTARCTICA
~\ING S~~\S MARINE LIVING ~erCla, I Experll1entalRESlXIRCES (6) catches catches (8) (9)
X X X ? Medii..
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NOTES TO THE TABLE 4
1) The seven States with Antarctic claims are, by chronological order
the following ones: U.K., New Zealand, France, Australia, Norway,
Chile and Argentina. The claims, declarations with decree, was made
between 1908 to 1943.
2) The Antarctic Treaty was signed in Washington, D.C. on December 1, 1959
and entered into force on June 23, 1961. The original states that
ratified the A.T. the Consultative Parties, before June 23, 1961 was 12
and was the same countries that took part in the antarctic scientific
research programs during the 1957-1958 International Geophisical Year.
(See Appendix 1). Subsequently Poland (1977) and Federal Republic of
Germany (1981) became also consultative Parties.
3) According to art. XIII, paragraph 1, the A.T. "shall be open for
accession by any State which is a Menber of the United Nations, or
by .... "; so between 1961 to day 11 States became acceding states
including Poland and Federal Republic of Germany now with status of
Consultative Pary. (See Appendix 1).
4) The International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling the Whaling
Convention was signed in Washington D.C., on December 2,1946 and
entered into force on November 10, 1948. This Convention is former
the conclusion of the A.T. and act outside it. The Convention include
all commercial whales and it scope of application is the world ocean.
At 1982, the Convention is integrated by 39 States. Canada, Iceland,
Mexico and Panama also are members of the IWC but this countries have
not manifested interest on Antarctica apparently so do not appears in
the Table 4. .
The International whaling Commission (IWC), established in
1937 with it head quarters in London, leads the Convention ..
5) The Convention for the Conservation of Antarctica Seals (The Antarctic
Sealing Convention), was signed by 11 States on February 11, 1972 in
London and entered into force on March 11, 1978. This Convention was
negatiated as a separate, international instrument with the Consultative
Parties as signatories and with accession open to "any state which may
be invited ... with the consent of the Contracting Parties" (Sealing
Convention, art. 12). The scope of this Convention is the same that
A.T. i.e. south 60° S.L. (art. 1°).
6) The Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
was signed in Camberra, 1980 by the fourteen A.T. Consultative Parties
more German Democratic Republic. This Convention shall enter into force
on the thirtieth day following the date of deposit of the eighth
instrument of ratification.
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7} States with commercial catches of krill according to the yearbooks
of Fishery Statistics, years 1978 and 1979 (FAD, 1979 and 1980).
The information about States with experimental catches of krill come
from different sources; of course Japan, U.S.S.R. and also Poland
before their commercial catches have had intensive activities in
experimental catches and, in general, in researchs on krill.
8) For "Antarctic States" and their interest on antarctic oil (southern
oil) see Table 17. (No intent has been made to evaluate the interest
over antarctic oil for the other States outside "Antarctic Club").
9) States with some interest on Antarctica at the present time are those
states that have established a permanent or temporal scientific station,
or have organized one or several expeditions to Antarctica or have
expressed scientific, legal or political interests over the Southern
Continent or their surrounding waters, but not yet are acceding state
to A.T., conventions or have antarctic fisheries activities and so on.
Also would be necessary to recognise those other States that
during the last centuries carri~d out important geographical discoveries
and commercial activities in the Antarctica and in the Southern Ocean;
the mayority of such States are comprised in the other signs of the
Table 4.
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attempt has been made here to discurss this subject because
it are beyond the scope of this study.
TABLE 5. SOME ASPECTS NECESSARY TO BE EVALUATED TO DETERMINE
THE NATIONAL GRADE OF INTEREST ON ANTARCTICA.
1. Historical contribution to the global knowledge of Antarctica.
2. Magnitude and quality in the participation during IGY.
3. Number of permanent stations and refuges.
4. Size and quality of the equipment of the stations and refuges.
5. Number, size and quality of airports and similar.
6. Other material structures.
7. Number, magnitude and frequency of expeditions by sea, air and
land in summer station and during the rest of year.
8. Scientific and non-scientific personnel engaged in the above points.
9. Quantity and quality of publications.
10. The scientific value of the programs and projects of research.
11. Participation in the international meetings on Antarctica.
12. Active participation in the international organizations concerning
to Antarctica.
13. Participation in the international programs.
14. Number and importance of tourism activities.
15. Quantity of activities oriented to increase the national public
concern on Antarctica.
16. Size of the area where the national antarctic activities is
developed.
17. Past or present commercial activities in Antarctica other than
tourism.
18. Fulfillment of the provisions of treaties, conventions, etc.
19. Time spent in Antarctica activities.
\ ..
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2.2. THE "ANTARCTICCOUNTRIES" AND THE CLAIMS.
At Mar c h, 1 982 had 1 56 mem ber - s tat e s 0 f U. N. and
soon there will be more than 170 independent states. Of these,
it is possible to identify, at least, 26 states with some
signs of national interest on Antarctica and/or Southern Ocean.
There are, at present eight or nine {Peru?} acceding States
of Antarctic Treaty and fourteen state~ with the status of
Consultative Parties (Table 4 ).
The 14 A.T.C.P. are actually, the States that drive
the antarctic affairs since that the A.T. entered intoforce
in 1961. These States with two exceptions, are the same
original states, that in 1959 signed at Washington the Treaty
and ratified it before the Treaty entered into force. Poland
in 1977 and the Federal Republic of Germany in 1981 are the
only States that have reached the condition of Consultative
Parties on perform with the art. IX-2 that require to conduct
" substantial scientific research activity there (Antarctica),
. such as the establishment of a scientific station or the
despatch of a scientific expedition". (l2).
Through an intent of classification of the A.T.C.M.
(Ta b1 e 6) we can see t hat 9 Stat e s are 0 f the Nor the r n hem i s -
• I r .
TABLE 6 • AN INTENT OF CLASIFICATION OF THE ANTARCTIC TREATY CONSULTATIVE MEMBERS
ANTARCTIC CLAIMANT STATES
Argentine, Australia. Chile~ France. New Zealand. Norway and U.K.
ANTARTIC NON-CLAIMANT STATES
Belgium. German Fed. Rp •• Japan. Poland. South Africa. USA and U.S.S.R.
GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION STATE OF DEVELOPMENT· TYPE OF ECONOI'lY GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION STATE OF DEVELOPMENT· TYPE OF ECONOI'lY
Northern Southern Developed Oeve1opi IHJ Non-centra1fled Centra1Ized Northern Southern Developed Developlnq Non-centralized Centrall zed
Hemisphere Hemisphere Hemisphere Hemisphere
France Argentine Australia Argentine Argentine Belgium South Afrlc Belgium Suth AfrIca Belgium Poland
Nonoay Australia France Chne Australia German Gennan German U.S.S.R.
Fed.Rp. Fed.Rp. Fed.Rp.
U.K. Chile Hew Chile Japan Japan Japan
Zealand
New Norway France Poland Poland South Africa
Zealand
U.K. New Zealand U.S.A. U.S.A. U.S.A.
Norway U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R.
U.K.
• See Appendix 2
w
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phere and 5 are of the Southern hemisphere; according to the
state of development, 11 States are developed and only 3 are
developing. In the other hand, according to the type of eco-
nomy 12 States belong in the non-centralized system and 2
be10 ngin c ent r ali zed system.
The main reason that may divide to these 14 Treaty
Powers are not the aspects had in mind above, but yes the
problem over antarctic sovereignty, Seven States have already
staked out territorial claims to pie-shaped slices of the
continent (Ta bl es 6 and 7 ; Fig. 4 L Those of U. K., Chil e
and Argentine overlap; other sector are unclaimed and; in
contrast the remain countries, mainly U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.
refuse to recognize any claims, have posed none of their own
or they keep the right to do claims in the future.
One of the most important art. of the A.T. is the
IV which freezes the territorial claims.of the contracting
parties. The most important stipulation of art. IV is that
no new claim or any enlargement of an existing claim shall
be asserted as long as the treaty remains in force. According
with this provision, Hambro (1974) state that this could be
; nt erpreted tom eant hat i t wo u1d be po ssib1e to a ba ndon, 0 r
transfer a claim or to change the sovereignty of a territory
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Figure 4: View of Antarctica according to original claims. (Rose, 1976).
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TABLE 7. SITUATION, AREA AND DATE OF THE ANTARCTIC CLAIMS.
S TAT E S
Argentine (3)
Australia
and
Chile (4)
France
New Zealand
Norway (5)
U.K. (6)
Total A. claims area
Unclaimed secto~ (7)
TOTAL A. CONTINENT AREA
SITUATION
45°E - 136°E
142°E - 1600E
53°W - 900W
136°E - 142°E
1600E - 1500W
45°E - 20 0W
200W 800W
1,231,064
6,400,000
1,250,000
589,892
414,400
1,500,000
1,222,480
12,607,836
1,392,164
14,000,000
DATE(2)
1940 and 1946
or 1947
1940
1924 and 1938
1923
1939
1917 and 1962
Note:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
The areas are expressed by approximate figures due to, the partial
cartographic knowledge existing and the effect of the ice shelves.
There are different interpretations on the date of the claims.
Official name: Territorio Nacional de la Tierra del Fuego, Antartida
e Islas del Atlantico Sur.
Official name: XII Region Magallanes y de la Antartica Chilena.
Apparently, Norway claims only the coastal area of the sector between
45°E to 20 0W. In 1930 and 1931, Norway had claimed the Peter I Island.
In 1962 the areas lying south of 60° S.L. and between 20 0W and 80° W,
which were formely administered as Falkland Islands Dependencies,
(that included, besides South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands),
were constituted as a separate "colonyll, the British Antarctic Terri-
tory. This new colony constitutes, then, the British claimed part of
the Antarctica.
The area of the unclaimed sector was calculated by difference between
the "official" area of Antarctica' and the sum of the claims.
Brazil in 1958 proclaimed sovereigntv over the sector between 53°W
and 29°W but it claim was rejected during meeting on A.T. in 1958 -
and 1959; Brazil did not accept and not signed the Treaty. However
in 1975 Brazil acceded the Treaty.
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in any way but that it would not be possible to enlarge a claim.
Auburn (1971) point out that New Zealand and U.S.A. in fact
exercise a condominium over the Ross Oependency and that this
factual situation could be changed into a legal condominium
without hindrance of the A.T. (13).
von Glahan (1976) state seven methods of aCQuirinq
title to territory, as are recoanized by states today. The
A. claims was based by the seven claimant states in several
considerations which must be judged, when the legal status of
A. permit it, according to the modern concepts of the interna
tional law on this subject. However, there is one predominant
argument, as is affirmed by Judd (1971) as cited by Hume (1978):
ilLegal arguments and historic claims to land
are a poor substitute for riQhts established
by effective occupat ion". .
In spite of the above judgment, it is necessary to
remember the 1933 East Greenland lase decision of the Permanent
Court of International Justice, that held that effective occup~
tion depend on the existing circunstances in the territory and.
that settlement or local administration was not necessary in
hostile and uninhabited regions.
Today, under art. IV of the A.T. the claims are frozen
and the Antarctica continues beinq treated as an international
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area, position that e.g. U.S.A. has qenerally support. (l4).
But, although "unfortunately, the l ena l status of territorial
claims in A. is very much an unresolved ouestion ... /1 (Lundquist,
1977 as cited by Quinn, 1978) the claims represent to the claim
ant states, aspirations in future when in 1991 the A.T. be
revised (15) and new technological progress be available to
exploit the A. natural resources potenticials.
If the A.T. failed in resolving the problemsof claims
when it be revised within nine years ahead, it is possible that
the UN system take in hand the A. problems. In this case the
position of the UN and its agencies in dealing with the problems
of decolonization with respect to the doctrines of self-deter-
mination and territorial intearity, is more often than not, has
been with arguments for territorial integrity rather than self-
determination. This position would be more favorable for claim
ant states closer Antarctica and, of course, would betnore logical
if the antarctic problem can be considered as a decolonization
problem:
The unclaimed sector (goaw to 150aW) between Chile
and New Zealand claims is an additional Antarctica issue that
may bring some consequences in the future. Perhaps this area
is the unique unclaimed land in the world (it would have to
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include also, the inland part of the Norway's claim~ see Note
5 of the Table 7) and as art. IV-2 of A.I. no permit new
claims or enlargement of existing claims, this sector, with
possibility of existing oil in it offshore seabed (Fig. 14),
could be internationalized before the A.T. be revised (1991).
This fact would constitute a precedent and to justify further
intents to internationalize the whole Antarctica with the
natural detriment of the claimant states. An other legal
problem is the situation of the Peter I Island, claimed by
Norway in 1930-31 and lying offshore from this unclaimed sector
and within the 200 n.miles, if the measure is done from the
seaward edge of the Abbot ice shelf. If maritime spaces is
settled in the future in the sea around Antarctica, legal
problems can arisen in relation to this situation.
The legal analysis of the situation of the Antarctic
claims is very important to study the application of the new
law of the sea in the Antarctic seas, within the scope of
the A. T. as can be seen in the above paragraph being this main
reason to include this subject in this paper.
2.3. THE LEGAL SITUATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANTARCTIC
RESOURCES.
As we have seen, the A.T. deals with sovereignty,
demilitarization, scientific collaboration and conservation,
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but does not mention the economic aspects tied e.g. with the
exploitation of the antarctic resources.
In light of increasina exploitative interest in the
Antarctica, a principal problem is whether resources exploitation
can be accommodated within the treaty regime; the pressures are
such that in the absence of clearer law on Antarctic resources,
some states may choose to act outside the treaty with the
consequence of the weakness of it. It is opportune to observe
that states could carry out scientific research and also explo!
tative activities in the antarctic region cover by the treaty.
without be, necessarily acceding or consultative party of the
A•T • ~
Ambassador P.G. Daniels, one of the principal U.S.
negotiators of the A.T. has pointed out that there are a number
of problems which either have arisen or may arise requiring
international agreements and joint decision. Among these problems,
Daniel s states one which is concerned with our subject: "The
development and exploitation of living resources, particulary
in the waters adyacent to Antarctica, is a matter which could
be further discussed with a view to reaching agreement on
regulations fair to all concerned (cited by Schatz, 1974b.).
Although this problem is resolved partially by the 1980 Conve~
tion on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
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as we see later on, other new interests as the estimated subs
tantial but totally unproven antarctic oil and other minerals
and so, are seen as the spurs which may make difficult to solve
by a n adequa tea nd harm0 ni 0 usin t ern a t ion a 1 s ys t em, the deve10£.
ment of the Antarctic resources and the proper territorial
claims.
At least, until 1991 when the problem of the claims
may arise perhaps with unusual vehemenc~, the princioal antar~
tic issue today, concern the exploration for and exploitation
of living and non-living natural resources and the preservation
of the Antarctic environment. While the A.T. does address the
issue of the preservation and conservation of livinq resources
in Antarctica (art. IX-f) as one of its purposes, it does not
specifically provide for a mineral resources regime, although
arguendo such could be interpreted as a "us e of Antarctica
for peaceful purposes only" (art. 1-1) and thus under art. IX-a
"principle and objetive of the Treaty".
As the American Bar Association (ABA, 1979) remark
the possibility to explore and exploit mineral in Antarctica
under the Treaty exists since that such activity could reaso-
nably be considered a use of Antarctica for peaceful purposes.
This interpretation the U.S. endorsed in the 1975 Consultative
Meeting when its representative stated: II in the absence of
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a shared understandin9, those countries who do not recognize
claims to sovereignty would surely have to assert the right
to continue mineral resource activities at their will, subject
only to applicable provisions of the Treaty".
It is clear that "peaceful purposes" not exclude the
economic use of the Antarctic resources if we consider that the
preamble of the A.T. say: "recognizing that it is in the interest
of all mankind that Antarctica shall continue forever to be used
exclusively for peaceful purposes ... " and precisely an interest
of all mankind is the satisfaction of, at least, its basic needs
Besides, in the same art. I-I where the Treaty states
that Antarctica shall be used for peaceful purposes only, give
examples about what is not peaceful purposes, by prohibiting,
inter alia, any measures of a military nature., Also must remem
ber that the A.T. neither expressly authorize the commercial
exploitation of Antarctica ...
So, the developement of Antarctic resources within
the scope of the Treaty not violate any provision of it being
so a s Col son (19 80) can s tat e: 11 the j uri di cal con c e pt s deve 10 E.
ed under the A.T. system in the past are adequate to govern
effectively future decisions relating to the commercial develoQ
ment of Antarctica's mineral resources". However, remains the doubt if
the legal and institutional framework within which Antarctica
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mineral development will take place, will be the J\..T. only or
a combination with other more wide legal issues as LOS.
Being that much of the Antarctic resources on existing
interest to exploit it are marine resources, and that the scope
of the A.T. include a wide marine area beyond of 200 n.mile of
Antarctica coast, it will be necessary to make consistent the
A.T. and the "universal" provisions of the LOS; otherwise to
enact a regional law of the sea proper to apply to the antarctic
seas. Perhaps some similar to this can happen if, e.g. we have
in mind the following judgment after Hollick (1981):
liAs the law of the sea conference illustrates, there is little
advantage from the standpoint of developed states to negotiating
regimes for common property resources in the United Nation con-
text. The combination of votinq structure and New International
Economic Order ideology give the developing nations a oosition
of influence far out of' proportion to their capability to con-
tribute to or enforce a regime. Recognition of this fact
explains the strong motivation of the Antarctic Treaty powers
to ensure the viability of their Consultative Group and to de-
velop regimes for Antarctic resources outslde of the United
Nations". '
In any case a regime to exploit the Antarctic resources
and to use commercially thi's continent,
questions as are indicated in Table 8.
need to solve some
TABLE 8.
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PENDING qUESTIONS TO ESTABLISH AN ANTARCTIC
DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES REGIME.
1. How to enact such regime that be consistent with claims?
2. How to apply the LOS to the antarctic seas?
3. What about the resources lying in the unclaimed sector?
4. Who have rights to exploit?
5. How to do compatible such regime and the environmental
protection?
6. Which body must drive the antarctic affairs?
7. How to make sure that such regime remain in valid
existence after 1991?
8. How to do compatible the needs of all mankind and the
right of claimant?
A prudent attitude would be to enact a moratorium to
development the antarctic resources mean while the pending
questions ·not be resolved. It will be very much hard in the
future to establish rules if the exploitation is intensely
ongoin and numerous national and private interests be engaged;
this situation only would benefit to the idea to international
ized the Antarctica or to do it a condominium with obvious
detriment to the rights of claimant states.
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2.4. THE APPLICATION OF THE NEW LAW OF THE SEA TO THE SEAS
AROUND ANTARCTICA.
2.4.1. An outline on the Law of the Sea.
The law of the seal one of the oldest and most
..
highly developed areas of international law, has changed si~
nificantly in the past 50 years in response to rapid scientific
and t ec hn0 log i cal advan cesc 0 up1ed wit han inc rea sed po pu1ation
and the need for additional resources.
The existing spirit that drove the international
relations related to the so called "the international spaces"
from later 1950's to day are adequately illustrated by the
f011 owi ng s tat em e nt q f t e r B10 0 mfie 1d (1 981) :
"On October 4, 1957 the Soviets dazzled the world by lauching
the first earth-orbiting space whicle - Sputnit. In response,
the United States organized the manned moon landing, made its
children learn the new m~th, and presented the United Nations
with a draft treaty of rules to keep earthly rivalries - and
nuclear warface - from outer space. 1I
"The space age brought forth intensive new competition between
the superpowers. But paradoxically it was also an extraordi-
narily creative period of international rule-making, coverinq
not only outer space but also other environments no one coun-
try had yet grabbed - Antarctica, the high seas, the seabed,
the continental shelf and slope."
"At 1east for those speci a1 environments, it was encouragi ng
that international common sense could compete success fully
with narrow self-interest, and that steps to limit future
conflicts could be accepted as a valid goal even if on land
some nations still lurched from was to war."
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"Today new technology, combined with fresh superpower stresses,
could eventually erode the agreements regulating outer space
and demilitarizing Antarctica, and final agreement on sharing
the "common heritage of mankind" in the high seas and deep
seabed has not been reached."
"Yet even as superpower relation have waxed and waned th~ough
alternativing periods of crisis and detente, the existing
"regime - buliding" agreements have held up from 1959 (when
the Antarctic Treaty was signed) to the present day. II
The maritime spaces and the Antarctic issue was,
then, the subjects that concentrated the world attention later
1960's by the three relevant events:
The First United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea,
UNCLOS I, held at Geneva, 1958 (Febraury 24 to April 27).
Antarctic Treaty Conference, held at Washington 1959
(October 15 to December 1).
The Second United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea,
UNCLOS II, held at Geneva, 1960 (March 17 - April 26).
The four conventions produced by the UNCLOS I, as
say Hollick (1981) "set the international legal framework for
the ocean regime of the 1960's":
The Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous
Zone (came into effect in September, 1964).
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The Convention on the High Seas (came into effect in
September, 1962).
The Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living
Resources of the High Seas liThe Fishing Convention" (came
into effect in March, 1966).
The Convention. on the Continental Shelf (come into effect
in June, 1964).
UNCLOS II, as the UNCLOS I failed to reach agree-
ment on the breadth of the territorial sea and the related
fishing zone.
With those Conventions, Treaty and non-resolved
issues, begins to introduce gradually the idea of a new con-
ference on law of the sea. For example in 1966 the United
States and the U.S.S.R. agreed to consult all nations on the
question of whether they would agree to a new global confe-
rence on the LOS. A year later the "Na l t a Iniciative" (9)
proposed in the XXII Session of the UN General Assembly
originated the establishment of the IIAd Hoc Committee to
Study the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Beds and Ocean Floor
Beyond the Limits of National Jur t sd t c t t on" (the Ad-Hoc Seabed
Committee ll ) which aim was to give sustained consideration to
the seabed resou~ces question. (intentional emphasis added
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having in mind the Antarctic Treaty .... ).
The XXIII Session of the UN General Assembly, in
1968 adopted Resolution 2467 dealing with issues raised by the
Ad-Hoc Seabed Committee; it was establ ished a permanent "Commt t tee
on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor Beyond
the Lim its 0 f Nat iona1 J uri sdie t ion II (t hell Sea bed Co mm itt eell) .
The third UN General Assembly ocean resolution
2750 C that were passed by the XXV Session in 1970 called for
a new conference on the LOS to be held in 1973. The Seabed
Committee was designated officially as preparatory committee
for The Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea,
UNCLOS III, and scheduled to hold preparatory conferences in
1971, 1972 and 1973. In 1970 the UN General Assembly was
passed also a resolution (2749) that declared the wealth of
seabed and the ocean floor and the subsoil there of, (the
IIArea ll ) , beyond the 1 imits of national jurisdiction as "conmon
heritage of mankind".
Throughout eleven session, from 1973 to 1982 with
166 delegations in this last year (147 in 1974 in the Second
Session, the first substantive session) it was approved on
April 30, 1982 at New York the text of the Convention on the
Law of the Sea that will be signed at Caracas, Venezuela in
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December, 1982 and that will enter into force with 80 ratifica
tions." As say Ratiner (1982):
"On April 30, the United States was the only Western indus-
trialized country to vote against the final treaty adopted
in New York by the Third United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference. Venezuela, Turkey and Israel also voted no.
The U.S.S.R. and most Soviet block countries abstained,
as did a few highly industrialized Western nations (17
abstentions). Most of the West, including France and
Japan, Joined the Third World and voted yes. Altogether,
130 nations voted to adopt the treaty and open it for
signature ll •
The decision of United States, that was a leader
during all the UNCLOS III process and that under the Adminis
tration of Nixon, Ford and Carter had approved almost all
the provisions, have as reasons, numerous questions, perhaps
political and economic appreciations (underwater mining,
mainly) among other. Naturally the absence of U.S.A. and
other States of the Con~ention, will be a motive of weakness
of it~
By means of it 321 articles, the Convention will
create an historic global organization -one which for the
first time regulates, manages and produces globally shared
resources: the Seabed Authority. Virtually all uses of the
oceans are affected by the legal rights and obligations set
out by the Convention. Coastal state rights and shipping
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state rights within coastal waters are covered by the Conven-
tion and the states will can claim and enjoy the several bene
ficial provision.
The Convention recognizes and regulates among other
subjects, the following maritime spaces:
IIPelagic ll maritime spaces:
Territorial sea and
Contiguous Zone
Exclusive economic zone
High seas.
IIBenthic" maritime spaces:
Continental shelf
The area.
Also the Convention recognizes and regulates other
maritime spaces like - as, straits used for international
navigation, archipelagic states, internal waters, all which
have being less relevant for the purpose of this paper.
With all thes~ and those maritime space the free and
open world ocean of the other time tend, today to restrain
it and as state Smith (1980);
.'
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"The 'enclosure movement' in the oceans is definitely
upon the international community. More area is being
placed under the control of coastal states and
increased restrictions are being implemented within
these areas" .
As an example of this "enclosure movement".
Alexander (1980) point out:
"The more remarkable development during the decade of
the decade of the 1970 has been the advent of the
200 mile exclusive economic or fisheries zone. These
seems little reason to doubt that by the mid - 1980's
virtually every coastal state will have adopted. a
200 mile zone. thereby closing off about 32 percent
of the world's oceans".
This 32% • i.e. 115.5 million Km 2• equivalent figure
to 77.5% of the total land. pass now to increase the area of
the approximately 130 or more coastal states. This will be
really an extraordinary aggrandizement of the area. or better.
volumen of these countries and thence an increase of natural
wealth. a growth in national sovereignty and a political
thening. This aggrandizement can be even greater for those
state with "legal continental shelf" wider than 200 mile
according to definition of this maritime space by the new LOS.
This new situation involve for the coastal states
a major responsibility to prntect in. this maritime territory
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the national sovereignty, the non-permitted uses, and the
quality of the environment. Also this new situation will
demand to the coastal states to increase their efforts in
order to know better it new maritime spaces, to invest in
commercial activities and to perform a better management on
the marine resources.
In the context of these new provisions enacted in
the Convention on the Law of the Sea, it is logical than the
Antarctic Countries, especially the claimant states, express
their apprehension about the form how the LOS could be applied
to the sea around the Antarctica. Of course but in other
sense. the rest of the states also are worried about this
concern.
2.4.2. The application the Law of the Sea to Antarctic Seas.
The maritime spaces in antarctic waters is a
difficult and intricate unsettled question where join the inter
ests of the different countries (inter alia. the claims). the
Antarctic Treaty, the Law of the Sea and other international
components.
Using the word "geography" not in its physical sense
but rather on its polico-economic elements, Alexander (1980)
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writting about the "geography" of the oceans "before" Law of
the Sea (i.e. the period between 1967. lithe Malta Iniciative"
and 1973, the "procedural session of the UNCLOS III") states
that "the Antarctic continent itself had been reserved for a
thirty year period by the twelve·nation Antarctic Treaty which
came into force in 1961. and little concern had been shown for
the southern ocean surrounding Antarctica".
During the nine years of the UNCLOS III. from 1973
to 1982 and in its eleven official sessions the Antarctica
issue was not tried. perhaps due mutual agreement among Nations.
As Ross (1980) point out "Interestingly (and perhaps by plan).
Antarctica has not been among the present items of discussion
at the Law of the Sea Conference".
Neither in the list of subjects and issues relating
to the LOS. approved by the Seabed Comm ! ttee on August 18. 1972
with a long agenda of 25 items and over 80 sub l t ems , nor in the
preamble, in the 303 articles. in the 4 transitional provisions
and i nth e VII ann ex 0 f the 1977 ICNT as we 1·1 i nthe 1980 Oraft
Convention as in the 321 articles of 1982 Convention on the
Law of the Sea. is mentioned in a specific manner the Antarc-
tica and/or their sorroun~ing seas. The antarctic issues
neither appears in the previous work prepared by the Interna-
tional Law Commission for the 1958 UNCLOS I and in the four
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conventions resulting from it.
Really there are not any specific mention to geogr~
phical regions either in the 106 articles of the 4 Conventions
and 9 resolutions enacted by the 1958 UNCLOS I, nor in the new
Convention on the Law of the Sea. The more near references to
geographical regions are those provisions of the Convention
relatives with the environmental protection with ice-covered
areas (ICNT, art. 235), straits used for international navig~
tion (TCNT, Part III with 12 articles) archipelagic states
(TCNT, Part IV with 9 articles), regime of islands (TCNT, Part
VTIT, with one article) enclosed or semi-enclosed seas (TCNT,
Part IX with 2 articles) and right of access of land-locked
states to and from the sea and freedom of transit (TCNT, Part
X with 9 articles). Of course this items have a regional
feature and a geographic distinctive character but in any case
the provisions never mention a formal citation of specific ge~
graphical points or regions.
As the 1958 Convention as well the ongoin Conference
include not any restricting ·re~ional (or geographycal) applic~
tion provision and having in mind the above statements, it is
possible to conclude that the former and the later Conventions
have an universal scope with universally valid rules applicables
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to the entire world ocean.
On base to preceding conclusion can be affirmed
that the provisions of the in operating law of the Sea (the
1958 Conventions) and still more, the wider ongoin Convention,
can be applied to the seas around Antarctica without restric
tion excepted in subjects that in a specified manner be
apposed to provisions of Antarctic Treaty.
The intrincate subject on the application of the
lOS to Antarctica and the sea around it has not been directlv
examined in the Agenda of the ATCM apparently due a mutual
and/or tacit accord. The point only obliquely has been treated
in relation to the main questions today occupy the attention
to the "Antarctic Countries ": the management the living re-
sources of the S.D., the mineral development and the environ-
mental concern. Perhaps the potential political implications
that may be derived from this tooic, mainly the problem of
claims, explaim this reticence. However the problem need
intense analysis because it intrinsic significance for the
international peace, and provided within only nine years the
problem can do crisis when the A.T. be revised in 1991.
Attract attention to the limited number of studies
performed about the application of the lOS in S.D. Among
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other, authors like van der Essen (1975/76), Wilson (197B),
Orrego and Infante (19BO) and Orrego (19B1) ha~e analyzed
deeply the problem. Other authors have related the point
with the antarctic resources in general (Schatz 1974 and 1975;
Mitchell 1977a and 1977b; Zegers, 1978; Burton, 1979 and
Mitchell and Tinker, 19B1), with the antarctic oil as Auburn
(197B) with the utilization of the antarctic icebergs (Lund-
quist, 1977; Bishop, 197B; Burton, 197B and Chamoux, 197B)
and a lot of papers are devoted to the marine living resources
and the legal framework.
Ani nten t to a pply to' the S. 0 ., pro vis ion s com i n9
from the customary law, 195B Conventions and 19B2 new LOS
ongoin in one hand and in the other hand, the A.T. and the
claims, will be carry out in the following analysis.
According to 1958 Geneva Covention, the maritime
spaces derives from the authority of the coastal state. For
example, the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Con-
tiguous Zone say in it art. 1-1 that:
"Th~ sovere tqnty of a State extends, beyond its land territory
adn l~bs lnternal waters, to a belt of sea adyacent to its coast
escrl ed as the territorial sea" '
and art. 2 add:
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liThe sovereignty of a coastal State extends to the air space
over the territorial sea as well as to its bed and subsoil".
About the contiguous zone, the art. 24-1 states:
"In a zone of the high seas contiguous to its territorial sea,
the coastal State may exercise the control necessary to .... 11
Also the Convention on the Continental S~elf, strenR
then the authority of the coastal state, for example by arti-
cle 2:
2-1 "The coastal State exercises over the continental shelf
sovereign rights for the purpose of explorina it and
exploiting its natural resources".
2-2 liThe rights referred to in paragraph 1 (2-1) of this
article are exclusive in the sense that if the coastal
State does not exolore the continental shelf or exploit
its natural resources, no one may undertake these
activities, or make a claim to the continental shelf,
without the express consent of the coastal State ll , and,
2-3 liThe rights of the coastal State over the continental
shelf do not depend on occupation, effective or
notional, or on any express proclamation ll •
What 1958 Convention enacted as an international law
and as basic concept i.e. the authority of the coastal state
to generates some maritime spaces, was generally an accepted
rule of customary international law. So, von Glahn (1976) is
able to affirm:
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"The early writers in international law realized that the
boundary of a coastal state should extend beyond the low-
tide mark along the shore. Such an extension appeared to
be dictated by the logic of defense as well as by the
obvious necessity of protecting in some reasonable manner
the rights of the coastal state to fishery resources along
its oron shores".
"Its should be kept in mind that there exists a difference
between a particular width of territorial sea which reDr~
sents a portion of a nation's domain and over which sove-
reignty is asserted, and "
The same authority of the coastal state, this time
in form more remarkable still, is established in the new law
of the sea. By this Convention the coastal state as well the
archtpelagic Statewi'1l originate such maritime legal space
like: territorial sea, contiguous zone, exclusive economic
zone and continental shelf as defined for le9al purposes.
The obvious conclusions of the above facts are two
f 0' low in 9 0 ne s ;.
Tbe aBsence of territorial sovereignty oreclude the exis-
tence of those maritime spaces.
So the national sovereignty is a sine qua non re-
qutrement to produce the maritime spaces recognized by the
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international law.
There is, of course, 'another requisite for the sove
reign State have rights over the maritime spaces: the State
must be a coastal State. This is without detriment of the right
of land-locked States to participate in the exploitation of the
living resources of the exclusive economic zones of adjoining
coastal States according the provision of the leNT art 69.
The Table 9 shows some situations as the status of
a land extension and its right to generate maritime spaces.
TABLE 9. RIGHT TO GENERATE MARITIME SPACES ACCORDING TO THE STATUS OF
A LAND EXTENSION.
STATUS OF A LAND EXTENSION
Independent coastal state
Independent land-locked state
Non-independent coastal state
(e.g. a coastal colony)
Non-independent land-locked state
A coastal condominium (13)
A land-locked condominium
Archipelagic State
Island State
Non-independent island or qroup
or islands .
Unclaimed coastal land or island
'Coastal states or colony with
transitorily frozen sovereignty
RIGHT TO GENERATE t1ARITIME SPACES
With complete rights
Without rights
With complete rights
Without riahts
Without riQhts
Without riohts
With comolete riQhts
With comolete riQhts
With complete rights
Without riahts
Without riahts but with latent
rights -
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A state has an unquestioned right to exercise sove-
reign authority throughout the extent of its territory (von
Glahn, 1976). As the antarctic claimat states consider their
claims as national territory, these states have absolute right
to exercise sovereignty over its. However, two problems impede
to do it now. The first one is the position of the non-claim-
ant states and also of much other states outside the A.T., of
no recognize the validity of the claims. The second point
emerge from art. IV of A.T. that froze the claims unless, until
1991 by mutual agreement of the same involved countries.
The legal situation of Antarctica itself, would be
then, constituted by an unclaimed part (betwenn 90 0W to 1500W)
which would belong to everyone i.e. res communis and the rest
part with a very special legal status: the claims with a tran
sitorily frozen sovereignty maintaining a theoretical maritime
spaces. The unclaimed part not generates the maritime spaces
and neither can be claimed according art. IV-2. So, and as
has noted Jessup (1947):
"a cl~im with .... refere~ce to waters adyacent to the Antarctic
con~lnent must !lnd baslc support in the maintenance of a
clam to sovere tcnty over the land itself".
From this situation would be possible to infer that the antarc
tic continent is entirely encircled by high seas, Dosition.that
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today has not enough support.
The only provision of the A.T. on rights over the
sea around Antarctica is the art. VI, the scope of the Treaty,
that say:
liThe provlslons of the present "treaty shall apply to the area
south of 600 South Latitude, including all ice shelves, but
nothing in the present Treaty shall prejudi:e or in any way
affect the rights, or the exercise of the rlghts, of any
State under international law with regard to the high seas
within that area ll •
If in 1959, date of the A.T., it was done reference
to the high seas II wi t hi n that ar ee ", means that the participants
engaged in the A.T.in that time had in mind the other maritime
spaces, mainly the territorial sea, that one before year,
during the 1958 Geneva Convention, was agreeded.
Must be remembered that by customary law, the terri
torial sea was accepted among all nations since long time.
The chilean claims per example, enacted by national Decree N°
1747, dated November 6, 1940 incorporate the territorial sea
around the lands claimed. As by art. IV of the A.T. the
clai.m was frozen, this territorial sea also was frozen ...
Obviously the question stated in art. VI inrelation
to high seas, will be important in connection with the anall
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sis of the application of the LOS to S.D. in the scope of A.T.
Particulary the concept of the exclusive economic zone and it
eventual establishment around the coast of Antarctica, would
limite the restricted zone of the A.T. and the high seas space,
consequently.
Some previous problems that need be cleared in the
Antarctica itself to find solutions to the application of the
LOS, are the ice shelves (5) Fig. 2 and the antarctic baselines.
Quinn (1978) citing several sources, point out that numerous
commentator have supported the throught that Antarctic ice
shelves should be regarded as land and can be the object of
sovereignty; that must be put on a par with land territory,
and ... can be occupied and can be subjected to sovereignty.
It will be necessary to modify so the concept of territory
to accommodate the glacies firma i.e. the antarctic ice shelves,
to a legal status Because, according to Lundquist (1977) this
problem remain still as very much an unre~olved question.
The Baseline (normal and straight) serves as the
point from which the maritime spaces are measured. The 1958
Convention regulated the use of normal baseline (the low-water
line along the coast) for measurinq the breadth of the terri-
torial sea and the contiguous zone. Also and "even more sig-
nificant was the codification (by this Convention) of new
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means of expanding coastal-state jurisdiction through the use
of straight baselines from which offshore zones would be
measured" (Hollick, 1981). This last baselines was enacted
for use is the irregular coasts. About this subject the Con
vention not agreed not any special provision for coast covered
by glacial ice, ice shelves and so. Nothing special come with
the new Law of the Sea in relating with these coast, land or
sea frozen or covered by ice.
Canada from 1964 proceeded to legislate a nine-mile
contiguous fishing zone beyond its three-mile territorial sea
and to establish extensive straight baselines along the sinuo-
sities of the coast but did not do reference to the situation
of coasts with ice and so.
As the antarctic ice shelves and also the perennial
ice cap covering underwater bedrock show a great steady posi-
tion along ttmes, appears necessary to consider a special bas~
lines from the ice shelf seaward edge and from the edae of ice
front or glacier to draw the straight antarctic baselines and
from these to measure the "pelagic" maritime s pe ces ? • (Fig. 5)
Since it is not clear, at any rate, just what is
really mainland in the Antarctic continent and antarctic is-
lands, the questions of national sovereignty yet, the appli-
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cability of international conventions are also unclear in this
polar region a sort of problems can be expected to arise where
neither national law nor any transparent international reqime
appears clearly to govern.
It will be necessary, then, as soon as possible to
put Joint the Antarctic Treaty,.the Law of the Sea, the interests
of the countries with claims, the interest of the mankind, the
need of preservation of the ecosystem and the political interests
for to agree a new treaty that will be satisfactory both to
those who are concerned with national claims and to those who
are concerned with laws and other interests.
Two facts, among other, cited by Orrego (1981) in.-
dicate the existing urgency to settle around Antarctica, the
maritime spaces now recognized by. the new lOS:o-r;some modifications
of its. For example, France has extended the application of
it Exclusive Economic Zone to the territory formed by the
French austral and antarctic lands (Decree N° 78-144 dated
Febraury 3, 1978). Australia nas extended the Fishing Law
to the waters around of it antarctic territory, as "proclaimed
rna ters II; t his de t er minat ion i son 1yap o1 i edt0 the au s t r ali an
people.
A proposition of alternatives to establish some
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1ega 1 "p e1a gi c II mar i tim e spa ces ar 0 Und the Antarc tic a ts showed
in Fig. 6 This alternatives take in account the claims,
the Law of the Sea (1958 Convention and 1982 Convention) the
Antarctic Treaty and an ultimate internationalized Antarctica.
These special antarctic "pelagic" maritime spaces
are briefly characterized according the Table 10 and are
thought considering that the claims will be recognized by the
international community with some rights limitation and that
will have an Antarctic Authority (a body as A.T. modified?)
which will manage and will control the unclaimed sector and
the International Economic Zone or the Special Exclusive Eco
nomic Zone.
The possibility of an Antarctica itself and its
maritime spaces internationalized, appears as a weak alter-
native from the point of view of the international customary
law, the same A.T. and of course due the claimants position
and so, the alternative of an Antarctica with "dry coast"
and without claims (Fig. sr ) is irrelevant. Furhtermore
the 1980 Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources states in it art. IV the following orovts tons:
IV-l "All Contractin9 Parties, whether or not they are Parties
to the Antarctlc Treaty, are bound by Articles IV and VI
of the Antarctic Treaty in their relations with each'
other" .
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MAJN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SafE ANTARCTIC MARITIPE SPACES PROPOSED (SEE FIG, 6)
fwrNCTIC N.t.R1Tl1E SPILES
Territorial Sea
TS
Exclusive eco_lc Zone
EEZ
Speci.l [.clusive
Eco_lc Zone
ZEEZ
'Interllltional Ecolllllllic
Zone
IEZ
HS
A. str.loht base- It .vuld be v. - The Cl.imant The Cl.l..nt All those rights Only those riohts
lines (Incl udlng rllble accordinq States and for States .nd for enacted by LOS elllcted by lOS
the Ice shelves) to each claills unclalllled sector, uncl.l.d sector,
accordlno to .nd up 12 n.llnes the. A.A. '. '~ the A.A.
provisions of LOS.
It is necessary to
estab 11sh u soon
IS possible the
A. baselines:
Id. Id. 200 n, lI11es from id. id. Id. Id. All those rlqhts Only those rlqhts
the bue11nes elllc ted by lOS elllCted bu lOS
Id. Id. Id. Id. The Clal ..nt The Claimant All those rlqhts All other coun -
States and the States .nd the enac ted by lOS tries can fish
A.A. For the A.A. For the but the 1hinq accordlnq requla
unclallllfd sector, unclal.d sector, resources .re tlons frOm A.A.-
the A.A. the A.A. malkloe by the and IIJst PlY fee~
A.A. IS In unit to the COIS111
states. These
states also hne
the rights enlcted
by LOS for the
EEl
Id. id. The area would The A. A. The A. A. Without speel.l All rlqhts for EEt
be the scoot of rlqhts. All elllCted by lOS are
the 1980 Conven rlqh ts for EEl exerc hed here by
tion on the Co~ enacted by LOS the A. A.
senl t Ion of are exerc ised
Antarctic Marine here by the
llvInq Resources A. A.
Outside the Res c_nis: Res c_nls! Those rights Those rights
exteM\lll lillft and the Flag and the Flaq enacted by lOS .lIIcted by lOS
of EEl, or SEEZ states states for .11 coun- for .11 coun-
or IEZ tries tries
Note: It is nat considered here the Intern.l w.ter, contlquous zone, contlnentll shelf .nd other mariti. features (str.lts, etc.)
A. A. The Antarctic Authority
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IV-2 "Nothing contained in this Convention shall be interpreted
as a renunciation by any Contracting Party of any right
of or claim to or basis of claim to coastal state juris-
diction in marine areas in which this Convention applies
or as prejudicing the position of any Contracting Party
as regards its recognition or non-recognition of any
such righ or claim or basis of claim" (emphasis added).
(This provision is not exactly so; it correspond to the'
draft of the Convention but the real meaning remain).
Besides, in the 1972 The Antarctic Sealing Convention,
Chile included a reservation relating to nothing contained
'in the Convention can affect it claims and maritime rights.
The Fig. 7 shows the wide effect of the implement~
t i on of the exclusive economic zone in the' Southern Ocean and
the Fig, 8 determine these effects as applied to entire
Chi.1e,
In an Antarctica with total national sovereignties
1n the terrestrial territory and, in a South Ocean also with
total or partial national sovereignties will be possible to
maintain and to increase the present international co11abor~
.
tion, The coastal states will may seek through their common
economic zones to carry out rational programs for manage the
living r esour ces j Lt he environmental protection and the safety
of navigation. If a "special exclusive economic zone" or an
"international economic zone" 1s settled in the sea around
the Antarctica, various kinds of joint effort among the
coastal states, the Antarctic Authority and also other states,
will be possible to perform. The Southern Ocean, as a reqiona1
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Figure 8: Chile and the 200 miles.
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sea, can become a zone of peace and prosperity.
The continental shelf issue is other situation that
may become a conte~tious problem in antarctic area. Aspects
such as the existing rights for the claimant states and other related
global affairs have been already considered in this paper.
Auburn (1978) do a good discussion about this problem so now
only we will see some particular subjects .
.. -...,
The sea ward 1 i mit 0 f the con tinental she1f i s a item
not absolutely solved. There are a number of formulae in the
Draft Convention of the LOS for defininq this outer limits.
The "Hedberg formula" and the "Irish formula" are two possibi
lities (see Alexander, 1980).
The national-international boundary on the ocean
floor or the seaward edge of the "legal continental" shelf
(term similar to continental margin including the qeological
continental shelf, the slope and the rise) is vital concern
in relation to mineral resources, mainly wiht .petroleum
occurrence.
Hedberg (1973, 1976a and 1976b) examine this problem
and state eight conditions that must be satisfy to be acceptable
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to the nations of the world a definition of the shelf. Biggs
(1981) study the evolution of the geological criterion to define
the continental shelf and find that before it was argued that
the 200 meters depth was the limit of the seaward edge of the
shelf but more accurately survey reflected that the average
limit was 133 meters only. Furthermore, it was observed that
there were cases where the shelf gradually continued uninte-
rruptedly to a depth of 550 meter~ !nd so, being this the
case of antarctic continental shelf.
In any case be defined the legal continental shelf
e.g. extending to the outer limit of the geological continental
margin or some miles seaward of the foot of this margin, the
proBlem will be, of course, who have right over this submerged
portion of this part of the antarctic continent?
According to the formula that be adopted finally by
the UNCLQS III, some tslands in the S~uthern Atlantic, Indian
and Pacific ocean will originate legal continental shelf that
would reach southward, the area of the Antarctic. Treaty i.e.
SQutfi 60 o S. L. Must be 'stated that the Treaty nothing say
about this legal maritime space, such is the continental
snelfl
If there are recognition of the antarctic "pelagic"
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maritime spaces, t~ere are no reason to no recognize the
'existence of the legal antarctic continental shelf; if there
are not recognition of this last space, all the seafloor around
Antarctica would pass to form part of the "Area", the 'm~rine
res nullius space.
A possibility to harmonize the existing interests
on antarctic oil, likely would be to.join the antarctic states
with claims in a International Trusteeship Authority with
powers such as the shown in Table 11 .
TABLE 11. SOME POWERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEESHIP
AUTHORITY FOR MANAGE THE ANTARCTIC OIL.
To fix areas of exploration.
To fix areas of exploitation.
To determine the rate of exploitation.
To impose royalty payment if the producing agent is other than
the claimant where the exploitation is ongoing.
To impose other onerous restriction (e.g. to form a fund to
combant the pollution) ..
To exclude states that have violated specific agreements.
To fix codes and standards conducive to ecosystem conservation
measures.
This Authority could be the same former Antarctic
Authority, weakly suggested with some adjustment due the need
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of unity of control in those international antarctic affairs.
-An interesting aspect that support the idea of a
International Trusteeship Authority for the antarctic oil is
gi~en through the following statement after Hollick (1981):
"Assuming the resolution of differences over boundaries, the
recovery of petroleum from the continental margin will not
pose the same problem as fishing in national 200-mi1e zones.
Unless an oil pool happens to cross an ocean boundary, coo-
perative management arrangements will not be necessary. Where
the common pool problem arises, bilateral Or multilateral
agreement will be needed to drill the- shared pool with least
cost. Cooperative arrangements may also prove desisab1e with
regard to the storage of oil or its movement by oipe1ine or
ship.- Norwegian oil from the North Sea, for instance, has
been brought ashore in Scotland".
2.5. THE PROBLEMS TO MANAGE THE LIVING RESOURCES OF THE
SOUTHERN OCEAN.
According to FAO (1981a and 1981b) the status'of the
world's fishery resources, based on the reported catch stati!
tics for 1978 and 1979 shows that during each year, there was
are increase of about 1 million tons. This fits in with the
average growth of about 1-2 percent per year that has taken
place since 1968, which is much sl~wer than the growtb of
about 6-1 percent in the previous two decades. In spite of
the considerable variation of the landing of Perurian anchove
ta, from" in round number, 10 million tons. as annual average
,.
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between 1968 to 1972 to 1.7 in 1973 and so, which obscures the
exact trend, it is clear that there has been a decrease in
growth rate. (e.g. the annual world fish landings in million
tons. was in 1973, 65.6; in 1975, 66.5; in 1978, 70.5 and in
1979, 71.3 (for 1980 the preliminary' figure gives 70,8 million
tons.).
Since the demand for fish will continue to increase
i . . ....
(e.g. by 1978 four European states - the U.K., Fed. Rep. of
Germa ny, Fra nee and Ita 1y - were eae h import i ng approximately
US$ 500 million of seafood products annually) with growing
world population and to feed the existing population better,
it is important to know whether the recent growth low rate,
1-2%, will continue in the future, or whether there will be
a return to the earlier, faster growth, or whether indeed
there will be a further slowing down.
Taking several factors together, FAO states that it
seems likely that the rate of growth of world catch during
the next few years will remain small, despite increased fish
ing effort and growing aquaculture production .. A similar
thought come from "The Global 2000 Report to the President"
(Council on Environmental Quality and Department of State,
1981):
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"It seems unlikely that the generally accepted world
annual potential of 100 million metric tons. of traditional
marine species will be achieved on a sustained basis. It is
more likely that the potential is nearer the present catch ... "
The world fish catching and marketing ,structure is
still struggling to adjust to the new reguirements necessitated.
by the new regime of the sea; the ~i~ficulty of this adjustment,
compounded by unfavourable market conditions in last years.
There are ~rOlfS possi'b111t-1es to obta i n better benefi ts
of the world fish by means to increase the catch and to do a
more rational use of it. (Table 12).
TABLE 12. ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO REACH BETTER BENEFITS OF THE WORLD FISH.
1. Increase global catches by unconventional or underutilized species.
2. Catch in areas little or no exploited at all.
3. To improve management of the fisheries.
4. To rebuild depleted stocks.
5. Reduction the post-harvest losses.
6. To utilize the few unexploited stocks of abundant species.
7. To help the fisheries of the developing countries.
8. To ~ncrease the yield in meat of the landed fish (e.g. fish pulp).
9. To lncrease the value of fish products (e.g. canning by fish meal).
10. To improve the fishing distribution and commercialization better
pres~ntation~)
11. To reduce the costs, offering 50'10w. price fishing :products.
12. To develope strongly the aquaculture.
13. To favor the fishing joint ventures.
14. To use the fish that come joint with commercial fish, now returned
to sea. .
,-
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Among the several existing possibilities to increase the fishing
supply, two fo them appear as promising alternatives: the aqu!
culture and the exploitation of the unconventional species.
The estimated world production by aquaculture is around
7 million tons.', i.e. roughly 10% of the world fish landing.
The 1976 FAD Technical Conference on Aquaculture, held in Kyoto,
Japan (Pi11ay and Dill, 1979) stated what may be a clear demos-
I .~...
tration of the importance of aquaculture:
IIAquacu1ture has made encouraging progress in the past decade,
producing significant quantities of food, income and employment,
realistic estimates place future yield of food at twice the pre
sent level in ten years, and five times the present level in 3D
years if adequate support is providedll •
Prospects for future growth largely can depend on the
possible valuable so-called unconventional marine living re-
sources as krill, small pelagic crabs, small fishes as lantern
fish, (mainly mesope1agic fish occurring in the sub-surface
layer in most parts of the ocean) and oceanic squid. The
prospects for harvesting these stocks has been widely discussed;
they are clearly very abundant and are capable of sustaining
very large catches, almost certainly tens of million of tons.
per year or more but the costs of harvesting and processing
seem to be well in excess of the likely value of any product.
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As pointed out Montague (1976) markets are often species
. specific and many unconventional species are beyond economical
reach.
The living resources of the seas around Antarctica are
very rich and it was theses which originally attracted men to
this region. The first detailed examination of the A. mainland
itself and many subantarctic islands were made for economic
reasons, as part of the short-lived but lucrative sealing
industry between 1790 and 1830. In the first half of the pre-
sent century the S.D. supported a valuable whaling industry
that was the direct cause of major oceanographic research, and
the recent collapse of whaling occurred only because those res
ponsib1e for its management were unwilling or unable to heed
the warning which that research produced (Ho1dgate, 1970).
Perhaps the most abundant food chain on earth lie in the
S.D. and especiallY in the Scotia Sea (Lohr and Castleman,
1977). The mixing of the South Atlantic and the Antarctic
Ocean at the Antarctic Convergence causes a phenomenal upwe-
lling there. The microscopic diatoms. which are so p1antifu1,
have been known to turn iceberg yellow. Krill and other larger
fishes consume these diatoms and krill in it turn, nourish
several different marine animals (Fig. 9). The Antarctic
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krill are so abundant in the Scotia Sea, though it distribution
i s the en t ire sea Sor r 0 uri d1 n9 Antarc tic a . ( Fig. 10) .
.
The fact that the potential of krill has been estimated
by various authors at Z5 - 100 million metric tons. (Ross, 1980
state that one estimate is that their total mass is over 10 tri
llion pounds-higher than the mass of the human race), that it
has a good average of protein (13-~q%) and a few technical
problems as it rapid descomposition after catching and the very
high concentration of fluoride (16) have do to think that may
well become a staple word protein source.
The international interest on krill and on other living
marine antarctic resources has force to the world community to
investigate, to find alternatives of good management and to
worry over the environment and ecosystem.
Among a lot of papers that give a good information on
the antarctic biology, ecology and fisheries, may be cited the
following works.' About biology, ecology and 1 iving resources
in S.D.: Mdrphy (1962), Holdgate (1970), Gulland (1971), El-
Sayed (1975) and Gulland (1977); about Euphausiids, Mauchline
and Fisher (1969) and Mauchline (1980) and on krill the work
of Marr (l962) on it natural history is a clasical contibution.
Burukovskiy (1967) give a complete sight about the soviet fish
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ery research on krill and Lyubimova et al. (l973) and Lagunov
et a l . (1974) analyze the util ization of krill.
FAD (1974) and by EversoR (1977), Grantham (1977) and
Eddie {l977} perform a good and up date review on. the living
resources of the 5.0., the utilization of krill and the harvest
ing of it.
r .
The program on Biological Investigations of Marine
Antarctic Systems and Stocks - BIOMASS - (3) - is a deep inte!:..
national effort to undertand the entire antarctic ecosystem
and give support to manage measures (SCAR/SCOR 1977 and 1981).
The situation of Antarctica Fisheries, apart from
whales that constitute today a minor fisheries, can be analyzed
from data of the Appendix 3 and observing the Figure 12 that
shows the major fishing areas of S.D. for statistical purposes.
The commercial fishery activities remained directed chiefly at
t~e demersal fish round Kerguelen (for more detail see, Hureau
and Duhamel, 1980), South Georgia and the Antarctic peninsula.
The fish krill as a potential resources, rather than as an
immediate harvest, continue to be carry out as a pilot-scale
activity if it is considered the huge existing quantity, since
that in 1976/77 season the catch was around 122,000 metric tons.
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and in 1977/78, was around 143,000; however in the 1978/79
season, krill catches only by U.S.S.R. increase some three-
fold to 350,000 metric tons. and the total catch for that
season was 386,000 metric tons. (Appendix 3e).
As is {ndicated by FAO (1981a) there is a more imme-
diate concern regarding the fish stocks because it has been
noted that the abundance of severa~_fish stocks has been
greatly reduced, and that the biology of these species made
them vulnerable to too heavy exploitation. Catches for some
stocks, e.g. all species in the Indian Ocean sector, and ice-
fish (Champsocephalus gunnari) in the Atlantic sector fell
sharply in 1978/79 season.
The world-wide restrictions of catch and fishing
effort due the establishment of extended zones of coastal
state control over fisheries (the 200 miles of the Exclusive
Economic Zone) is having a big impact on fisheries in those
areas where big catches were taken by non-local vessel s . In
some areas e.g. the Northwest Atlantic, distant water fleets
have been largely repalced by local fleets, though in some
countries by special agreement, it is permited to catch
within their Economic Zone to foreign fleets according to
specific 'Conditions. (17). The existing availability of a
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great numbers of fishing vessels as a consequence the above
situation, do fear that these fleets be ori.entat8d to develop
the open fishery resources as is the case of antarctic fishe-
ries (Fig. 11).
By chan~e, the fishing effort on the living resources
of the Southern ocean not has been so intente as was thought,
perhaps with the exemption of U.S.S.R . So the fishing effort
::
.~
now doing over the antarctic fisheries is not so high, what
can permit still, to accomphish a good management for that
fisheries and better for the entire antarctic ecosystem.
However exist a lot of national and international reasons as
to assume that in any time the krill exploitation increase
until dangerous level for the conservation of the specie and
all antarctic ecosystem (Table 13).
Whithout doubt the most important factor to be con-
sid'ered in establ ishing a krill fishing industry, is the de-
velopment of an effective management plan which will permit
the wise use of this valuable resource and, as states Thomson
(1977a ) a "considerable research must be undertaken of krill
and the possible effects of its exploitation studied fully
before consideration should be given to drawing up a manage-
ment plan that permit controlled harvesting of this va~uable
.11 . .
.
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TABLE 13.
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL REASONS TO EXPLOIT
ANTARCTIC THE KRILL.
1. Need to animal protein.
2. Decreasing world fishing.
3. Abundance of the resources.
4. Open entry for all nations to this fisheries ...
5. Need to use the inactive long-distant fleets of some countries
because restrictions of catch in co~s~al national jurisdiction.
6. Development of national fisheries by countries close to Antarctica.
7. Research and development of new fisheries technologies and its
transference subsequently (commercial and/or power hegemony).
B. Direct commercial interests by private companies due the high
value of animal protein.
9. Demostration of sovereignty over Antarctica.
10. International prestige and political interests.
11. To assert historical rights if in the future, the management of
krill settle quote of catch.
12. To use the commercial of experimental harvest of krill as
strategy, espionage, or politics activities.
13. To affirm the opinion that all waters sorrounding Antarttica is
high sea and therefore there are not the other maritime spaces.
14. To make use of the general experience obtained in the Southern
Ocean through the harvest of krill to exploit other natural
resource of Antarctica in·the future, e.g. icebergs, tourism,
oil, etc.
15. If k~ill is considered as a resource of conmon heritage of
manklnd, could be a new mean of financing international needs(see Ste inberg et a1., 197B) .
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food for consumption by man" and just this is what is being
perform with the international cooperation.
The 1980 Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources that, as ABA (1979) emphasize "is
·unique in interflational living resource agreements in that
it aims at the preservation of the Antarctic ecosystem" express
the international disposition to protect it. The scope of this
,
Convention (Fig. 13) include completely the antarctic ecosystem,
i.e. the marine area confined. by the antarctic convergence and
the antarctic coast reaching so, a scope larger that the one
of the Antarctic Treaty and being very similar to the statis-
tical area for the Southern Ocean according to FAO (Fig. 12).
So the Convention also include some islands where fis~ing is
being important but that lie northward to 60oS.l., the limit
of A.T. (see Fig. 12). In this condition and according to
article III of the Convention that links it to the Antarctic
Treaty, appears a sovereigmtu problem that is solved by the
proper Convention by the recognition by all Contracting Par-
ties of the rights according LOS,of the States at which
belongs those islands. (Antarctic Treaty, 1978 and Cabezas,
1980) .
The establ~shment of the Commission for the Conserva-
tion of Antarctic Marine Living Resources according to art.
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VII of the Convention, the extraordinary scientific support
and advice that may give the BIOMASS Programme (3) and the
interest and collaboration from all countries engaged in the
rational development of Southern Ocean and the Antarctic
itself, gives some grade of security in the intelligent
management of the living resources of this region that can
be expect.
But, besides of the typical components of the fisherie
management (biological, technological, economical and social
elements) it will necessary to have in mind an other ingredient:
the environmental effects that due to the exploitation of antarc
tic offshore oil may occur~
..
III. OIL IN SOUTHERN OCEAN
3.1. THE ENERGY CRISIS AND OFFSHORE OIL.
Last 25 years, the world energy demand has grown in 5.2
per cent yearly and having been specially quick the increase of
oil consumption with an average of 7.4 per cent yearly, (1960's
increased 8% yearly and 1970's approx 4% yearly).
Because to more conservation-c~nscious amonq developed
countries and technological process highly efficient that it is
possible to expect in the future, and neverttel ess of the perhaps
greater demand from developing countries, the world energy demand
will reach the greatest amount in 1990-1995 but the yearly
increase will diminish to 2.7 per cent from 1995. (18)
Therei son 1y a fin i teamo unt 0 f 0 i 1 and therea r elimi ts
to the rate at wh'ich it can be recovered. (19). Sometime before
the year 2000 the decreasing supply of it will fail to meet the
.increasinq demand. According to a complete study from MIT, the
gap between demand and suply would began in 1985 reachinq 27%
at year 2000 (MIT, 1977).
It is estimated that the continental shelves and slopes,
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may contain much of the world's oil. "Marine" oil and gas
resources are largely confined to continental margins (shelves,
slopes and rises) and small ocean basins ( 20) and offshore
exploration therefore assumes a very important Dart in providinq
our.future emergy supply.
The current trend of expl or a t t on for offshore petroleum
is into the deeper waters of the outer edge of the continental
shelves and beyond. This trend will inevitably mean increased
development costs. However, this will be offset, to a degree
difficult to determine ~t this time, by the use of subsea
completion and production units. Development Df subsea systems
is now in an advanced stage of testing, and, it can be predicted
with a fair degree of centainty that by the end of the next
decade most offshore wells will be produced from underwater
systems (Berryhil 1, 1975) ( 21 ).
For the production of offshore oil at the present time
the ~ractice is to install permanent platforms, the le~s of
wich are emplaced in the sea floor. Platforms of this tyoe are
restricted to water of 600 or 700 feet (180 - 210 m.). in depth.
In gfeater water depths it will be necessary to drill the wells
from either a floating vehicle of the type used for exploratory
drilling or from some sort of self-contained unit on the sea
floor as poi nted 0 ut Be r ry hill. (2 2) •
9B
Large-seal e development of undersea petrol eum resources
began off the coast of Louisiana in 1947. The qradually slopino
ocean floor in that area allowed industry to develop exploration
and production technology step by step into greater water depths.
The experience gained off Louisiana contributed directly to
exploration and production technologies used in such diverse
areas as the North Sea and offshore Indonesia accordinq to Kash
(1976).
Exploration for petroleum beneath the world's oceans
and seas is in progress on parts of the submerged margins of
every continent except Antarctica ( 23) Investiqations are
being carried out as far south as the zone between Strait of
Magellan near the southern tip of South America, at approximately
52°S and Cape Horn at 56°S lat. as the arctic island of North
America, at approximately BooN lat. (the north slope oilfield
of Alaska - Prudhoe Bay - at 700N lat. is now is production)
( 24) •
So the search is beinq extended into new areas, usually
those with more hostile and more costly environments and thence
much offshore oil technology is being developed in both adverse
environments as deep waters e.g. North and Norwegian Seas (U.K.
and Norway). South~east Asian Nations, Arctic Sea (U.S.A.and
.
Canada), etc. Flower (l978) state about this that in the North
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Sea,' a field with 500 million recoverable barrels is about the
smallest field that can justify the high cost of development.
( 25).
Worldwide offshore oil production has been growing.
In 1969 accounted for nearly 17 percent of the total world
output and Gould (1974) predicted that by 1980, the offshore
region is expected to provide a third of the world's projected
daily out put of petroleum (26). About 1974 the offshore
production was 18 per cent: if Lake Maracaibo is included as
offshore production (Albers, 1974) and in 1975 20 per cent or
i 14 per cen t accordin q to 0 the r aut h0 r s (C0 nan t y Gold, 1980) ~ (27) .
Exist several difficulties to obtain accurate figures
on the world production and offshore production of crude oil
and natural gas; therefore the percentage of offshore production
is approximated but enough to demostrate its important contribution.
"Among the last figures publ ished, the Table 14 showns the
p~oduction of offshore world hydrocarbon as percentage of total
world production between 1970 to 1979.
Current estimates are that the ocean floor contains
more than 30% of the world's remaining oil and gas and with
the present technologies should be adequate to recover most
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of the estimated 55 to 70 per cent of undersea petroleum
recourses located in water depths of 650 feet (195 m.) or less.
TABLE 14. OFFSHORE WORLD PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL AND NATURAL
GAS AS PER CENT OF TOTAL WORLD PRODUCTION.
YEAR CRUDE OIL NATURAL r,,ll, s(a) (b) (a) ( b)
1970 16.4 13.8
1971 17 .4 15. 1
1972 17.8 17.8 15.7 15.7
1973 18.6 18.2 13.5 13.5
1974 17.2 16.3 17 . 1 17 . 1
1975 16.9 15.4 20.3 20.3
1976 16.5 16.5 22.6 21.5
1977 20.2 12.4
1978 19.0 17.8
1979 20.2 16.4
Sources: ( a) Mann Borgese and Ginsburq (Eds.) 1978
( b) Mann Borgese and Ginsburg (Eds.) 1980
The average growth rate of offshore petrol eum production
has been 13 per cent in the last decade, which is nearly double
that of onshore production nevertheless the extremely high cost
of a11 0 f f s h0 reac t i vi tie s (28). The i nflu enee 0 fee 0 nom i C
parameters results in considerably less profitability offshore
than onshore but this situation will probably not continue for
very long.
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In trying to understand why there has been such a fast
growth of offshore operation with so hiqh cost, of Leuch and
Masseron (1973( state three ideas.
- First of all. the rise in energy needs, especially
energy from hydrocarbons,has gone beyond even the
most optimistic forecasts. Therefore all possible
resources must be used and the entire world must be
explored, including the polar regions ant the deepest
seas.
Secondly, ina world in constant flux, all oil companies
must secure the maximun potential resources of basic
products (crude oil and natural gas) in the 9reatest
possible number of geographical areas.
Lastly, for many years now our industry has had to cope
with a sharp rise in its fiscal burdens. On the contrary,
from traditional types of industries, these burdens on
land amount to perhaps ten times the technical production
cost, which appreciably diminishes the amount of this
costs, at least in relative value.
As long as these three fundamental phenomena continue
to exist, it can be predicted that the petroleum industry will
continue to expand its offshore activities. Besides, given the
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fact that petroleum will supply the major portion of world
energy needs thro~gh the 1980·5, the oil and qas of the
continental margin remain important elements in the world
energy picture, point out Hollick (1981).
3.2. OIL IN SOUTHERN OCEAN.
In the following analysis on oil in Southern Ocean, is
included the existing knowledge about this resource in the
marine areas encic1ing the Antarctic continent as well the
northward areas, i.e. the sub-antarctic region emphasizing the
oil situation in the south cone of South America.
3.2.1. Antarctic Oil Resources .
The question of antarctic offshore oil has received
prominence recently in the world press. However, no accumulations
of petroleum that could be classified as "mineral deposits"
(29) have been found in the seas surrounding Antarctica and/or
on the conti nent i tse1 f. (30).
There are signs that the western continental shelf may
contain oil and gas. The work of "Eltanin" and "Glomar Challenger"
has indicated the presence of sediments, mostly of Tertiaryage,
in places as thick as 2000 metres. The findinQ of traces of
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ethane and methane gas in three of the four exnloratory holes
drilled for research purposes in 1972-73 by "Glomar Challenger"
has lent further support to this theory (31). Inevitably,
there has been speculation as to the amounts involved. In
1973, on the basis of the geological histories of the surrounding
continents and exploration for oil and gas elsewhere, the U.S.
Geological Survey pr oduc ed an estimate of the "discoverab1e"
petroleum and natural gas resources of the continental margin
of Western Antarctica. The total for the Bellinghausen, Ross
and Weddell Sea was put at 45 billion barrels of oil and 115
trill ion cubic feet of natural gas. There has been serious
questioning of the basis on which these figures were calculated,
but 1976 U.S. estimates, though less precise, are no more
conservative. They suggest that the shelf could contain tens
of billions of barrels of "recoverable" oil. (One third of
'.
discoverable oil is held to be recoberable). (Mitchell, 1977)(32).
The Group ~f Experts on Mineral Exploration and
Exploitation (33) stated (AT, 1977) that:
"The estimate ... that 45 billion barrels of oil and
115 trillion cubic feet of gas "may" occur on parts
of the Antarctic continental margin ... , '" was only
a speculation and should not be cited unless supported
by much firmer evidence" ..
Furthermore the Group admit:
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"Although there is a wide range of opinions concerning
the likely location and extent of hydroca~bon and other
mineral deposits in the Antarctica at present there is
no proof that significant deposits exist south of
1at;tutde 60° South. However, the Group agrees with a
number of previous national and international evaluation,
including those by SCAR (34 and 35) that expl ore t ton for hydrQ..
carbons on the continental margins around Antarctica is
foreseeable, and commercial exploitation is a possibility
in the 10nqer term. The exploitation of metallic minerals
and fossil fuels on land appears much less probable in the
foreseeable future ... 11 (36).
Marine geophysical reconnaissauces have indicated
considerable thicknesses of sediment off the Antarctic coast
but neither source rocks for hydrocarbons non economic drillina
targets have been identified.
The geological structure of West Antarctica (lesser
Antarctica) clearly separated by Trans-Antarctic Mountains
extended over 3,500 km. from Ron Sea to Weddell Sea - from
the East Antarctica (greater Antaictica), is more favourable
for the pre5ence of oil and gas, but as set out Holdaate and
Tinker (l979) "in the absence of any other exploratory drilling-
save 1972 Glomar Challenger drilling - there are, at present,
no data to permit any meaningful estimates of potential
Antarctic oil or gas reserves. Those figures that have been
cited are based on unacceptable processes of extrapolation".
However it is possible that a measure of scientific survey
work with it least a degree of commercial motivation is already
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being undertaken in Antarctic Seas as per examp l e.; the qeological
and geophysical research programmes in the Weddell Sea by
Norwegian and Federal German scientists. No results by of these
and others works have yet been publicly reoorted but it is
probable that have positive knowledge concerning the actual
wealth on oil in some basins and continental margins of the
An ta r c tic Sea s .
The Antarctic continental shelf is abnormally deep;
usually the continental shelf break occurs at depths around
130 m. (425 ft) but off Antarctica, however this occurs at
depths between 500 m.(600 ft.) to 900 m. (2.880 ft.). The
average deep is between 360 m. (1.180 ft.) to 550 m. (1.800 ft.)
and the average about 100 km. wide but notably wider in West
Antarctica and specially in Ross Sea and Weddell Sea. Th~
Antarctic continental shelf would reach an area about 4 millions
2Km .
According to Gonzalez (1977) and Holdgate and Tinker
(1979) area of "d i s cover ab l e " offshore oil would be the basins
of the Weddell and Ross Seas and the continental margins> of
the Amundsen and Bellinqshausen Seas, all in West Antarctica
and also Amery Ice Shelf in East Antarctica. Also Gonzalez
include Scotia Sea but this sea is located only partially
within Antarctic Treaty area (south.of 60° South latitude) .(37)
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With Law (1977) we can say that at the present state
of our knowledge it would seem that:
There is some possibility that serious prospecting might
discover oil in the Antarctic;
There is a hiqher probability that such a discoverinq
will occur off-shore than on the continent itself and,
The most suitable areas for prospecting are on the
continental shelf surrounding the Antarctic Peninsula
and i nth e Ro ssSea are a. (F ig. 14).
3.2.2. 0'11 Resources close Antarctica.
West Antarctica rocks are related to those of the Andean
chair of South America. The Antarctica Peninsula is geological
connected with South America trhough Scotia Arc (38) and aport
other considerations we can to consider some geological resem-
blances between an ancient basin in the Weddell1 Sea and the
Magellan Basin thinki'ng in the Gondwana Land (39) and its
geological formations and evolution. Because of the continuity
of this geological formation also we can observer analogy between
Antarctica and coast of New Zealand, Australia. Madagascar and
South Africa.
In Fig. 14 we can see as there are offshore oilfield
either in exploitation (New Zealand and Magellan Basin) or in
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exploration in all those areas. So the sedimentary deposits
in Antarctica also it is projected as a zone hig~ly attractive
for the exploration in the future.
South of the 54° south latitude, where the South West
Atlantic becomes the Antarctic Ocean, les the Scotia Sea bounded
by a rinq of more than 50 scattered, mostly uninhabited islands,
that sweep eastward 1,300 m. miles from Tierra del FueQo to the
South Sandwich Islands, then west to the Antarctic Peninsula.
I nth e con tin en tal she 1f 0 f t his sea, pro ba b1y ge01 0 gi cal simi1ar
to the shelf of Bellingshausen Sea, "tantalizing" traces of
oil has been found but, because the tremendously hostile
meteorological conditions characteristic of the Scotia Sea, it
was impossible to drilling still to day.
As pointed out lohr and Castleman (1977), in 1973 the
Glomar Challenger discoved, also traces of oil off the Falkland
Islands; later investigations has confirmed the existence of
oil in this area. (40).
3.2.2.1. Chilean Situation.
Oil and natural gas are being produced, both by
Chile and Argentine at Tierra del Fuego-an island south ~rd of
the Strait of Magellan- and mainland Patagonian- the south
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part of South America. This area is being the only one that
Chile has exploited and exploit at present time; Argentine has
besides, oi1fie1ds in central and north part of the country.
The Chile's exploitation of oil began in 1949 and
up to 1968 the production was increasinq. ,At that time the
national supply reached around 40 per cent of the demand but
from 1969 to day the production decreased because no new
o~shore oilfield was found and the existing onshore wells
diminish their production day to day. As the demand has raised,
Chile is increasingly dependent on imports of crude: during the
last years (1976-77 and 78) the domestic production only covered
around 25 per cent or less of the demand (41).
Because that situation and the high international
price of oil, Chile began from 1967 to put attention on the
possibility to find offshore oil in its very narrow continental
shelf.
Offshore aeromagnetic and seismic surveys plus exp1Q
ratory drilling (6 in 1972) have been performed since 1970 on
the continental shelf between Chanco (35°45'S) and Corral
(39°55'5) by the National Petroleum Enterprise (Empresa Nacio-
nal de Petr6leo, ENAP) in contract with foreign surveyors
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(~a11ardo, 1976). From this and other explorations, Mordojo-
vich (1977) conclude than the offshore sedimentary basins of
Central Chile appears have best possibilities as substantial
gas reserves than oil. However, through "Offshore Program"
supported by ENAP and that be9an in 1976, it was found oil
offshore at the eastern entrance to the Strait of Maqe11an.
In January, 1979, the first chilean offshore oil
platform "Ostion" ("scallop") began to produce in the Strait.
With Ostion's production and other offshore wells in the same
oilfield of Strait of Magellan (42 ), the total national
production increased (Table 15) to fitted 22% of the total
consumption for that year, 34% in 1980 and 43% in 1981, and
to reach the highest level in 1983 with 45-50% (43). From
that year the production would return to decrease because the
onshore oilfield in Magellan (Tierra del Fuego and Patagonian)
will come to finish.
Against this deficit. ENAP will itself continue
exploring the continental shelf from San Antonio (33°33'S) to
Talcahuano (36°40'S) and by means of "Contract of Risk" or
"Contract of Operation" that permits to do subscription of
contracts with foreian capitals for the exploration and exolo
tation. will explore areas of high risk in the southernmost
part of the territory. (44).
TABLE 15. CHILEAN OIL PRODUCTION.
{m3 )
·.
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
INSHORE 1,422,296 1,330,960 1.131,895 998,528 865,067 727,717 643,834
Tierra del Fuego 562,623 588,273 512,362 444,825 362,566 290,190 233,996
Continent(Magallanes) 859,673 742,687 619,533 553,703 502,501 437,527 409,838
OFFSHORE
Strait of Magellan 336,981 1,205,420 1,757,497
~
TOT A L 1,422,296 1,330,960 1,131,895 998.,528 1,202,048 1,933,137 2,401,331 ~
.......
Sources: ENAP (1977 and 1980) and news released by different newspaoers.
-.
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Up 1981, ENAP have subscribed two Contract of Risk
(Fig.15):
I} With Atlantic Richfield Co. (ARCO) and Amerada Hess Corot.
in 1977 to explore the offshore area from a little northward
to Canal Chacao (40°55 1 5 ) to south of Golfo de Penas (4]020'5)
This is the Chiloe area with 34,517 sa.mi. (= 89,400 Km 2).
(45) and,
2) With Phillips Petroleum Co., ARCO, and Amerada Hess Corpt.
in 1978 to explore the offshore area from the western .
entrance to the Strait of Maae11an (51° 21,5 1 5 ) to the
South Cape Horn (57°6'S). This is the "Pacific Magellan"
area with 45,438 square miles (117,000 Km 2).
Although the hostile environment of this part of the
chilean territory, the continental shelf become wider than
northward and so the possibility to find oil are better. (46).
Lilely chilean tendence will be to continue to'be
strong importer of oil (47). From this point of view the
national interest will concentrate in that area where exist
probabilities to find oil in the future. inte, alia. Antarc-
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3.2.2.2. Argentine Situation.
The oily activity in Argentine beqan early this
century. In 1907. it is discovered the first oilfield in the
South of the country (Comodoro Rivadavia - Chubut); in 1928
it was obta~n successufu1 results in Salta (northward) and so
in several area of Ar~entine appears good oil basins.
The main reserves lies in the provinces of Chubut.
Santa Cruz and the territory of Tierra del Fuego; all of them
in the south. The 78 per cent of the national verified reserves
is found in this area that produce the 67 per cent of the total
oil production. (Anon. 1978).
The Argentine oil production is satisfying over the
level of 90 per cent of the own consumption (92% in 1980. in
1976 was 85%) and it is hoped to meet the total needs by 1981
or 1982 and (48) perhaps to export some Quantity. (Martinez
de Hoz. 1979). (Anon. 1980e).
The Argentine continental shelf is one of the more
great of the world and justly the preliminary surveys done
suggest that exist good sign to find offshore oil. (49). The
area more promissory is the austral marine basin (eastward
off Patagonian and specially eastern Tierra del Fueao) and
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there, throug "Contract of Risk" the national oil Company
(Yacimientos Petro1iferos Fisca1es - YPF) have subscribed
four maritime contracts up 1979 inclusive, as we can see in
fig. 15. (Argentine ranking among 20 first Nations in oil
proved reserves). (50).
3'.2.2.3. International comp1 icatlons between Chile and Argentina
and the consequences derived.
Chile, with the half population than Argentine and
with a similar living standard, spent US$ 400 million to import
oil in 1978, in the meantime Argentine spent only 218 (or 250?).
(see note 47).
For 1979, those figures will be too more adverse to
Cht1e because besides the international raise in price, will
must to import approximately 30 per cent of the oil through the
"opportunity market" (spot prices) with prices 20 to 50 per cent
more e~pensive the OPEpls price; so the total oil import will
mean between 750 to 800 millions dollars for the chilean
treasure. It is not thought that will have serious alteration
in the argentine oil import during 1979, because their increase
of national oil production.
The situation pointed out above, enhance the so-called
Beagle Channel dispute between both countries. The dispute
deepened when Argentine repudiated an international arbitration
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decision by the Queen of England that assigned Nueva, Picton
and Lennox, thr.ee islands at the eastern entrance to the Beagle
Channel, to Chile. The award projected Chilean maritime
sovereigny into the Atlantic where Ar~entine claims sole
rights. Fig. 16 (51).
The conflict arise essentially because the maritime
spaces that are originated from the arbitral award. Chile by
l~w 416 (July 14, 1977) fixed the straiqht baselines system
for delimiting the sea spaces from the latitude of Chacao
Channel (41°28 16 S) to Cape Horn (Fig. 17) in accordance
with article 4 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial
Sea and the Contiguous 2 one. In the zone in conflict to
become evident the situation of States with coasts adjacent
and opposite where the principle of equidistance will be
necessary to apply to delimit the maritime spaces, that means
territorial sea and contiguous zone, exclusive economic zone
and continental shelf.
Chile then drew its limits of the national marine
jurisdiction (Fig. 17) based on the straight baselines cited
above and the principle of equidistance as laid down in Article
12 of the 1958 Convention of the Territorial Sea and the
Contiguous Zone, Article 6 of the 1958 Convention on the
Continental Shelf and on the new concepts emerging for the
· .
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current Law of the Sea Conference (52).
As Chile and Argentine accept the 200 mile limits
even with different connotation (Chile as a exclusive economic
zone and Argentine as territorial sea) and as the method to
delimiting maritime spaces is very clear for countries with
adjacent and/or opposite coast, the conflict between the two
Nations only can related with political issues after the
arbitration award was settled free from doubt.
The enlargement of chilean maritime space (some
232,000 Km 2) at the tip of South America involve political
strategic and economic implications. The region is very rich
on minerals mainly oil and gas and, marine living resources;
will permit to control future and very important maritime
route between Atlantic and Pacific and will give more right
to Chile for to claim antarctic territories.
3.2.3. Oil Relation between american antarctica and surrounding
subantarctic areas.
With the antecedents submited earlier, we can see
the tenuous but possible oily connection among Patagonian, .
Strait of Magellan, Tierra del Fuego areas, seas surrounding
Cape Ho r n ,' Scotia Sea and Scotia Arc and Antarctica, mainly
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Antarctic Peninsula and Weddell Sea. (a future huge North Sea?).
These areas also have similar physical conditions,
other common resources -principally krill- and a political and
legal status with some comparable situations, all which do
convenient to study it under a whole concept of reqional marine
geography; it would be the "american southern ocean".
Paraphasing to Lohr and Castleman (1977), by extend-
ing his scope, we can thinking that during the cominq decades,
the "american southern ocean" still largely undiscovered potential
and its strategic position at the thres hold to Antarctica, are
virtually certain to transform this forbidding stretchof hostile
ocean into one of the most important waterways on earth.
Although U.K. claims that is on target for oil self-
sufficiency by 1980 (53), this Nation has several ultramarine
islands and Antarctic claims in this "american southern ocean"
as to forget it presence here.
Accordino to Article VI of A.T .• the orovisions of
the Treatv "shall apply to the area south of 60° South Latitude
... ". Only South Orkney Islands belonging to Scotia Archipie-
lago, lies within the area of the Treaty; all other islands
are outside; South Sandwich, South Georgia and Falkland Islands
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(or Malvinas for Argentines)- the most habitable islands 'in
the Scotia Sea and in a strategic position in South Atlantic -
are under "weak" U.K. suvereighnty but claimed by Argentine
si nce 1833 wh e n. U. K. took possession of Fal kland Is. (54).
So Chile, Argentine and U.K. have territories that
can be in the future the land bases that will permit to exploit
the subantarctic and antarctic resources and to serve as an
administrative, communications and supply center but also,
lamentably, that region may become theatre of political and
perhaps military conflicts due territorial claims considering
wheter the economical or strategic meaning of this South Atlan
tic region.
3.3. ECONOMICAL AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY TO EXPLOIT ANTARCTIC
AND SUBANTARCTIC OFFSKORE OIL.
The physical environmental conditions in antarctic
and subantarctic area constitute a formidable barrier to explore
and ex p10 ito f f s h0 reo i 1. All aut h0 r i tie s aqr ee t hat the c1ima te
of this region is the single most important factor of which
depends the exploitation of that resource. Overcoming this
environment with a complex pattern of weather and glacioloqy
more hostile than any other place on earth include the Arctic,
by technological oil development, is the aim of the oil companies
to day.
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Among these adverse cl imatic "elements we can remember
the antarctic continental shelf abnormally deep; inter alia:
permanent gale or sudden charges of wind in direction and
speed; turbulent seas; very low temperature; unique and extremely
razerdous : combination of icebergs, glaciers, Pack. and fast ice (see note 6);
short summer, that mean short-time to logistic ooerations; few
months with enouqh sun-light; absence of havens and other
land-based facilities; activy seismicity in the area (Fig. 1"8),
etc.
Another problem are the vast areas covered by
permanentice called i~e-shelves as Ross, Filchner, Larsen,
Amery, etc. These Antarctic ice shelves are floatinq ice
sheets of ten occupying large embayments that form more than
one third of the Antarctic coastl ine with a total area roughly
1,400,00 Km 2 (Weeks and Mellor, 1977). In these areas where
the enormous tabular iceberg and formed (see note 5), is extremely
difficult for offshore oil activities. Just in some of those
are as, i tis t ~ 0 ugh t toexis toil. (Fi9s. 2 and 14).
Also the geographic situation of Antarctica involve
a economic problem with relation to the main oil consumers.
However, the technology required in the Antarctica
may not be very different from that being developed elsewhere
where the exploitation of offshore oil, also is very complex.
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We have only to consider the experiences of the Americans in
the Alaskan North SloDe (Prudhoe Bay), of the Canadians in the
Beaufort Sea (Mackenzie Delta) and in Labrador and Newfoundland
(55), of the Britishs and others in the North Sea and of the
Chileans in the Strait of Magellan last years, to apnreciate
the very rapid progress that has recently been made with the
techniques of offshore drilling in ice-infested, windy and
stormy seas (56).
So, the oil industry has demonstrated that is capable
of working in exceptionally difficult conditions and also they
have demonstrated that they can meet the severe constraints and
stipulations put on them by the governments to ensure environmental
conservation.
The certainty of oil industry to have the capacity to
overcome all problems in the foreseeable future is stay proven
by the following statement quoted from Roberts (1977). In
Baffin Bay and Davis Strait, one of the most difficult ice areas
in the world -right in the main path of innumerable southward
drifting icebergs- many oil companies (up twelve) have considered
it worth while to purchase leases, even in areas where the water
is more than 1.000 metres deep. For these leases they are
already paying annual dues.
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Ice poses special problems to drillers but these do
not appear insurmountable. Current structures (fixed) used
for exol or a t or y or exploitative drillinq likely are not adequate
to work in the Antarctic environment, mainly because the moving
park-ice and icebergs. Floating dynamically-positioned structure
and installations on the sea bed perhaps would allow operations
in the future although not below ice shelves. There is an
increasinq worldwide need for deep water technology and sub-
surface completion systems; installations for oil exploitation
may lead in the direction of self-contained and 'unmanned on
the sea bed. (see note 22).
The technical capability also involve the ability to
work with measures to prevent the pollution by oil during drill
ing (whether for exploration or production) extraction, proces~
ing, storage or transportation under both normal operations and
in the event of accident. These environmental safety precautions
must be very severe because in the very cold Antarctic seas
the natural degradation of oil ;s likely to be extremely slow.
Of course, these measures will affect the costs of exploration
and exploitation of the Antarctic and also the Subantarctic
oil.
From the Report of the Group of Experts on Mineral
Exploration and Exploitation (see note 33) sutmft ted-rto the 1977 -IX liTeM
12"6
we can extract and adapt some conclusions related to the actual
technical situation about the feasibil ity to explore and exploit
the Antarctic oil:
There is no technology presently suited to year - round
oil production in the Antarctic. It semms likely to be
technically feasible at some time to reach capabilities,
the "know-How" on antarctic oil exploration but estimates
of the likely time scale vary and there. are a wide
divergence amongs experts from five to ten years.
The time scale for possible exploitation is even more·
uncertain, but in the much less exacting conditions of
the North Sea, ten years elapsed between exploratory dri1
.ing and the commencement of exploitation (57). So, it
will be neccesary at least 15 years and perhaps 25, before
exploitation can be envisaged (Ber1ins, 1977) (58). Non
official information from X ATCM held in 1979 in Washington
D.C., point out that because to technical and economic
considerations, the Antarctic offshore oil exploitation
would be feasible around 1999.
It is important that a sufficient environmental data base
to allow wise decisions about the conduct of exploratory
drilling is obtained (data on sea stares, depths, storms,
currents, pack-ice, iceberg, sea bed, etc.); a so programme
of data gathering could well take ten years.
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Existing technology does not appear suitable for exploratory
drilling in those parts of the Antarctic seas covered
almost throughout the year by pack and fast ice, or floating
ice shelves and glaciers. For these reasons most of the
seas on the Antarctic margin are inaccesible for exploratory
drilling at present, and fixed or floating platforms of
the kind used in oil exploitation today seem equally un-
suited to these areas.
At the present, the design of equipment for use in oil
exploitation in the Antarctic remains in the conceptual
stage.
In the Antarctic it is likely that only very large fields
would be attractive for exploitation. The limit will
however depend on world energy costs and on the available
technology in the future.
So, it would be wise to assume that Antarctic oilfields
might become economically attractive in the future.
Other opinions come from the conclusions of an
international workshop of oil technologists and environmentalist
help in March 1979 at Bellagio, Italy. The Bellagio Report
(Holdgate and Tinker, 1979) - "0il and Other Minerals in the
Antarctic" ~ concludes "firmly that, as a result of Arctic
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experience, technology in already adequate for exploratory
drilling (underlined by the author) in parts of the Antarctic
continental shelf-despite its gr~at depth (up to 800 metres)
and severe climate, and the presence of icebergs and pack
ice ll (cited by Tinker, 1979).
IV. NATIONAL INTEREST ON ANTARCTIC OIL. THE POLITICAL
DIMENSION
4.1. GENERAL FACTORS THAT CAN AFFECT THE NATIONAL ATTITUDES.
The future mankind interest on the exploitation of
the antarctic oil can not be foresee because there are several
factors that can affect the decision to initiate the mentioned
exploitation:
The magnitude and quality of the antarctic oil proved
reserves.
The actual need of more oil for the mankind.
The actual need of more oil for some countries in particular
The commercial pressures interest of private firms. (59).
The relation of the costs of exploitation of the antarctic
oil comparatively with other oilfields.
The development of a strong worldwide conservation conscience
over Antarctica that may be set aside the entire continent
and sourrunding waters under regulations which prohibit or
restrict their use.
The comparative advantage to exploit the krill over the oil
as benefit of mankind if the exoloitation of both resources'
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are no compatible without serious conflict arise.
The global interest of the Nations from a political and/or
strategic point of view that can arise from the exploitation
of the antarctic oil.
The act of sovereignty that would means for claimant
countries to exploit the antarctic oil.
The existence alternate energy source.
There are different possibilities to group States
according to the above factors and other factors more specific
to obtain the grade of interest of each country to exoloit
the Antarctic oil; for example would be possible to consider
the following groups:
Members and non-members of the Antarctic Treaty.
Among members of A.T., the claimant and non-claimant
Sta tes.
Developed and develonping States (capital).
States having or no good offshore-oil technology.
States close and at a great distance of the Antarctica.
States with oil surplus or deficit production.
States with open economy and States with central olanned
economy where is different the power of oil companies over
the proper State.
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. 4.2. THE "ANTARCTIC STATES" AND THEIR NATIONAL INTERESTS ON
THE SOUTHERN OIL.
There are no enough information permiting to appraise
an index of attributes to know the world wide national interest
existing on the antarctic oil. As an intent, it is convenient
to see the situation of the fourteen "Antarctic States'l with
respect their oil production, consumption and reserves (Table
16) (60) and thence to consider their national interest on
antarctic oil, keeping in mind some of other factors stated
earlier in this writing (Table 4 y 5).
The Table 17 is only a weak aporoach because the
impossibility to calculate the future oil national demand in
attention to "the key energy source: conservation" that
can modify int~nsely the future use of oil (61) besides other
factors concomitants, inter alia: oil substitution or the
controversial political dispute about the possibility that in
the near future U.S.S.R. suppry enough oil and gas to some
European countries by a very long pipeline from the remote
Siberian Vamal peninsula. So the antarctic oil need could
change in some of this coun~ries as Belgium, France, West
Germany and Poland. Due lack informations some appreciation
that appears in the Table about others factors different to
future oil demand are subjective opinions or estimates by the
author.
TABLE 16. SITUATION Of THE "ANTARCTIC STATES" RELATING TO OIL PROOUCTION. CONSUMPTION AND RESERVES.
(millions of metric tons.)
PROOUCTION CONSUMPTION 'BALANCE RESERVES ON AND OFFSHORE (k) (e)
Surplus Deficit Proyed Ultimate recoYerable
1972 1976 1976 1976 1976 (1972) (19721)
ChiIe (i) 1.6 (1.7)f (5.0jf (3.3)f 12.9p7 .2)f IV
United Kingdom (j) n. 11.5 91.6
---
BO.l 694.0 d) III
Argentina 22.7 20.4(2J.7)~ (25.5)9
---
(71)9 357.7(c)(336.2)f III
South Africa n.r.p. (1.8)9 n.r.p. V
BelgilJll n.r.p. 27.6(a) n.r.p. IV
Japan 0.7 0.6 253.8
---
253.2 3.0 IV
United States of America 466.9 461.4 822.4
---
361.0 5.143.0 II
Norway 1.6 13.8(65)h 8.7 5.1 --- 960.0 III
france 2.3 1.1 117.3 116.2 13.0 IV ......
--- W
New Zealand 0.1 31.3 V N
U.S.S.R. 394.0 515.0 380.0 13.5 --- 10.273.O(c) II
Australia 18.4 20.5(b) 36.3(b) --- 15.8 268.0 III
Poland 0.3 B.O IV
federal Rp. of Gennany 7.1 5.5 139.2 --- 133.7 76.0 IV
Source:
n.r.p.
n.
(a)
(c)
(e)
(f)
(i)
Considine (ed.), 1977), Crabbe and McBride (1978) and news release by different other sources.
No reportable production or proyed reserves.
Negligible.
Include tuxenbourq ; (b) Include: Australia - New Zealand - New Guinea - West Irian - Bismarck arch•.and other islands.
Onshore only; data not aYailable for offshore; (d) Offshore only; data not ayailable for onshore.
r~tegories of potential resources: I 0,000 - 10,000 billions of barrels. bb.) II (l00 - 1,000 bb.) III (10 - 100 bb.)
IV (1 -10 bb.) V (0.1 -1 btl.) and VI (0.01 -0.1 bb.).
1980 (g) 1979 (h) Approx quantity in the mid BO's.
See more complete information in Table 15 (j) At present the situation Is radically different. (k) see note 62
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The ten factors considered in the Table, of course,
does not have the same meaning and importance for all "An t a r c
tic States". Depending to political points of view some
fact~rs can be more important than other and to change with
time. However it is possible to rank this 14 Nations by
categories of interests through an approximate criterion ba~e
as shown in the Table 17.
These complex national interest are only potential
interests because on the basis of present economic and techno1
ogica1 assessment and know1edges, the exploitation of antarctic
oil does not attract commercial attention and thence substan-
tial commercial interest does not sum to be inminent. lri
Antarctica where engineering, political and environmental res-
trictions exist, the long time that would be require to locate
and to bring any significant new production on stream, can
reduce the commercial interest of the oil companies but the
national pol itica1 interest can remain. (64).
V. MARINE POLLUTION AND THE SOUTHERN OCEAN ENVIRONMENT
Of all the major habitats on Earth, Antarctica, in
a physical sense, is the least disturbed by human activities,
except the dramatic reduction of the stocks of seal and whale
due the over exploitation.
The antarctic ecosystem have been however polluted
with chlorinated hydrocarbons (DDT has been found in the fat
deposits of penguins and seals) lead and other products of
civilitation. Further destructive charge is threatening to
this weak ecosystem that dependent almost entirely on marine
productivity even the "terrestrial" vertebrates; the oil
pollution especially.
However, pollution is not a necessary result of
exploitation. There are nearly always technical solutions to
prevent pollution; the only problem is the cost. In the case
of antarctic oil, to the high cost of exploitation, handling
and transport will be necessary to overcome the technical
problems to prevent the pollution and/or restore the damage to
the environment what implicate without doubt very hiQh cost
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also. So the competitive status for the antarctic oil (65)
could be reached only in several years ahead.
Conflicts between the offshore oil exploitation and
area rich in fisheries resources can be arise in some partially
similar regions as Antarctic environmental, e.g. North Sea
where severe prevention measures has decreased the potential
danger (66). In Labrador and Newfoundland possible conflicts
with one of the world's largest fisheries could be extremely
serious; the most promising drilling sites are found in a major
cod spawming area; another similar problem appears in George
Bank, New England. (67). The situation in the Alaskan Arctic
is lesser important because the modest arctic marine living
resources. Also, there are a little conection between those
water masses and the one's of North Pacific and also Atlantic.
However the impact of the transportation of petroleum on the
water of the Northeastern Pacific Ocean - a rich a fisheries
area - from the southern terminal of the Trans-Alaska pipeline
system at Valdez to the west coast of U.S.A., can be a potential
source of oil pollution (68).
From all these different regions it is possible to
obtain good experience to apply them in the Antarctic if oil
exploitation become there reality, in spite of that the
Antarctic situation is unique: the hostile environment; the
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antarctic circumpolar current and the fact that the main living
marine resources ;s the krill, a zooplankton very fragile.
5.1. OIL POLLUTION.
Oil pollution of the seas has been widely regarded in
recent ye~rs as a growing threat to the marine ecosystem and
many claims have been made about the nature and extent of the
problem, both as it exists now and as it could develor in the
future. So, the continuing build-uo on a large scale of crude
oil and its refined fractions in the oceans, far exceeds in
quantity all other forms of pollution combined.
oil is
tonnes
. 6Currently, about 2~OOx10 tonnes per year of crude
produced in the world (69), of which about 1,000xl06
. 6 /
are transported by sea, as well as around 200x10 tonnes
of oil products; this means more than half of total world
maritime transport. Most assessors agree that between 2 and
5xl0 6 tonnes per year' of oil find their way into the world's
ocean, i.e. between 0.1% and 0.2% of the total production. It
is .interesting to comoare these figures with the releases into
the environment of hydrocarbons from natural sources that have
presumably been taking place for at least thousands of years
(Table 18) (Marsden and Taylor, 1977).
TABLE 18.
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OIL MOVEMENT AND RELEASES.
(From Marsden and Taylor, 1977)
SOURCE
World crude oil production
QUANTITY
(x10 6 tonnes
per year)
2,400
COMMENT
Crude oil transported by sea 1,000
Total losses to sea 2 - 5
Terpenes from forests, etc.* 100
Decay of marine organisms* 1 - 100
Methane* 100 - ~OOO
Natural seeps* 0.1
Other man-made oils, fats, 1 - 10
waxes
Plus 200x106 tonnes per year
oil products.
Includes marine and non-
marine sources.
Total releases.
Direct release to sea.
Total releases.
Direct release to sea.
Eventually reaches sea.
* These hydrocarbons are of natural origin and the estimates are subject
to great uncertainty.
According to National Science Foundation as cited by
Myers and Gunnerson (1976) the inputs of petroleum hydrocarbons
to the oceans are estimated to be about six million metric tons
annually (70). Table 19 shows that, in round numbers, 35% of
this input is attributable to losses incident to the marine
transportation Of petroleum; 26% to river runoff; 10% to natural seE~D-1
ages and atmosphere each and only 1% to offshore production. (70 ).
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In the other hand 10% of the total input come from natural
source (seepages) and the remaining 90% is from man's activities.
TABLE 19. BUDGET OF PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS INTRODUCED INTO
THE OCEANS.
(NAS, 1975 as cited by Myers and Gunnerson, 1976, with some
adjustments) .
SOU R C E BEST ESTIMATE OF INPUT RATE
106 m.tonnes/year Per cent
Natural seepages
Offshore production
Transportation ("crhonic oil spill s")
LOT tankers (71)
Non-LOT tankers
Dry Locking
Terminal operations
Bilges bunkering
Non-Taker accidents
.Tanker accidents
Atmosphere
Coastal refineries
Coastal municipal wastes
Coastal, non-refining, industrial wastes
Urban runoff
River runoff
TOT A L
0.6
0.08
(2.13)
0.31
0.77
0.25
0.003
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.6
6.113
9.8
1.3
(34.8)
5.1
12.6
4.1
0.1
8.2
1.6
3.3
9.8
3.3
4.9
4.9
4.9
26.2
100.1
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In order of decreasin~ contributions, the release of
petroleum hydrocarbons associated with ocean transport activities
as we can see in the NAS's table, is due to ballast water and
tank washings, bilge water, dry docking activities, tanker
accidents, non-tanker accidents, and terminal operations. Legal
and technical efforts are being made to reduce the amount of
petroleum introduced into the marine environment but, the need
of more and more oil to a world in constant deve10pement will
means an indubitable increase of pollution for the next years.
(72) .
As we will see more ahead the possible source of oil
pollution in Antarctic water would be from offshore production
and transportation.
A trouble has evolved during recent years regarding
the fate and effects of 0;1 in the world's ocean. The routes
of o-il exposure and the physical, chemical and microbiological
factors influencing its fate had been intensely studied but
remain even several doubts about e.g. the rate of formation
and the persistence of the oil degradation products, the
adaptation of bacterial mechanisms to hydrocarbon oxidation
and the degradation by micro-orqanisms under anaerobic con-
dit-ions. (Fig. 19).
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Figure 19: Diagrammatic summary of the processes leading to the
distribution and consumption of petroleum at sea. (Clark,
1976).
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The effects of the oil pollution over the use and
the resource of the ocean has worried since years to the public
attention. Blumer (1971) summarized the potential damage to
marine ecology from pollution with crude oil and oil fractions.
The immediate short~term effects of a major oil nollution
incident are rather obvious. However, some of the more serious
aspects of oil· pollution may deal with the low-level toxic
effects,· particularly on young forms of marine animals (kril1s
of eggs and/or larval if a spill takes place in the wrong place
at the wrong times). Myers and Gunnerson (1976) quote that
soluble fractions of petroleum hydrocarbons at concentrations
near the part per billion (ppb) level have been observed to
inhibit certain behavioral traits, such as the response to
feeding stimuli. In short, the focal point is the long term
sublethal effects of oil over aquatic living resources: in
coastal and high sea regions.
Other risks also has been considered and GESAMP (1976)
evaluate the degree of importance of marine oil pollution using
the following rank: important - significant - slight - uncertain
and negligible (73):
Reduction of amenities
Hindrance to maritime
activities
Harm to living resources
Hazards to human health ..
important
significant
significant
uncertain.
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The ehvironmental consequences from oil pollution
of the seas in the reduction of amenities and in the harm to
living resources can be the main outcome in the Antarctica
from the oil exploitation. (74).
Full assessment of the impact of oil pullution on
the environment will require data from exhaustive studies on
the long term effects of continuing low level pollution of the
ocean on the worl dis food supply and on the survival of certain
sensit i ve ani mal s pec i es . ~ i t h m0 r ere sea r c h will be possib1e
to predict and to control effects and risks associated with
present and future levels of hydrocarbons in the oceans (75).
Craver (1977) concluded that "from will established scientific
data it is evident that large.scale petroleum pollution of the
oceans does not exist at this time. The principal problems
exist in coastal waters where individual governments are
assuming responsability for minimizi~ pollution.
However, to ensure protection of the ocean against
increased pollution, needless oil dumping shold be halted.
Improved international agreement ar.e needed for that purpose".
And Marsden and Ta'yl or (1977) add that "there is no evidence
that oil pollution from any source has had ecologically sig-
nificant effects on the plankton and fish population of the
open ocean".
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A good upto date source of information about the
problem of oil in marine waters can be found on GESAMP (1977)
and Geyer (1980) this one t providing a wealth of coordinated
and integrated data on the results of academic t governmental
and industrial research into the fate and effects of oil.
The situation, however it is no so clear and besides
there are special circunstances that do more complex the hazard
of oil pollution to the living marine resources specially in
areas with colder waters. The more important effects, stem
from the largely unnoticed, and undetected, chronic low-level
pollution.
5.2. SPECIAL SITUATION IN POLAR AND SUB-POLAR AREAS.
Most of our experience of oil pollution, its biological
. consequences, and the remedial measures that can be used to
deal with it, has been gained in temperate and sub-tropical
waters. The current developement of the North Al a s kan oilfield
and the exploitation of the oil reserves that we may expect in
the neighbouring Canadian Arctic introduce new problems for
which previous experience outside the Arctic is not likely to
be very helpful (Clark, 1971). This statement is valid today
and, of course can be also apolied to areas such as sourthern
part of South America, Australia, New Zealand as well, in the
future foresseable to Antarctica.
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In these polar and sub-polar areas the most serious
risk of damaging pollution lies in the transportation of the
oil from the oilfield to the main distribution centres; it is
not necessarily a more hazardous operation than drilling, but
it places very wide areas at risk. Also a major risk of oil
spillage probably lies in the transfer from production wells
to storage and thence to tankers. Besides because of its
remoteness and inaccessibility, and the scarcity of harbours
on these areas, effective salvage and remedial operations
will be difficult to mount. Add Clark, that the problem is
compounded by the lack of experience and technology for treating
oil spills at arctic temperatures, and by the extreme sensitivity
of the Arctic (and Antarctic) biological environment to disturbance
of any kind because the biological processes ar very slow and
the ecosystems are fragile due the climate.
The principal physico~chemical effects that must be
considered at low temperatures are the decreased volatilization
and increased water solubility of volatile petroleum hydrocar-
bons. The evaporation of the lighter and generally more toxic
fractions of crude oil will be slow and the oil will remain in
frozen masses. Because the dispersants appears no being effective
for cold environment, excepting the highly toxix oil spill
removers, it may be necessary to turn to alternative methods
of treating oil spill e.g. the use of wicking agents and burning
off the oil.
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Virtually all kinds of oils are susceptible to microbial
degradation. The rates of petroleum biodegradation are dependent
upon temperature, salinity, concentration of inorganic nutrients,
extent of dispersion of oil in water, abundance and kinds of
microorganisms, chemical composition of the oil and a variety
of other factors. (76).
In very cold waters the rate of natural biodegradation
of oil is likely to be extremely slow. Lag periods before the
onset of significant microbial activity are also observed in
colder waters. So the consequences of an oil spill are likely
to be much more persistent in polar and sub-polar water than
in lower latitudes. (77) ,
A large proportion of plants and animals in the Arctic
and Antarctic areas has a type of reproductive biology with a
low reproductive rate and are generally extremely slow growing,
taking several years to attain sexual maturity and may live to
a very great age. Recovery from mortality caused by pollution
will be co r r es nond t nol y slow for all those communities and thence
the cr i t tc a1 sit uat ion t hat can produce a 0 i 1 5 Pill i nth es e
waters.
The ecological problems derived from oil pollutio~
are so, more complex and grave in some more sensitive marine
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ecosystems as the coral seeps and cold water areas (Waldichuk,
1977). These particularly sensitive sea areas need a type of
protective measures different that those applied to others
areas.(78).
A special approach can be necessary for understand
the problematical situation of these cold regions and to obtain
so a enough background that permit to prepare a set of proper
regulations about oil pollution in cold water.
GESAMP (1978} is working in these special areas and
the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR} is, in
particular, working in the Antarctic to obtain some guidelines
about the oil contamination of the Antarctic Marine Environment.
The concern that exist about the oil pollution in
cold waters can be expressed by the recent work of Stansby and
Diamant (19]8) that compiled approximately 2,000 references on
effects of oil pollution in Arctic and Subarctic waters.However
Gould and Koons (19801 include subject as fate and effect of
oil in cold water a$ an area which are received unsufficient
attention and need additional effort. In the other hand, in
the International Conference on Petroleum and the Marine
Environmente organized by the Association Europienne Oceanique
(EUROCEAN) - Monaco, 27-30 May 1980 - the Do1ar areas was
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examined with special emphasis. Further information it is
possible to obtain from the Symposium "Long-term reeovery
potential of cold water marine environments after oil s pi l l "
sponsored by the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia, October 1977.
Well e r (1 980), bas edon a 362 - Page rep 0 r t re1eased
by the Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program
(O.C.S.E.A.P.) Office in 1978, summarize our stateof knowledge
in the Beaufort Sea, regarding the likely effects of petroleum activities.
(79) .
The conclusion of Hume (1978) is very clear: "Much
has been written about the hazards to the Arctic environment
that would be caused by a massive unchecked blowout or a large
scale tanker mishap, but mostly in very general terms for the
good reason that very little detailed research hasbeen conducted
on the effects of an oil spill on or under theice". (emphasis
added).
5.3. THE A~TARCTICPOLLUTION PROBLEM.
The Antarctica plays a very important geophysical
world-wide role on either the climate and weather and on the
marine currents. Mainly this influence affect the currents of
Southern Hemisphere; however the cold antarctic water aopears
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in different depths in all latitudes of the world ocean.
The physical oceanography of the Southern Oceans is
of particular interest in the coupled oceanic - atmospheric
general circulation because of the strong and variable air-sea
exchanges .which drive the Antarctic Circumpolar Current system
and which result in the formation of Antarctic Bottom Water,
Antarctic or Subantarctic Intermediate Water and Antarctic
and Subantarctic Surface water. Understandinq this basic
co up1ed c i r c u1a t ion is 0 ne 0 f the buil din g b1 0 c ksin a comprehen
sive theory of global change. (Nowling et al.,1978).
Through the 1S0S program the international scientific
community is trying to obtain more information in Southern
Ocean to improve the understanding the circulation in this
region. These new knowledges are obtaining will be, also very
important to the fisheries oceanography to the krill populations
and other marine'living resources in Antarctic. (see note 1).
The connection and interchange between t~e polar
waters and atmosphere with the remainder world and the conversely
phenomenon, more weak but also important, do that the antarctic
and subantarctic marine pollution a problem of much more wide
and probably long-term effect. the pathway and transport of
pollutants is one of the keys of the problem.
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Of course the main pollution will be the pollution
produced inthe same Antarctic and their local effects. In this
stucy we focus on Antarctic oil pollution and the krill but
also we will see others pollutions and the sub-polar situation.
5.3.1. Oil pollution in Antarctic and Sub-antarctic waters.
It is clear that a considerable amount of reserch
will be needed to assess the likely effects of exploration
and exploitation of oil resources on Antarctic ecosystems.
While some guidance may be obtained from recent Arctic experience~..:
there will be no substitute for research on Antarctic ecosystems
and their component species (underlined by the author). From
the viewpoint of the Antarctic marine ecosystem, it is clear
that the BIOMASS (see note 3-) prograrnme 'wnl provide much of the
baseline and other data reauired for a good comprehension of
the Antarctic oil pollution (SCAR-SCOR~ 1977).
This statement draw us the state of art of our know-
ledge about the probably effects of oil pollution oner the
antarctic ecosystems and also the fact that already exists
some programs drived to increase that knowledge.
Undoubtedly the extensive knowledges the science have
at present time about the impact of oil on the marine environment
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can be very useful butt the distinctive characteristic of the
Antarctic demand further and continous studies to obtain enough
information that provide the basis for a good management on
the exploitation of the Antarctic resources mainlYt oil and
krill.
The problem is further comolicated when we consider
the structure of the Antarctic ecosystem and the complex inte~
action between the seals t whales t sea birds t penguins and
fishes t all competing for food which consists mainly of krill.
And since krill is the key species of the Antarctic ecosystem t
it is not difficult to visualize that its unwise exploitation
could trigger disastrous changes throughout that ecosystem.
(SCAR/SCOR t 1977).
T~e information about the impact of oil on' olancton
is very scattered and few; about zooplankton and specifically
about krill our knowledge are even less. There are not data
at all about the effects of oil over plankton in long term
base. (80).
Corner (1978) has a good review about the subject
and in the FAO/UNEP's (1978) inventory of data on contaminants
in aquatic organisms (that includes, information received as of
December 31 t 1977) we do not find not one project of research
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about Euphausia superba and oil pollution. U.K. and Argentine
appears working in some projects about the impact of oil in
antarctic marine living resources and to identify possible
biological accumulators.
Pursuant to GESAMP (1977) there does not appear to
be any data to support or refute any adverse effects of oil
pollution on plaktonic communities. In relation to zooplankton
species, add GESAMP that most of the data on permanent zoo-
plankton (holoplankton) pertain to copepods.
Beneath a thick oil slick, penetration of light may
be reduced by more that 90 per cent (Nelson-Smith, 1968 as
cited by GESAMP, 1977) drastically reducing the rate of phot~
synthesis in phytoplankton and also interferinq with the daily
vertical migration of zooplankton which is regulated by light
intensity. Many of the large zooplankters locate their food
by visual selection so that overshadowing by oil may exert an
indirect effect on nutrition and behaviour in addition to its
direct chemical or mechanical effects.
Antarctic krill is a surface species, living above
250 m. during the day and often swarming at the surface. This
species feeds rrequently almost exclusively on phytoplankton,
spending a considerable time in near-surface water layers where
the diatoms are present, and Marr (1962) shows that the majority of the
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population is in fact present in these layers both by day and
night. So there is a massive accumulation of swarms after
night fall in the surface (0 - 5 m.) layer; particulary
conspicuous during the dark hours between 22.00 and 04.00.
There is doubt about the extent of the diurnal vertical migration
of krill due to the important variation in the behaviour of
this species. The following data about vertical migration of
E. superba are from Marr (Table ,0).
TABLE 20. VERTICAL MIGRATION OF ANTARCTIC KRILL (E. superba)
(from Marr, 1962)
Average day deDth
Average night depth
Total vertical range
Distance migrated
10 - 100 m.
0 - 70 m.
a ~ 900 m.
50
-.
m.
The behaviour of krill can so, to be very effected
by a persistent oil pollution and with it all the antarctic
food chain.
It is interesting to set out the finding from Mackie
et al. (1978) who worked on the distribution of oil components
in the fauna and environment of the sub-antarctic island of
South Georgia. The area studied has a number of interesting
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features. Thus until 1964 King Edward Cove (Cumberland East
Bay) was a major site of the land~based whaling industry centred
at the now abandoned whaling station of Grytviken. During over
60 years of operation, considerable quantities of effluent
material were deposited in the Cove, among others oil components.
Despite the long term leakage and disposal of fuel
oil into King Edward Cove and the presence of tar on the beaches,
analysis of the sediments, bulked water and a variety of marine
organisms showed that n-alkanes such as those found in petroleum
were not present to any marked extent in the livina svstems.
This suggests either that this input is samll when compared
with other inputs or that it does not enter these parts of the
polar ecosystem, probably because of physical factors such as
solubility, density and temperature. (Mackie et al., 1978).
These results more than enthuse ourselves must do
meditate about our lack of enough kno~ledge over the antarctic
ecosystems.
The Antarctic oil pollution and of course the pollution
from all others pollutants, can originate within of the A.T.
Area (marine areas south of 60° South latitude) or outside this
area. The pathways by which oil (or other pollutants) may reach
the Antarctic marine environment, either by marine currents,
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atmosphere, food chain, etc., is strange to legal or political
boundaries and thence that any Convention to prevent Antarctic
pollution must considera a wide range of implication.
The marine pollution in general, include pollutants
from land based sources; from the exploitation of the deep
seabed; from offshore installations; from the atmosphere, and
from vessels. Some sources and circumstance of oil pollution
in the Antactic areas can be observed in the enclosed Table 21.
Natural marine oil seepage are not known in Antarctic;
in Sub-Antarctic areas such as South Chile, South Australia,
New Zealand and also in South Africa appears with low and
moderate potential (Wilson et a1. 1974). However these oil
natural seep can become a danger because the oceanic circulation.
(81) .
The grade of occurence and their magnitude of these
distinct source of oil pollution can no to be measured at
present because the lack of data, the difficulty to assess
some sources and of course that there are not still oil
exploration and/or exploitation in the Antarctic area.
The Group of Experts on Mineral Exploration and
Exploitation (see note 33) reviewed the 'probable impacts Of the
exploration and exploitation of minerals in the Antarctic
TAB LE 21.
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SOME POSSIBLES CAUSES OF SOUTHERN OCEAN
OIL POLLUTION.
5 .
1. Oil Exploration and Production
(Drilling, extraction, processing, storage, transfer,
etc.).
Antarctic area (mainly continental margins).
Sub-Antarctic area (South Chile and Argentina -
New Zealand - South Australia - Scotia Arc -
and ... also South Africa).
2. Oil transportation.
Antarctic oil carried outside to the users.
Sub-Antarctic oil carried to the users.
Other oil transported through the Sub-Antarctic
Area (Drake Passage, Magellan Strait, etc.)
3. Ships traffic other than tanker.
Scientific, war~hips~ ice-breaker, or cargo ships
in Antarctic areas.
Tourist ships in Antarctic areas.
"Icebergs tug-boat".
All ships in Sub-Antarctic areas.
Fishing vessels and factory ships.
4. Aircraft (accidents in Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic
areas) .
Marine pollution from land-based sources (mainly in
Antarctic area) ...
6. Oil transported from others latitudes by atmosphere,
currents, etc.
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(mainly oil) and the measures for the prevention or restoration
of damage to the environment. This Group pointed out that the
question of the impact of these activities on the environment
has been studied very inadequately and that there is an urgent
need for a further examination of this problem. The Group
considered that: "Knowledge is insufficient at present to allow
reliable estimation of the impact of possible oil spills on
Antarctic ecosystems, and it is vital that research on this
"Measures for the protection of the Antarctic subjetc be expan~
ed" and environment need to be worked out prior to any commercial
exploration for, or expl o t t a t f on of mineral resources in Antarctic,
should such activities occur tllere" (AT, 1977).
Also the SCAR Group of Specialists on the Environmental
Impact Assessment of Mineral Exploration/Exploitation in Antar£
tica (EAMREA) prepared at the request of the 1975-VIII-ATCM and
the Special Preparatory Meeting in Paris (1976) a report that
pr ov i de a useful starting point for the assessment of the likely
impact on the Antarctic environment and for the development of
a programme to provide more precise assessments.
From these two reports and other presented to the
Special Meeting at Paris (1976) it is possible to sketch a
research program on oil pollution in Antarctic that be shared
by all the countries with Antarctic interests. The world
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community, so will be able to know before that exploration or
exploitation began, the exact situation of ecosystems behaviour
and thence the community will can elaborate proper measures for
the prevention of damage to the environment.
The Bellagio workshop (Holdgate and Tinker, 1979) on
the environmental implications of possible mineral development
in Antarctica, attending the complex problems involved,
recommended to constitute a group of different specialist (an
oceanographer, a marine biologist, an oil exploration geologist
and a technologist) under the chairmanship of a specialist in
synthesis and modelling to obtain a conceptual model over the
situation. (82).
Oil exploration and production in sub-antarctic area,
also of course can be an important source of pollution and danger
to the krill and others marine living resources. The surface
currents and the deep-ocean circulation can be the route 'that
spread the poll utants over antarctic ecosystems. The possibility
to oily activity in Scotia Arc can be a major hazard because
the heavy krill concentration in that area .and their heavy sea
and severe climate that make more dangerous the oil exploration
and exploitation.
The antarctic 0;1 transportation ;s other major risk
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of oil spillage. The transfer the oil to the tankers will be
a complex problem. Carried oil will be specially built and
will operate with strong safety measures. It is necessary to
remember that global oil transportation means a significant
source of pollution, about 35% (see Table 19) and that the
tanker coming from Antarctic will sail through very dangerous
sea as Drake and South Atlantic mainly until to reach the users.
Sub-antarctic oil carried to the users, also can be other
major risk of pollution to the antarctic environment.
Fig. 20 shows us the international flow of petroleum.(83).
The route through the Drake Passage and Magellan Strait is not
too dense but can means a major source of oil poll ution because
the dangerous condition to the shipping. The Metula oil
spill can exemplify this fact.
I n Aug us t 1974 , a sup er tan ker 0 f the VLCC(84) c1ass
with 1 t o ht . Arant.ian crude oil ran aground in the, Strait of
Magellan a nd spilled over 52,000 tons. (the < •• characteristic
oftheM et u1a. wa s : . 323m. 0 r 1, 067 ft. 10 ng , 47 m. 0 r
155 ft. wide, 210,027 metric t ons . , with a loaded draft of 19 m.
or 62 ft.). The s pill was not con t a i ned and the 0 i 1 wa s carr i ed
over large segments of beanches and tidal marshes of Tierra del
Fuego, and deep into the estuaries of the area (Gunnerson and
Peter, 1976). This spill provides a unique opportunity to study
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Figure 20: International Flow of Petroleum. (Adapted from Myers and Gunnerson. 1976)
~: SINCE THIS NAP WAS NADE (117\1 INPORTANT CHANGES HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN THE IHTERNATIO-
HAL OIL. TRADE ROUTES. TtE BROKEN LINES SHON A POSSIBLE COMMERCIAL ROUTE TO TRANSPORT THE ALA~
KAN OIL BY MEANS OF SUPERTANKERS. FROM VALDEZ TO THE EAST COAST OF THE U. S. Of AM E RIC A
THROUGH DRAKE PASSAGE.
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the fate and effects of petroleum in a cold water marine eco-
system beside to be an area with exceptionally high winds (gale
and hurricane force winds -100 Knot- occur frecuent1y) and
tidal currents. The knowledge gained will can be transferred
for use in planning and for predicting environmental impacts
in other similar areas of the world. In January 1975, the
biological impacts of the oil were still significant. Five
years afterward the ecological effects persist according to
Gallardo (1979). Erosion and leaching of this oil into the
St r aito f Mag e11 an are go i n to be a chron i c sou r ceo f po11 uti 0 n
for a long time to come and, perhaps over a decade it could
be recoqnized evidences from the Metu1a spill pursuant to Hann
(1975). By way of comparation, residuals of a few thousands
of gallons of oil spilled from storage tanks in Valdez, Alaska,
during the 1964 earthquake were present in the beach sand ten
years later, pointed out Gunnerson and Peter (1976).
Long-term ~ffects are yet to be measured in this
environmentally sensitive area where cleanup procedures was
ineffective because the strong currents and high winds.
"One of the most important lessons of the Metu1a oil
spill is that the best way to deal with the problem is to
prevent it. Prevention should include advanced navigation
aids and control mechanisms on land, water, and aboard ships.
rigorous control of pilotage ... during adverse weather and
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sea conditions" (Gunnerson and Peter, 1976).
The pilotage through the south coast of Chile is
dangerous what explain others large oil spill ocurred beside
the Metula oil (85). All this area, can become a major
risk region if in the future the maritime traffic increase
due to some foreseeable reasons.(86). It is necessary to remember
that the statistics reveal that there are currently an average
of twenty serious oil tanker accidents, wrecks or total losses
every year. Flag-of-convenience oil tankers can magnify this
figure.
The' possibil ity of a maritime traffic increase
through Strait of Magellan and/or Drake Passage could be
effective if Panama Canal was closed due to huge disaster,
war or political situation. Also if tankers, cargo orwarship
(e,g, aircraft carriers) continue increasing, the Canal will
be anable to use; to day only crude oil carrier, medium and
large categorie up to around 70,000 tons., can sail by Canal.
(87 ) .
With the oil crisis there is a concern about to
reduce the shipping cost. Although the costs of shipping
between ports are partially a function of actual mileage they
are not strictly proportional to the distance travelled
(Shechter, 1976). According to Clark (1976) in general, the
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cost per unit ton. of crude oil decreases with increases in
vessel size and route distince up to certain optimun combina-
tions (underlined by the author).
The determination of the minimum cost vessel rout inq
become so, to day a very important problem. The application
of quantitative toals to the instuitive decision-making process
in maritime planning is not yet widely accepted.
Tormod Rafgaard (1978), Director of Intertanko stated
that the Alaskan oil can be carried by supertankers from Valdez
to the U.S. east coast through Drake ~assage (see Fig. 20) at
$ 10 per ton. instead of $ 20 per ton. sailing by the Panama
Canal using smaller ships. (88).
Supertankers can be a dangerous source of pollution
sailing the Drake Passage, but as pointed out Nixon (1976)
supertankers (also) can be made"seaworthy and ~ be operated
safely. They do reduce oil transportation costs and congestion
in sea lanes. If properly built, equipped, and operated, they
can be a tremendous assert to our energy - dependent society.
But the stakes are high.
Using the alternative route by Strait of Magellan
it is possible to reduce 2-3 days that using Drake Passage
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(where the sea is very hostile) to cross from Atlantic to
Pacific or viceversa t but the Strait is very marrow and
tortuous and the draft of ships is so limited to 70 feet;
according to Moberg (1976) the predictions of maximun draft
for VLCCs has been 90 feet and for ULCCs, 120 feet.
If the Strait of Magellan and/or the strategic Drake
Passage become a denser maritime route than to day, the possl
bi1ity of pollution will be greater and thence the danger to
the antarctic and subantarctic ecosystem. However besides the
possibi1 ity to use theses routes for the alaskan oil, no appears
that in a foreseeable future the international flow of petroleum
will enlarge significantly. So the Fig. 20 can no change in
a great degree for this area of the Southern Ocean but a more
strong traffic of VLCC will have through the South Indian and
South Atlantic because this very large crude carrier can not
to cross the Suez Canal. (89).Oil spills off South Africa then
could affect in some measure the environment around Antarctica.
5.3.2. Other pollutant in Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic Waters.
Besides· the oil pollution, the antarctic and sub-
antarctic waters can be also affected by others pollutants
produced inside or outside this regions. A particular and
dangerous situation can occur due some scientists have proposed
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dumping nuclear wastes in deep ocean trenches, specifically,
in the South Sandwich Trench (1,000 kilometers long and 100
wide) where sounding have revealed depth of more than 8,000
met e r s (8, 206 i n Meteo r Deep) , sin ce i tis the 0 ne far the s t
from human habitation. (90).
Proponents of this geological disposal, speculate
that the nuclear wasters will be folded into the earth's
mantle through tectonic motion. The forces of continental
drift, or plate tectonics, are actively at work throughout
the Scotia S~a, particulary at the eastern edge of the Scotia
Arc. {91 and see note 38}. Just east of the South Sandwich Islands,
the westward moving Atlantic Plate folds down into the earth's
mantle under the opposing Antarctic Plate in a process called
lithospheric subduction. This inward folding has created the
South Sandwich Trench.
Disposal in the South Sandwich' Trench risks radio-
active and thermal pollution of the delicate trench ecosystem
about which very little is known. And .. while the South Sand-
wich Trench is indeed remote from human settlement, it lies
perilously close to the abundant marine life of the Scotia
Sea. Radioactive contamination of the Scotia Sea could threaten
it and the possible development of that area as a world food
reservoir.
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Ocean trenches are naively being proposed as ideal
dumping sites for highly toxic chemical and radioactive wastes.
The assumption sums t~ be that the deeper these poisonous
substances go, the less harmful they are likely to be. Know-
ledge of the deep sea marine environment is at best sketchy
.
and dumping may have adverse effects which scientists cannot
predict with present information. The idea to store conventional
waste products within the ocean trenches perhaps can be good
but, as note Ross (1980) "with the high incidence of faulting,
slumping, and earthquake activity in trenches there are a good
.possibility of ruptuing canisters (with radioactive material)
placed there, with the possible escape of the material into
the environment".
Now the world's most influential conservation body-
the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources, IUCN- (92) has called upon governments to stop all
dumping in the trenches. IUCN says the world's 22 ocean
trenches are uniques habitats, and that up to 60 per cent of
the life forms in each separate trench are found nowhere else.
IUCN has recommended to all nations that "ocean
trenches within the proposed 200 miles limt of the Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) be declared marine sanctuaries by those
countries wiht Jurisdiction over therm and that ocean trenches
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not within national jurisdiction be considered for sanctuary
status under appropiate international conventions" (Anon,1979).
The art. V, paragrapth 1 of A.T. that prohibite
nuclear explosions and the disposal radioactive waste material
would not be applied to South Sandwich Trench because this
trench is almost completely outside the arei of the treaty
(art. VI: South of 60oSouth Latitude).
More northward from the area under study, in the
South Pacific, exist also other sources of radioactive Dollution
due to French nuclear tests in the Tuamotu archipielago (Mururoa
and Fangataufa atolls) and to the Japan intent to dispose nuclear
waste in some oceanic trenchs.
Those sources of nuc~ear pullution would can reach,
by marine and atmospheric currents as well by the food chain,
the s~b-antarctic and antarctic area and at the same time,
countries as Australia and New Zealand and the west coast of
South America.
States of the area and regional commissions are
worried with the above problem and are trying to declare the
South Pacific as area free of nuclear weapons.
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5.4. WORLDWIDE GEOGRAPHICAL INFLUENCE OF A POSSIBLE ANTARCTIC
OIL POLLUTION.
It is possible to distinguish form a geographical
point of view three regions where could be occur darger of
poll ution if the exploration and exploitation of the Antarctic
oil go on:
5.4.1. In the Antarctic waters itself where west wind drift
also called the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) moves
externally from west to east. uThis cur~ent that flows east-
ward through the Drake Passage (300 miles wide and 3,000 m.
deep) extends to the bottom and has a transport of about
3
200x10 6 ~ which makes it the largest current in the wor1d u
sec
(Knauss, 1975). The northward edge of the ACC coincides
approximately with the Antarctic Polar Front zone (or Antarctic
Convergence) that separates the Antarctic and Subantarctic
surface waters. The mean speed of ACe range between 0.5 to
one knot and take two years surround Antarctica approximately.
(Fig. 21 and 22).
This region would be more ecological affected than other if
antarctic oil activities begin because:
It is the area where the largest concentration of krill is
found (Fig. 10 ) and that means a darger for the krill
itself and for all the Antarctic marine animals that base
their food on krill (Fig. 9).
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It is one of the areas where is possible exist commercial
oilfields and therefore ~reater risks of pollution could
take place. (Fig. 14).
The very low temperature of surface water (between c.a-2°C
to +3°C) will affect the rate of volatilization and bio-
degradation of oil spill.
The dispersion of the oil spill will be very wide due the
transport of water by the ACC and the permanence and the
accumulation of the oil will increase because the encirclement
of this current around Antarctica.
It will be very hard to clean an oil s pt l l in this region
because the pack ice cover a great part of it and so the
oil will spread (under) beneath the pack ice. (Fig.3).
The long time the oil slick will remain in surface will
permit that part of the oil sink ~nd pollute the icebergs,
(possible future problem 'if the icebergs are used as source
of fresh waters ... ) penetrate below the ice shelves and
the heavy particles reach the sediments, mixinq and return
to surface (Fig. 19) or contaminate the subsurface water masses
that are formed in the r eq t on and that moves forward. (Fig.22).
In this region also is necessary to consider the
influence of the East Wind Drift (or Antarctic Coastal
Current) that flow close the co~tinent in the diapersiofi and
other effects over the oil slick.
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5.4.2. Inthe sub-antarctic surface waters. (North to Polar
Front) the impact of the oil pollution originated from antarc
tic oil activities also can be very destructive to the living
marine resources and to have other ecological consequences.
Serious problems can arise in the rich fisheries lying in
Chile austral (channels, straits, fiords and in the outer
part), Argentina continental shelf (perhaps the world area
with the highest potential of traditional commercial fishes),
waters off South Africa where exist important population of
fisheries resources and also in South Australia and New
Zealand.
The idea of Jo yne r et al. (1974) to introduce exotic
species as salmon in Antarctic y Sub-Antarctic waters, until
t oda-y . not ac tuaH y performed, . coul d face probl ems if
considerable oil pollution occur in these areas. Rice (1973)
for example working in Prudhoe Bay found that oil in seawater
avoid that salmon (pink salmon) enter in their apawning home-
land. So this consequence of oil pollution could be very
dangerous to the chilean experiences is carring out to introduce
Pacific salmons (genus Oncorhynchus) in its austral regions. ,
5.4.3. In dis'tant waters off Southern Ocean is foreseeable that
deleterious effects can occur if the oil pollution in the
antarctic waters be severe and constant. In this sense the
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pathway would be the system of circulation of the surface,
sub-surface and bottom currents that have their origin in
antarctic and subantarctic area and spreading through the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans mainly. "Indeed, since Antarctic
bottom water, via northbound deep-sea currents, feeds all the
world's oceans, the potential effects are global ll (Holdgate
and Tinker, 1979). (emphasis added).
As examples above mentioned situation we have that
Antarctic Intermediate Water can be traced, because their
low salinity characteristic, to about 200N in the Atlantic
and 10°5 in 'the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Patterson and Sievers,
1979/1980) .
As another example we have that the Subantarctic
Sur f ace Wa t er 0 rig i ned nor tho f Po1ar Fro ntar e f 0 und 0 f f the
North Coast of Chile and South and Central Coast of Peru at
50 to 20am. dee p. This wa t er om ass es are the m0 s timp0 r tan t
waters that constitute the upwellinas ocurring in those areas
and that cause the extraordinary organic productivity of that
region (Rob l e s ; Alarcon and Ulloa, 1976). (Fig. 22 and 23).
Perhaps a greater danger is the conception about the
productivity of the California Current proposed by Bernal (1979,
1980 and 1981) and the similitude that can exist with to the
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of S.AmericO, the PorcJrro Conal and other components.
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high organic productivity of the South-East Pacific. The
Bernal's idea state that productivity of the California Current
is no only the consequence of the upwelling occurring in the
coast of California, but also to the advection of sub-arctic
waters that transport a high rate of nutrients and plankton.
Logically, then the oil pollution that can occur in antarctic
and sub-antarctic areas, would be very serious for the important
commercial fisheries existing off Chile, Peru and Ecuador. (93).
The finding of pollutants in Antarctica as PCB (chemical
derived from DDT) and lead, reveals the feasibility of a glo~~i
.. ..
..
circulation of pollutants by air and/or sea, connecting a l l parts'
of the Earth. So the dangers of pollution coming from antarctic
6il exploitation or other minerals resources and similars, can
effectively to affect vast regions in Southern and Northern
- Hemispheres.
5.5. ANTARCTIC ENVIRONMENT INA SUMMARY OUTLOOK.
Auburn (1981) in a recent paper and after reviewin9
the failures in environmental protection in Antarctica and
tracing attemps to control pollution and disturbances of natural
sites, reaches the followinq co~clusions:
On a continental scale, human impacts on the Antarctic
environment are minimal.
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Pollution is significant in the vicinity of stations, par-
'ticulary on the favoured ice-free coastal sites.
Effects of future large-scale commercial activities in the
southern ocean are not precisely known.
On many environmental topics, such as the long-term impact
of oil ,Pollution on krill, very little research has been
carried out.
The past record of the Treaty Powers does not suqgest that
they are capable of regulating a substantial commercial
resources with adequate regard to environmental constraints.
A.T. provisions are not suitable for such regulation.
Where the national interests of Treaty Powers have conflicted
with ecol?gical requirements, the former have frequently
prevailed. (emphasis added).
Within this conflicting framework must be considered
the probable exploration and exploitation of the antarctic oil;
so the regulations of these activities will be not easy.
VI. INTERNATIONAL, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL LAW
ON OIL POLLUTION THAT COULD BE APPLIED
IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN
Oil forms a comparatively small part of the total
pollution of the sea. In most areas many other pollutants
(sweage, effluents from factories, pesticides, etc.) are
potentially a greater hazard to the marine environment than
oil, but in the Antarctic areas and in the foreseeable future
will be the oil the main source of pollution if the exploration/
exploitation become reality.
To put any oil pollution under control the major
aspects that must be considered t nc l ude , prevention, reduction,
response and enforcement. C94) . Some of these subjects will
be examined in the next poi~ts.
Several international a qr-eemen t s vco nven t t ons , treaties,
regulations, codes, etc. have been developed on oil pollution
damage, civil 1iabil ity and on regulations for preventing
collisions at sea. In addition there are important regional
agreements and of course, national codes and preventing measures.
As point out Clingan (1980), speaking in general on marine
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pollution "t~ere exist at present and incredibly complex web
of national law and international arrangements and institutions
with respect to the questions of conservation and pollution ll •
The main regulations are related to oil pollution
from ships; land based pollution agreements, in a wide inter-
national scope, are 1imited (95) and there are not regulations
abo ut 0 i 1 pol 1uti 0 nco min9 fro matm0 s ph ere ina n inter na tiona 1
sense. The regulations governing offshore operations are
also limited in number and with national character. (96).
We can take into account some source of regulations of
oil pollution which could be applied, directly or indirectly,
to Southern Ocean and, as an example, to an area that also
could be affected in a medium term due to a chronic oily
pollution in that Ocean i.e. the South~east Pacific Ocean.
The regulations we will considere, come from the Antarctic
Treaty, the IMCO's Conventions, the regional agreements, the
national legislations and the new provisions on protection and
preservation of the marine environment according to the
LJNCLOS III.
6.1. ANTARCTIC TREATY.
No specific mention do the A.I. about o t l pollution;
the only definite provision on contamination is the article V
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that prohibite nuclear explosions and the disposal radioactive
waste material in Antarctica.
According to art. IX-f a number of measures for the
conservation of Antarctic fauna and flora and to avoid conta-
mination and disturbance of the ecosystem have been adopted,
upon the advise of SCAR, by the parties of the A.T. Gyelsvik
(1977) quote five measures (97) but not one is relate with
oil pollution.
In these last years as a consequence of oil world
crisis and the finding of oil in Alaska (1968), increasing
interest on antarctic oil (especially from oil companies) has
arisen, what has worried mainly to the contractic parties of
A.T. due to the hazard of pollution and also to the problem
of ritht of exploration. In that sense, SCAR have had a very
important participation as advisory to the parties on question
related to this possible exploitation and their environmental
implications (98). These scientific and technical antecedents
will be very useful for to settle a legal regime to regulate
the future and li~ely exploration/exploitation of antarctic
oil to prevent pollution.
The A.T. Consultative Members from their VI Meeting
(Tokyo, 1970) to the last one (XI Buenos Aires, 1981) have
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been considering the oil contamination of the antarctic marine
environment as a result of man's maritime activities and mainly
the implications of mineral resource activities in the A.T.
area. (see e.g. Recommendations ATCM, IX-l(3) and IX-6(1-4).
In the VIII ATCM (Oslo, 1975) was agreed a moratorium
on antarctic mineral resources development until a regime be
adopted where the antarctic and subantarctic ecosystem be
entirely protected.· To date this is the situation having some
possibilities that soon a convention will be reached if the
sovereignty of claimant nations is honored according to A.T.
art. IV (l and 2).
In the other hand the 1980 Convention on the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources does not
mention directly to the oil pollution or even any other types
of pollution. The art. II of the Convention relative to it
objetives. merely indicate (paragraph 3c) "the prevention of
changes in the Antarctic marine ecosystem ... (due) associated
activities I" The Seal Convention and the Whalinq Con-
vention neither have provisions about marine pollution.(gg).
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6.2. IMCO's CONVENTIONS.
Since its inception, the abatement or mitigation of
marine pollution from ship has formed a major part of IMCO·s
work but it is necessary to remember that only one-thirdsof
the total (see Table 19) of petroleum introduced into the
oceans derive from the transportation of oil by sea.(see note
114).
In the recommendations, codes, guidelines or procedures
disseminated by resolution of the IMCO Assembly, in general
not appears as subject of special trouble the high latitudes
areas, perhaps due the minor maritime traffic. However IMCO,
as a forum for the specialized law-making activities of the
international community in the field of shipping and marine
pollution do have an important role working closely with the
A.T. parties to develops international standards and regulations
to prevent the pollution of the Southern Oceans, specially
pollution from ships.
Oil pollution by ships can happen almost any where
and can affect coastlines and economic exclusive zones which
are often hundreds of miles away. So the problems have a
world-wide character and can only be effectively tackled on
an international level through international agreements. Here
appears the importance of the functions of IMCO that since
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1959 has adopted nearly. 30 conventions covering many aspects
of maritime safety and pollution prevention. The major inter-
national conventions, dealing specifically with pollution
which have been adopted by IMCO, can be see in Table 22. In
addition to thesese conventions t IMCO has adopted hundreds of
codes and recommendations that, does not being binding upon
nations t complements the requirements contained in the conven
tions or to assit their implementation. Also the IMCO's con
vention on maritime safety are important in the marine pollution
prob 1em. (loa).
lilt could certainly be argued that if all of IMca's
measures (co nve nt t ons , codes, recommendations) taken to prevent
marine pollution were internationally enforced by now, the
problem of marine pollution from ships would already have
been virtually eliminated". II Unfortunately the problem is
still with us and it is apparent that the most important
requirement now is not to adopt new measures but to insure
that those which have already been adopted are implemented as
rapidly and as effectively as possible". (IMCa, 1980).
It should be remembered that IMCa, as an international
organization, has no powers of enforcement, nor could it ever
have: that is the responsibility of individu~l gov~rnments.
.
Besises this and, as has been stated by Juda (1977) lithe
TABLE 22.
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IMCO AND VOLUNTARY (PRIVATE) CONVENTIONS AND AGREEMENTS RELATED TO PREVENTION AND LIABILITY
ON MARINE POLLUTION FROM SHIPS.
CONVENTI ONS (C.)
I"CO International C. for the prevention
of pollution of the sea by oil (OILPOL)
I"CO International C. relating to inter-
vention on the High Seas in cases of 011
po11ut ion Casualties (IHTERV£NTI ON)
("Public law C.")
I"CO International on Civil Liability for
all pollution dUl'ge. (Civll liability
C.• CLC) ("Private Law C.")
I"CO International C. for the Establish-
ment of an International Fund for Com-
pensation for all pollution Damage.
(International Fund" FUND).
IMCO International C. on the Prevention
of Marine Pollutions by Dumping of
Wastes and other Matter. (London
Dumping C.• LOC).
INCO International C. for the Prevention
of Pollution from Ships (HARPOl)
DATE OF
ADOPTION
1954
1969
1969
1971
1972
1973
STATUS
Entered into
force in 1958
Entered into
force in 1975
Entered Into
force in 1975
Entered into
force in 1978
Entered into
force in 1975
Hot yet in
force
COM M£ N T S
The C. is concerned with deliberate. or operational
discharges of oil at sea.
It deals with the rights of nations to take action
to prevent or mitigate the danger of pollution by
oil following aCCidents involvlny ships outsidejurisdictional waters. The Protocol 1973 to
IHT£RV£NTION'69 recognized the need to extend the
C. to cover substances other than oil; in this
situation the Protocol would appy to the case of
nuclear water in South Sandwich and in the entire
Southern Ocean but the Protocol is not yet in force
The C. is designent to ensure that adequate com-
pensation is available to persons who suffer from
oil pollution by placing the liability for com-
pensation upon the owner of the ship from which
the 011 'escaped or was discharged.
The main purpose of this C. is to provice for
further compensation to victims of oil pollution.
The 1969 CLC puts the burden of compensation on
the ship owner. but at the same time limits the
amount of compensation payable. The C. enables
further compensation to be paid when the limits
of compensation payable under the 1969 C. have
been reached.
The aim of the C. is to prevent' or limit the delib-
erate disposal at sea of various types of waste
.aterials. The pollution directly arising from the
exploration and exploitation of sea-bed mineral
resources is eXCluded from the scape of the C. This
C. also includes radioactive waste according to the
Definition and Re~endation prepared by the in-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAIA). important
subject in relation with the propasal to disposal
nuclear wastes in South Sandwich Trench (see )
The C. covers all the technical aspects of pollution
from ships. except the disposal of waste into the
sea by d~ping. and applfes to ships of all types.
so' the C. incorporates flag-sUte responsibi 1ity,
although it does not appy to pollution arising out
of the exploration and exploitation of sea-bed
mineral resources. Aprotocol adopted fn 1978 fn-
traduce even more strigent requirements dealing
with the prevention of oil pollution. The C. and
it pro~col contain measures designed to prevent
or reduce accidental as well as operational pollution
and are widely regarded as the most imporUnt Cs. of
their type so for adopted. Upon entry into force.
this C. will replace the 1954 OILPOL including the
amendments thereto.
Tanker Owner's Voluntary Agreement Concern 1969
ing Liability for Oil Pollution Damage. -
(lOVALOP)
Contract Regarding an Interim Supplement 1971
to Tanker Liability for oil Pollution
(QlISTAL)
Established to provide responsability to national
governments with respect to cleanup costs related
to pollution of waters and shorelines from persistert
all. The responsability is to goverlll\ents, and
extends only to expenses reasonably incurred by
governments to prevent or mitigate demage by pollution
or the threat thereof. It does not cover fire or
explosion damage. consequential damage, or ecological
damage.
This C. Join to the shfp owners and complement to
TOVALOP C.
Adopted, alllOn9 other, by the follO\o1in9 sources: Gunneson and Peter (1976), Juda (1977). INCO (1978 and 1980).
Note: The majority of the C. have amendments and protocols that complement 1t but fn general are not indicate in this Table.
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control of pollutinn from ships has been rendered difficult by
the existence of the sovereign nation States system and by tra
ditional international ,legal concepts such as" freedom of the
seas" (l0l) and exclusive flag State jurisdiction over ships on
the high seas. (102).
The scope of IMCO's conventions (Table 22) are very
restrained e.g. OllPOl 1954 and MARPOl 1973 are applied in
zones with limits of 12 and 50 m. miles can some exemptions.
INTERVENTION, 1969 give rights to coastal states to interview
in high sea if pollution is a potential hazard for its coasts.
lDC, 1973 permit dumping in EEZ if the coastal state give
authorization (ICNT, art. 211(£) also permit dumping within
the territorial sea, EEZ and continental shelf with the express
prior approval of the coastal State).
The 1978 International Conference on Tanker Safety
and Pollution Prevention (TSPP, 1978) convened by IMCO at the
request of the United States agreed on a number of modifications
and addition to two major IMCO instruments, 1973 MARPOl and 1974
SOlAS (see note 100).The establishment by MARPOl of "Special areas"
considered to be so vulnerable to pollution by oil that the
discharge of oil is banned, as in the Mediterranean Sea, Black
sea, Baltic sea, Red sea and the Gulf area was again fastened
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through TSPP that introduced new directives for the future
work of IMCO; among they the study of measures aiming at the
protection of particulary sensitive sea areas against pollution
from ships and dumping of wastes.
Befor e, i n 1971 had bee nap pro ved by the I MC0 Ass emb1y
one amendments not yet into force, to OILPOL 1954, that recog-
nized the need to protect the Great Barrier Reff as an area of
unique scientific importance and set out the precise limits of
a protective zone which is considerably in excess of that
prescribed in the said C.
According to this concept of "special, sensitive or
unique area", the Southern Ocean would be considered as protec!
ed zone: of oil pollution coming from all type of vessel (cargo,
warship, tanker, fishing boat, whaleboat, factory -ves s e l ,tourist
boat, e t c i ) •
Lamentably, these two major IMCO Conventions (1973
MARPOL and 1974 SOLAS) are not yet in force and neither the
protocols adopted at the 1978 TSPP that comolete those conven-
tions and gave more f l ex i bt l ity to both instruments to accelerate
their entry in force.
Whereas the increasing fisheries
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activities in Southern Ocean and the probable maintenance in some
degree of whaling and perhaps again sealing 'operations, together
with the dangerous natural conditions of this Ocean will be
necessary to control this "fleet" as operational and/or accide~
tal source of oil pollution. In this sense IMCO, FAO and the
International Labour Organization (ILO) have formed a Group of
Experts to deal with the safety of fishing vessel and the
"Torremolinos International Convention for the Safety of Fishing
Vessels" is the first-ever international convention on the
safety of fishing vessels that was adopted in 1977. The Convention,
not yet in force and that, include fishin~ vessels and fishing
factory ships, will be a good legal instrument to prevent the
marine pollution due to the unsafety vessels.
As the mayority of the IMCO's Convention on prevention
and liability of marine pollution are not applied-to the high
sea, excepted 1969 INTERVENTION and, as much of authors consider
that the surrounding seas of Antarctica, from the 1eqa1 point
of view, that emerge from the A.T.,. are high seas resul t
very hard to find some way to protect and to preserve or conserve
the Southern Ocean within the scope of A.T. (art. VI), by means
of the IMCO's Conventions.
On the other hand, the facts shows that the IMCO's
Conventions enter into force within an average of five years
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after adoption. If some type of Convention is desired to protect
from pollution the Antarctic water where IMCO have some particip~
tion, will be necessary that, as soon as possible the Consultati-
ve Parties of A.T. and IMCO study a "Convention for the Protection
of the Southern Ocean Against Pollution". It will be no easy to
reach agreement on this matter due the political and legal situa-
t ion 0 fAn tar ctic a, bu tit s i mpor tan c e i s v ita1. This Con ven t ion
must be integral including all source and pollutants that are able
to gain the Southern Sea, inter alia from land ..... , from ships,
from offshore and ~eabed activities, from atmosphere ....
6.3. REGIONAL AGREEMENTS.
The Eleventh Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea
Institute (Honolulu, November 1977) dealt with a very important
theme in the search of a new international order of the oceans:
"The Regionalization of the Law of the Sea"(see Jo-hn so n , 197a).
From this Conference emerge with strong" evidence an idea differ
ent to that one that support that the environmental protection
and resource management of the sea could best be served with a
singl e treaty to govern all the seas as one body. "As the pr0E..
lem has been scrutinized, it has become increasingly evident
that such a solution might not be the most equitable in fact.
As a result, a movement towards a system of more specialized,
regional approaches has arisen".
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Knapp (1978) think. that the usefulness of existing
international legal regimes in dealing with the problems of
marine pollution, leaves much to be desired and that only at
the regional level, where the possibil ity for concerted effort
and pooled interests are greater, could multi-state arrangements
be expeditiously concluded for (almost) immediate employment.
Taking into account the various reasons for cooperating
at the regional level, the United Nations Environment Prograrrme
(UNEP)(103) is developing the Regional Seas Programme (104) under
the concept of regional arrangements to control the marine
pollution.
Vital elements of a successful regional pollution
arrangement include a legal frame work, an institutional mecha
nism and the determination of participating countries to meet
the terms of the agreements. (Waldichuk, 1973 and Knapp 1978).
Plagiarizing the idea of Knapp (1978) concerning to
Mediterranean pollution, it is possible to state that the ma-
nagement of potential pollution in the Antarctic regions would
not be effective under the provisions of existing international
regimes as Antarctic Treaty, IMCO's Convention, Convention on
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III) and others, because Southern
Ocean represents a unique situation, and does, in fact, constitute
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a "region" from natural, le.gal and pol t t t ca point of view.
Consequently, it will be necessary to establish a regional
arrangement to control the antarctic marine pollution with
the participation of all organizations, agencies and of couse,
antarctic countries related with the problem. The formely me~
tioned "Convention for the Protection of the Southern Ocean
Against Pollution" would be the difficult goal to reach:
Aside and b~fore the UNEP Regional Seas Programme
begins, has had some regional initiative to prevent, reduce
and control the marine pollution. For example, there are
three north european regional cooperative conventions: the
1969 Bonn Convention with North Sea as scope and to control
oil pollution; the 1971 Nordic Convention against also the oil
spill and the 1974 Helsinki Convention with Baltic Sea as scope
(entered into force in 1980) including all types of pollutants.
These regional conventions can be good examples to future Con-
~entions for Southern Ocean. as above su~gested, due some
similar natural conditions between North Atlantic and Antarctic
and Sub~Ant~rctic Seas.
Contries as New Zealand and Austral ia,. Argentine and
Uruguay, perhaps also South Africa and the south-east Pacific
countries. need regional agreements in the short term to prevent.
reduce and control the feasible oil ~pill arising whether from
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at the present time oil development (exploitation, transport,
etc.) as the future exploration and exploitation and derived
activities, coming from antarctic and subantarctic oily affairs.
European insular possessions in the Southern Ocean,
belonging to U.K., France and Norway as well as other islands
of some countries named above must also to take into account
the dangers that can originate with oily development in that
ocean.
6.3.1. The pollution of the South~East Pacific; an effect
possible from a distant cause
As an example of .regional agreements from countries
that could suffer the consequences of a careless development
of oil activities in antarctic and subantarctic regions, we
will analyze along the following paragraphs, the proyects
approaching to reach some agreement among countries of south-
east basin of Pacific Ocean.
Since some time ago, the countries of the South-east
Pacific Ocean, Chile, Ecuador and Peru (the "CEP countries")
have been worried about the marine pollution that could occur
in their coastal waters, due mainly the huge commercial fish-
eries existing and the touring potentiality. The Permanent
Commission for the South Pacific, CPPS (105)carried out during
1975 a questionnaire in the region to procure a global view
about its characteristics, critical problems and existinq
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facilities in the CEP countries. for research and monitoring
of the marine pollution (Arriaga, 1976). Again in 1978 the
CPPS in cooperation with FAO. IOC. WHO. IMCO. CEPAL and with
the support of UNEP held in Santiago (Chile) an International
Meeting about the state of pollution in the Southeastern
Pacific participating all coastal countries of the region:
Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Chile (106) Another acti
vity performed jointly between UNEP and CPPS was a workshop
about the legal issues relating to the prevention of the pollution
ofthema r i neecos ys t em he1din B0 q0 t a (Col 0 mbi a) i n 1981. (l 07) .
A recent and complete survey on the marine pollution from Panama
to Chile. was accomphised by UNEP and CPPS and edited by the
CPPS. (198l).
So the things. the countries of CPPS and also Panama
are reaching agreement on two regional antipollution treaties
(one of them is the Regional Agreement on cooperation in cases
of oil-and other harmful substances spill approved by the
Assembly of CPPS in 19]9) and an Action Plan for environmentally-
sound development. Soon. a new UNEP's Regional Seas Programme
will enter into force as the UNEP's South East Pacific Ocean
Action Plan (Llanos, 1981) with the support of IMCO and of
course with the active participation of CPPS's countries and
Panama.
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A recent study (Vergara and Pizarro, 1981) to appraise
the state of the oil pollution in the South-East Pacific, from
Panama to Chile, show that in spite of the increase oily activities
and the existent of some problems, the area is scantily polluted
and is able to become one of the more clean regional seas.
To maintain this marine region free or almost free
from pollution is very important. due not only to the high
-biological productivity ecosystem there present but, the feature
eminently coastal of the countries existing in th~t area (Table
23) .
TABLE 23 . IMPORTANCE OF, THE COASTAL ZONE OF THE COUNTRIES OF
.- THE SOUTH-EAST PACIFIC BASIN .
AREA 'COASTAL 'ZONE' AREA/cOASTAL ZONE POPULATION
(103 Km2) (103 Km2) (per cent) (06)
1980 2000
Panama 79 70 88.6 1.8 2.8
Colombia 1,142 420 36.8 26.9 42.4
Ecuador 271 160 59.0 8.0 14.6
Peru 1,360 600 44.1 17.8 29.5
Ecuador 750 750 100.0 11.1 14.9
TOT A L 3,602 2,000 55.5 65.7 104.2
'Source: CEPAL as cited by Ver,ga ra y Pizarro (1981).
Table 23 has been prepared estimating the coastal
area of each country as : the area over which the oceanic influence
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is considerable at the same time that the influence of this
area over the ocean be a l so important. (l08).
The South-East Pacific region can be affected by
several different sources of oil pollution in variable grade
of stress and persistency. Without to intent to do an assessment
of these actual or potential sources, it is possible to identify
the main of them and see the oil pollution connection that can
exist between this marine region with the High South scenario.
(Tab1e 24) and Fig. 23.
The numerous possibilities of oil pollution that can
affect the South-East Pacific explain the interest existing
among the countries of the region to reach agreements to combat
these dangers. So, this interest can be estimated according to
the ratifications to the IMCO's Conventions that the States of
the South-East Pacific have approved and accepted formally up
to date (1981) as c~n be seen in Table 25 and the existing
concern on the Regional Sea Programme already refered earlier
in this paper.
The purpose in to emphasize the situation of the South-
East Pacific, ;s to exhibit as a future oil development in Antar£
tica and/or neighboring regions, could affect other marine regions
relatively distant, what demand to study this antarctic issue
with a wide and globa~ scope.
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TABLE 24. OIL POLLUTION SOURCES THAT CAN AFFECT TO THE
SOUTH-EAST PACIFIC AREA.
1. Increasing oil activities in the west coast of the South America
Refineries
Terminals.
2. Slow but permanent offshore oil activities off, south and west
South America coast.
Exploration
Exploitation
Enlargement in size, extent or quantity of platforms and
pipelines.
3. Increasing maritime oil traffic along the area
Normal oil commercial increase intra and extra reqional. (109)
The heavy oil transport by Canal of Panama. ~ee note 87)(Fig.24)
Growth of the number of supertankers that, due its size, cannot
use Panamal Canal.
Exaggerate growth of mari t tme traffic in the presence of total
or partial (political) close of Panama Canal.
Alternative use of Strait of Magellan or Drake Passage instead
of Panama Canal considering economic factors (e.g. from Alaska
to east coast of U.S.A.).
Increasing traffic of oil derived from an active exploitation
in the Magellan or Austral Basin and Antarctica Basin.
4. As consequence of the increase of the maritime traffic using risky
areas for safety navigation (e.g. Drake Passage, Strait of Magellan,
South coast of Chile, etc.).
5. Oil spills in the High South can reach the South-East Pacific waters
and coasts with the help of surface and sub-surface northward
movements.
6. Military conflicts among latinoamerican States or worse, among the
Great Potencies, can cause non foresee oil pollution with the
movement of the fleets through the tip of South America.
" .
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Figure 24: Maritime traffic through the Panama Canal. (Orsola, 1982)
TABLE 25.
" .
RATIFICATION TO THE IMCO's CONVENTION ON CONTAMINATION AND SAFETY AT
THE SEA BY THE SOUTH-EAST PACIFIC STATES.
(up to date, 1981)
CONVENTIONS
STATES
Panama X X X X X X X X
Colombia 0 X X
Ecuador X X X X
Peru X X X X X
1/ I
.-.
1..0
X (1977) X (1977) . (j'\Chile 0 X (1977) X X (1980) X X
Source: adapted with modification from Vergara and Pizarro (1981)
(1) See table 22
(2) See note 100
(3) Must be considered the ratifications
to Protocol 1978 (TSPP/78)
X = Ratifications
o = Soon ratifications is expected
/ / = In period of study
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6.4. NATIONAL LEGISLATION.
The principle N° 7 of Conference on the Human Environ
ment, held in Stockholm in 1972 proclaimed that "States shall
take all possible steps to prevent pollution of the Seas by
substances that are liable to create hazards to human health,
to harm living resources and marine life, and to damage amenities
or to interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea".
Before and with more emphasis after the Conference of
Stockholm, the States has been worried with the increasing po-
llution of the coastal seas and much of them, apart of the
international conventions, has enacted their proper legislation.
A good example. precisely relating to polar regions, is the 1970
Canadian Arcti~ Waters Pollution Prevention Act, CAWPA, perhaps
the first and unique national regulation existing to prevent
marine pollution in high latitudes.
About CAWPA, Temple (1976) call to the fact that
"Canada with only a small merchant fleet of its own and a
large portion of its coastline situated in the Arctic areas
(where oil spills are vastly more dangerous) adopted on its
own in 1970 legislation establishing a pollution control zone
100 mil es from its coastl ine".
CAWPA resul ted from the confrontation by the challenge
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to canadian sovereignty in arctic waters by the experimental
passage of the U.S. SS "Manhattan" (a 150,000 tons. tanker)
through the Northwest Passage among the islands of the Canadian
Arctic Archipie1ago. Together with CAWPA, the Canadian Par1i~
ment decided the extension of the territorial sea from three
to twelve miles.
The Act deals with pollution from shipping, 1and-·
based installations, and commercial activities such as oil
drilling on the Canadian continental shelf. In the other hand,
the Act extends to Arctic waters above latitude 600 north, east
of longitude 141 0 west, west of the Canadian - Greenland equi-
distant line and within 100 nautical miles of shore and this
legislation gave so to Canada Jurisdiction for prevention and
control of pollution in waters within the area early indicated.
(For a more thorough treatment of Manhattan affair and CAWDA,
see Hume, 1978).
In ad dt ti onit.o regulating fisheries in the extended
200 miles zone (l976}, Canada will be responsible for maintenance
of environmental quality in these coastal waters. Amendments
are being prepared for such legislation as the CAWDA, Canada
Shipping Act and Oil and Gas Conservation Act to take account
of the 200 miles zone (Wa1dichuk, 1977).
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Perhaps other Arctic and Sub-Arctic States, apart
Canada, as U.S.A. (Alaska), U.S.S.R., Norway, Denmark (Greenland),
Iceland, etc., have also some special regulations, to protect their
marine environment from pollution especially oil pollution.
All these experiences, besides of the three north-european
regional arrangement formely exposed, could serve in some manner
to the "Antarctic Countries" to enact national legislation,
all which in the future would constitute the frassework for
a broad regional arrangement driving to the mentioned Srecial
Convention for Southern Ocean.
For example, the 1978 Chilean Navigation Law 2222
include a complete title (IX) on contamination with emphasis
on oil pollution but without particular reference to special
areas as the southern part of the country where some great
oil maritime disaster has occurred. However the National
Contingency Plan Against Oil Spill has took into account the
hard natural conditions commanding in that area of the national
territory and so will be pos s t bl e to 0 bta in in the future
ex per i ence to wo r k ; nthat hi g han d seve r e 1at; t udewhat may
be useful as one more antecedent to enact the above conven -
tion.
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6.5. THE NEW LAW OF. THE SEA.
Part XII of 1977 ICNT has to do with the Protection
and Preservation of the Marine Environment. The application of
the 46 articles of this Part (from art. 193 to art. 238) to the
maritime spaces of the Southern Ocean is in the same general
status as the global application of the LOS to the Antarctic
sea s .
In spite of above statement. the LOS includes the
following specific article (art. 235) relevant to the ice-covered
areas. the only one that can be found along the 321 articles of
.
the 1980 Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea refering indi-
rectly to the Polar regions:
" Coastal States have the right to establish and enforce non-
discriminatory laws and regulations for the prevention. reduc-
tion and control of marine pollution from vessels in ice -
covered areas within the limits of the exclusive economic zone.
where particulary severe climatic conditions and the presence
of ice covering such areas for most of the year create obstruc
tions o~ exceptional hazards to navigation, and pollution of -
the marine environment could cause major harm to or irreversible
disturbance of the ecoloqical balance. Such laws and reQulations
shall have due regard to'navigation and the protection of the
marine environment based on the best available scientific evi-
dences. "
This provision that could be the base for a special
"Convention for the protection of the Southern Ocean Against
Pollution" have serious technical and legal limitations as
applied to the antarctic areas. The technical limitations of
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the above provision is double; in one hand it is confined only
to "po l l ut t on from vessels" a cau s e of oil pollution in Antarc
tica that perhaps will not very important (blow-out, co11aDses
of oil platforms and other similar offshore operations could
be more dangerous) and in the other hand the provision requires
that the laws and regulations be based "on the best available
scientific evidence" subject not yet e nouoh know in polar areas.
The legal limitation of this pr~vision, of course, is
the existence or no of coastal states and consequently the EEZ
gener~ted for these states in Antarctica and in the seas around,
respectively. Until the-situation of the "claims" not be resolved,
this' provision cannot be applied as a regulation of marine po1l~
tion (from vessels) in antarctic area.
Bearing in mind the ideas of ABA (1979) for the Arctic
Jurisdictional issues. it is possible to consider two alternatives
that may be applied to the Antarctic marine area: to favore
application of all the provisions of the LOS or to endorse it
the quality of "uniqueness". In this last situation the only
possibility is to apply the provision from art. 235 which is,
for the present, as we have seen, inapplicable.
If we intend to apply the LOS entirely but keeping
in mind the legal status of Antarctica at present, the only
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possibility is the regulations coming from the proper "Flag
Statell according art. 218 "Enforcement by f l a q States" provided
"Coastal Sta t es " and "Port S'ta t es " (LOS, articles 221 and 21?
respectively) not exist transitorily (A.T.art. IV)(see note 102) and
so the waters sorrounding Antarctica would be only High Seas.
Art. 218, paragraph 1:
"States shall ensure comphiance with applicable international
rules and standards established through the competent interna
tional organization or general diplomatic conference and with
their laws and regulations established in accordance with the
present Convention for the prevention, reduction and control
of pollution of the marine environment, by vessels flyin9
their flag or vessels of their registry and shall adopt the
necessary legislative, administrative and other measures for
their implementation. Flag States shall provide for the
effective enforcement of such rules, standards, laws and regu
lations, irresaective of where the violation occurredl/. -
(emphasis adde ).
Later on the same art. 218, paragraph 4, add:
"If a vessel commits a violation of rules and standards
established through the competent international organiza-
tion or general diplomatic conference, the flag State,
without prejudice to articles 219, 221 and 229 (this last
one refer to suspension and restrictions on institution
of proceedings) shall provide for immediate jnvestigation
and where appropriate cause proceedings to be taken in
respect of the alleged violation irrespective of where
the violatiOn occurred or where the pollution caused by
such violation has occurred of has been spotted 1/ •
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The art. 218 end with this statement (paragraph 8):
"Penalties specified under the legislation of flag States for
their own vessels shall be adequate in severity to discourage
violations wherever the violations occur".
This provision secure with some grade of responsab1
lity, the maintenance under control of the marine pollution,
only from vessels, that can occur and to affect the antarctic
marine area.
As it has been said, the marine pollution in antarc-
tic waters, and concretely the oil pollution in that environ-
ment, would have as main source of pollution, the activities
connected directly with the offshore operations rather than
the pollution from vessels if the antarctic oil development
go on.
Definitively at the present time, there are not one
i nt erna t ion alor reg ionall ega 1 body t hat can be pro per 1y app1i ed
to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine environ-
ment within the "antarctic exclusive economic zone" or in the
area covered by the A.T. excepted the provisions of the LOS or
other conventions relevant only to the High Seas. This situa-
tion explains the international concern existing related to the
development of the antarctic mirreral resources, mainly oil, and
therefore the interest to agree a convention that include the
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environmental aspects.
6. 6. CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECT ION or THE SOUTHERN OC [AN
(AND ANTARCTICA) AGAINST POLLUTION.
It is highly esteemed the effort doing by the An ...
tarctic Countries seeking after a regime for the exploration
and exploitation of Antarctic mineral resources that preserve,
a t the sam e tim e , the antarc tic envir 0 nmen t . Howevera ppea r s
are convenient to face the protection and preservation of the
antarctic marine environment in a more glotal manner. As a
matter of fact there are some reasons that advise to accomplish
a worldwide, extensive and with inclusion, perhaps, not only
the marine environment but all the Antarctic continent with
their "proper sea" (Table 26L
The preoccupation on antarctic environment has
existed since some time; during th~ IGY and after the Antar~
.,
tic Treaty was signed, the tnt erna t to na l scientific commun-
ity has been worried for the fragil e, unique and 1ittl e known
antarctic ecosystem. However only some Agreed Measures and
Recommendations within the A.T. and rules for scientits and
tourists exist today; so the need of a Convention to protect
the Antarctica and Southern Ocean environment appear as a
need very urgent ..
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TABLE 26. REASONS FOR TO ACHIEVE A GLOBAL CONVENTION FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN (AND ANTARCTICA)
AGAINST POLLUTION.
1. The quality of natural uniqueness of the Antarctica itself and the sea
around it at the least, the area between Antarctica coast and the polar
front (convergence).
2. The "polical unity" existing in Antactic continent and also in the sea
around it, in spite of fact of the claims, thanks to the spirit of the
A.T.
3. The sources of pollution of the marine environment not only can be
originated from antarctic mineral development, but from a variety of
other sources.
4. This Convention would be within of the conceotion of the UNEP's Region-
al Seas Programme with it orooer advantages (104) and also would satisfy
the art. 198 of the ICNT about cooperation on a global or regional basis
(110).
5. With a Convention as the proposed one, the Antarctic System would be
strengthened still more, what it is very important to maintain the
objectives of the A.T.
6. A global Convention woulb be the only one that can make sure the fragile,
unique~ and significant antarctic ecosystem.
7. If this Conventions include the Antarctic continent as well as the marine
antarctic region, would be the first world Convention with such distinct-
ive attribute and so to be converted in a influential example.
8. The prepara~ion of this Convention would demand the participation of
interdisciplinary team with the consequent enrichment to/the environ-
mental science, the comprehension among Nations, scientists and policy
markers and, of course, the certainty 'to obtain a secure protection to
the Antarctic environment.
An outline of this proposed Convention is showed in Table 27.
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TABLE 27. SOME POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN A CONVENTION FOR
THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN
AND ANTARCTICA.
1. In spite of that a convention for the environmental protection operating
at the same time for the terrestrial and marine spaces is a little ortho
dox convention, apperas as very convenient that the C. be applied to the
Antarctica itself (terra firma, ice cap, ice shelves) to the islands
lying within the marine area of the C. and to the atmosphere correspon-
ding to the above areas.
2. The marine area of the C. could be, in convenience order: the scope of
the 1980 C. on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
(Fig. 13); the scope of the A.T. (South of 60oS.L) or the marine spaces
according the LOS considering that the entire Antarctic continent and
the islands southward to 60oS.L., generates such marine spaces.
3. If the marine area of the C. is the one of the C. on the Conservation
of Antarctic Marine Living Resources or the area of the A.T. it is
'necessary to include within the scope of the C. and onlt for the purposeof it, the waters itself and the sea-bed and the subsoi of that area.
4. The C. must be ratified and entered in force before the exploration or
exploitation of antarctic minerals resources, terrestrial as well marine,
begins.
5. The provisions of the C. shall deal with all sources of pollution of the
terrestrial, atmospheric and marine environment.
6. To preverve the terrestrial and atmospheric antarctic environment,
emphasis must be done through provisions having to do with pollution
that may come from the normal activities of stations e.g. enerqy genera-
tion, expeditions, scientifiG routine works, tourist programs, and in the
future from commercial activities, other than tourism, as minerals and
fishing factories.
7. The provisions to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine
environment must take account those source of pollution that are brought
out by art. 195 of ICNT i.e.: (a) release of toxic, harmful and noxious
substances, especially those which are persistent from land-based sources;
from or through the atmosphere and by dumpling, (b) pollution from vessels
(c) pollution form installations and devices used in the exploration or
exploitation of the natural resources of the sea-bed and subsoil, and
(d) pollution from all other installations and devices operating in the
marine environment.
8. Having in mind that one of the more dangerous source of pollution in the
antarctic marine environment would be by oil, it is important to identify
the sources of oil that can reach the High South marine, as it is shown
in Table 21 and to legislate with special attention about them.
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9. This global C. must be driven within the A.T. but as a legal body
independent from all other ones now existing.
10. The C. need to be consistent with the international eustomary law,
with the new Law of the Sea, with the IMCO's conventions, of course
with the A.T. and it Agreed Measures (art. IX-f- of A.T.) and with
all other related conventions, but taking into account the charac-
teristic antarctic and sub-antarctic features.
11. The C. must have an universal character, be compulsory for all States
with any activity within the scope of the C. and it enforcement will
be perform by the same States (lithe flag state principle") meanwhile
the A.T. be no a body with authority for this purpose.
12. The C. must have undefined duration and if the A.T. finish in 1991 or
remains but with the materialized claims, these "sovereign antarctic
States", ought equally to be obligatory with the Convention.
VII. GENERAL CONCLUSION ON THE EXPLORATION
AND EXPLOITATION OF THE ANTARCTIC OIL
There are numerous problems necessary to resolve before
begins the exploration and exploitation of the antarctic oil,
south to 6o o L. S ; also there are some similar problems for areas
north to 60 o L. S . (subantarctic region). All there problems
meed tp be resolved to maintain the harmony among Nations and
to prevent pollution to the unique Southern Ocean ecosystem.
The pros and cons of the exploration and exo10itation
of the antarctic oil have very worried to the A.T. Consultative
States; strong emphasis to resolve the nrob1ems derived to the
antarctic mineral development has been put by the "Antarctic
Club ll in their last Consultative meetings. Also other countries
outside the A.T. members, has showed their interest to participate
in these mineral resources and in the findinq solutions to the
problems.
The several implications derived from the Antarctic
oil exploitation can be reduced to two main problems:
Who have right over antarctic oil resources?
How to mana~e the perennial problem of environment
in the presence of oily development?
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These two major challenges that mankind must face in
the next years to obtain wealth from Antarctica without danger
to the environment and within prevailin~ international climate
of peace, includes other various implication that need solutions
(T ab1 e 28).
TABLE 2& SOME GENERAL QUESTIONS THAT NEED PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS
BEFORE TO INITIATE THE ANTARCTIC OIL ACTIVITIES.
1.- What right have the claimant antarctic states, the
non-claimant antarctic .s t a t e s and the remainder
states on the offshore oil antarctic resources?
2.- How must be appied the Convention on the Law of the Sea
in Antarctic seas, especially the continental shelf and
the protection and preservation of the marine environment
issues?
3.- How harmonize the exploitation the antarctic natural
resources with the A.T. and the LOS?
4.- Which oil pollution regulations must be observed in the
region?
5.- How the international law on oil pollution (LOS, AT,
IMCO'S Conventions. reqional and national aqreements,
etc.) can be enforceable in Southern Ocean?
6.- "Who have power of enforcement on the above international
laws? .
7.- Which countries assume liability for oil pollution in
the Southern ocean, where according to A.T. only would
exist high sea?
8.- Or, if A.T. states, there are not coastal states in
Antarctic, which countries would receive the compensation
due oil pollution by "other" states?
9.- How to harmonize the exploitation of the marine living
antarctic resources, especially krill, with oil development'
10.- To resolve the conflicts emerginq from some preceding
problems who have authority? the conflictinQ states in
their own courts, the courts of other parties, internationa
tribunals, A.T. members, United Nations, etc.?
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Independent to the problems pointed out in the precedinn
Table, there are some reasons that would justify the antarctic
oil development in the short term (Table 29).
TABLE 29. REASONS THAT CAN JUSTIFY THE ANTARCTIC OIL
DEVELOPMENT.
1.- Mankind need more oil coming from anywhere.
2.- Some antarctic countries (the "Antarctic owners")
have strong need of oil.
3.- In the continental shelves surroundinq Antarctic would
have important oil reserves.
4.- In spite of very bad natural conditions prevailing in
the region, there would hav~ technical capability to
exploit oil.
5.- It would obtain development and IIproaressll of
Antarctic continent. .
6.- Illusively would be possible to reach a strong
international cooperation conducive to peace.
7.- If exploitation begins befor~ 1991 when A.T. could
finish, the antarctic oil development would be under
some international regulations; after that date nobody
know what can happers~
Also there are several causes to prohibit or delay the
exploitation of antarctic oil which are indicated in the
following Table 30).
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TABLE 30. INCONVENIENT ASPECTS EXISTING TO OEVELOP THE
ANTARCTIC OIL.
1.-
2 . -
3.-
4.-
5.-
6.-
7.-
8. -
9.
10.-
11.
The uncertainty existing on the presence of oil in
Antarctic continental sha1ves.
The continental shelf is some narrow, and much of
it is too deep for shilling operations.
The natural conditions of the area (sea state, storms,
pack-ice, wind, iceberg. temperature. etc.) are very
hostile and dangerous to work in oily activities.
The risks of marine pollution by oil are veryhi9h.
The antarctic marine ecosystem is very fragil; a
chronic oil pollution could be very danaerous for it.
The huge marine living resource on Antarctica, the
krill. a food hope for mankind, could be very affected
by oil pollution.
Only giant oil field (SOD millions barrels or more)
would justify the antarctic oil exploitation.
The antarctic oil would reach hiqh cost due the
natural complexity of the reqions, the particular
need the equipments, etc. and the distances from
the world's centers of consume.
The problems of ownership over the a~tarctic mineral
resources are very complex and sensitive to the
international relations; "it is necessary to harmonize
the A.T., the LOS, the claims and the international
opinions before to begin the oil exploitation.
There would have seripus difficulties to apply
regulations on oil pollution to perventit to
control it and to enforcement it because the
natural existing conditiones and the sovereignty
problems.
When mankind have the necessary ability. to exploit
the antarctic oil, by 1995 or later (see ). perhaps
the oil world demand will be sattsfied due emer9Y
conservation and subtitution and/or other source of
o il mo res uita b1e .
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A subjective balance between the pros and cons to
exploit the antarctic oil in the short term (if that it is
feasible) indicate the convenience to put after until be
resolved the ownership problem, and when exist appropriate
technology to work with and adequate grade of safety.
Mankind have the obligation to know the natural
resources of the Earth and exploit it rationally for their
proper benefit. In this and in other sense and important
and previous step to the exploitation of antarctic oil is
the exploration stage of the resource.
Are there oil in Antarctic shelves? Where? How
many? Does the reserves justify the exploitation from
economic and social point of view?
In the exploration stage a rigorous set of measures,
standards, codes and recomendations must be agreed before
this stage begins because the possibility of accident will
he very high. For example an national-international resnonse
capability to antarctic oil spills must be subject of a
future agreement before the oil exploration begins. So, it
would be necessary to dispose some systems for antarctic oil
spill response, that provides a hierarchical decision
framework for optional oil spill response at strategic,
fa c tic a1 and 0 pera t ionall eve1s . (lll) (112).
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There is general agreement of opinion that the more
effective method of c1eanners and withdrawal of oil spills
from sea surface is by mechanical way with a minimum harmful
effects as it is the case using detergents or other disso1vent
systems. Antipollution oil capability in Antarctic seas using
this mechanical combating method will be very difficult to
reach, provided the severe natural conditions existina will
do the work very hard, risky and of course expensive. In the
exploitation stage the problem will be more yet complex.
In short there are not international regulations for
oil pollution, coming from land-based sources, from offshore
activities or from or through atmosphere sources that can be
applied to Antarctic Ocean. The majority existing international
agreements against pollution from ships neither could be applied
to this region because the seas encirding the Antarctica until
Gool.S. would be high sea according A.T. (art. VI). So the only
possibility, meanwhile a special Convention for Southern Ocean
be reached, is to apply self-prevention, self-reduction, self-
control and of course, shelf-enforced~nt by the flag states as
the only mean to protect the antarctic ecosystem if the oil
exploration step begins before that Special Convention enter
in force.
Besides a Convention for the protection of the Southern
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Ocean against Pollution will be necessary to organize a
Regional Contingency Plan Against Pollution for Southern
Ocean ... Also would be necessary to obtain from the Clubs
of Protection and Idemnification (PANDI Clubs) ( 113) to
extends their scope to the Southern Ocean, aspect no eassy
due the high cost that in the Region would reach the cleanness
and with drawal of oil spills.
The several aspects must be studied, resolved and
materialized before search for oil begins in the Antarctic
continental shelf and also in some parts of subantarctic
region, can be summarized in the following Table 31.
Today only a good disposition, collaboration and
mainly responsibility among all States concerned to preserve
the antarctic environment free of pollution, jointly with
those States having strong interests on developing the an-
t arc tic 0 il, wo u1d ma Ice suret 0 accom p1 ish the stu die sand
agreements suggested in the Table 31.
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TABLE 31. STUDIES AND AGREEMENTS NECESSARY TO BE PERFORMED
BEFORE SEARCH FOR OIL BEGINS IN SOUTHERN OCEAN.
1°· The intensify basic and applied (()as"elinelevel studies)
researchs on the effects of oil in the polar marine
ecosystems and in special organisms as krill.
2° To continue the researchs on the fate of the oil in the
cold marine environment.
3° To assess the existing technolo~ies, of oil spill clean
up, and to determine the most suitable to the antarctic
conditions.
4° To set up a special contingency plan against oil
"pollution and to establish one or more logar or re~ional
oil-combating centre according to needs.
5° To define and use the best available and sofest
technologies to work in the exploration phase includin~
drilling; code of high safety measure must be aqreed:
6° It will be necessary to identify critical areas o~ high
ecological or economical value as well as areas where
exploratory activities can become very dangerous. All
these areas must be considered as orotected areas in the
same forms as the A.T.C. members has already several
" s pecia 11Y pro t ec ted area " . 0f co ur s e ina 11 the s e
areas no exploratory actions will be permited.
7° An international commision will must exist to control
and enforce all measures, agreements, etc. that be
taken to make sure the exploration activities. The
commision shall have the right to desi9nate observers
to ships and/or platforms to carry out any related
inspections.
8° All oil company interested to do exploratory labours
must pay fees wich be used preferably to nay the costs
necessary to meet the requirements of 011 preceding
points.
The idea, "to explore now or live without oil later"
is also applied to Antarctica and in this sense appears
advantageous to favor the exploration. During the sta~e of
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exploration appears no conflicts that could arise between
this activity and the A.T. and especially the claimant
countries if the following conditions are observed (Table 32),
TABLE 32. CONDITIONS THAT MOST BE OBSERVED IN THE STAGE OF
EXPLORATION OF THE ANTARCTIC OIL.
The explorations will perform by private and/or public
oil companies and all activities financed by themselves.
The results obtained shall be exhanged and made freely
available to all Nations.
The companies, besides to pay the fees refered previously
(points gO) will be responsible for oil spill can occur
during the exploratory works.
It will have international auctions to lease continental
shelf area for exploration operations. The technical,
operational, environmental and safety conditions that
companies will must fulfill will be severes and the
auction resolution shall be very strict according to
those conditions.
Easch companies would have ri9ht to explore areas
previously fixed, Some criterious to determine the
areas world be:
Continental shelf correspondig to unclained antarctic
sector, i.e. between 90oW., to 150 0W (Marie Byrd
land); initially will be authorizaed; subsequently
other areas also will can be explored.
Areas far away those with heavy krill concentration
(see Fig. 10).
Areas which natural conditions be more favorable to
safe exploration operations thereby the possibility
of oil spill be reduced.
If in the future is decided the exploitation of the
antarctic oil, the compantes that have worked in the
exploration phase will have priority to lease areas of
exploitations.
To the Nations to which belongs the exolorinq companies
will be appl ied the art. IV-2 of the A. T. that said:
"No acts or activities taking place while the present
Treaty is in force shall constitute a basis for asserting,
supporting or denying a claim,to territorial.sover:ignty
in Antarctica or create any r1ghts of sovere1gnty 1n
Antarctica".
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According to the results reached by the exploration
stage, which can take several years and the state of art of
the safe and reliable technology for exploit the offshore
oil in the antarctic environment for that date, it will be
possible to know with enough certainty, if the harvesting
of krill can coexist with the oil exploitation. So perhaps
for that time what appears today as a challenge to the man-
kind. (Fig. 25) it will no be so or else for that time the
energy transition era will be overcome and the antarctic
oil it will not very be necessary to the humanity.
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APPENDIX 1
THE ANTARCTIC TREATY
The Governments of Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, the
French Republic, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, the Union of South Afri-
ca, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America.
Recognizing that it is in the interest of all mankind that
Antarctica shall continue forever to be used uxclusively for peaceful
purposes and shall not become the scene or object of international
discord;
Acknowledging the substantial contributions to scientific
knowledge resulting from international co-operation in scientific
investigation in Antarctica;
Convinced! that the establishment of a firm foundation for
the continuation and development of such co-operation on the basis
of freedom of scientific investigation in Antarctica as applied dlJ~
ing . the International Geophysical Year accords with the interests
of science and the progress of all mankind;
Convinced also that a treaty ensuring the use of Antarctica
for peaceful purposes only and the continuance of international har-
mony in Antarctica will further the purposes and principles embodied
in the Charter of the United Nations;
Have agreed as follows:
Article I
1. Antarctica shall be used for peaceful purposes only. There
shall be prohibited, inter alia, any measures of a military na-
ture, such as the establishm~nt of military bases and fortifica
tions, the carrying out of military manoeuvres, as well as the
testing of any type of weapons.
2. The present Treaty shall not prevent the use of military pe~
sonnel or equipment for scientific research or for any other peac~
ceful purpose.
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Article II
Freedom of scientific investigation in Antarctica and coopera-
tion toward that endt as applied during the International Geophysical
Yeart shall continuet subject to the provisions of the present Treaty.
Article III
1. In order to promote international cooperation in scientific
investigation in Antarctica t as provided for in Article II of the
present TreatYt the Contracting Parties agree that t to the grea-
test extent and feasible practicable.
(a) Information regarding plans for scientific programs in Antarc-
tica shall be exchanged to permit maximun economy and efficien
cy of operations; -
(b) Scientific personnel shall be exchanged in Antarctica between
expeditions and stations;
(c) Scientific observations and results from Antarctica shall be
exchanged and made freely available.
2. In implementing this Article t every encouragement shall be given
to the establishment of cooperative working relations with those
Specialized Agencies of the United Nations and other international
organizations having a scientific or technical interest in Antarc-
tica.
Article IV
1. Nothing contained in the present Treaty shall be interpreted
as:
(a) A renunciation by any Contracting Party of previously asserted
rights of or claims to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica;
(b) A renunciation or diminution by any Contracting Party of any
basis of claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica which
it may have whether as a result of its activities of those of
its nationals in A~tarcticat or otherwise;
(c)
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Prejudicing the position of any Contractic Party as regards
its recognition or non-recognition of any other State's right
of or claim or basis in claim to territorial sovereignty in
Antarctica.
2. No acts or activities taking place while the present Treaty
is in force shall constitute a basis for asserting, supporting
or denying a claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica or
create any rights of sovereignty in Antarctica. No new claim,
or enlargement of an existing claim, to territorial sovereignty
in Antarctica shall be asserted while the present Treaty is in
force.
Article V
1. Any nuclear explosions in Antarctica and the disposal there
of radioactive waste material shall be prohibited.
2. In the event of the conclusion of international agreements
concerning the use of nuclear energy, including nuclear explo-
sions and the disposal of radioactive waste material, to which
all of the Contracting Parties whose representatives are enti-
tled to participate in the meetings provided for under Article
IX are parties, the rules established under such agreements
shall apply in Antarctica.
Article VI
The provisions of the present Treaty shall apply to the area
south of 60° South latitude, including all ice shelves, but nothing
in the present Treaty shall prejudice or in any way affect the rights,
or the exercise of the rights, of any State under international law
with regard to the hight seas within that area.
Articl e VII
1. In order to promote the objectives and ensure the observance
of the provisions of the present Treaty, each Contracting Party
whose representatives are. entitled to participate in the meetings
referred to in Article IX of the Treaty shall have the right to
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designate observers to carry out any inspection provided for by the
present Article. Observers shall be nationals of the Contracting
Parties which designate them. The names of observers shall be comm~
nicated to every other Contracting Party having the right to designate
observers, and like notice shall be given of the termination of·
their appointment.
2. Each observer designated in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph 1 of this Article shall have complete freedom of access
at any time to any or all areas of Antarctica.
3. All areas of Antarctica, including all stations, installations
and equipment within those areas, and all ships and aircraft at
points of discharging or embarking cargoes or personnel in Antarc-
tica, shall be open at all times to inspection by any observers
designated in accordance with paragraph 1 of this Article.
4. Aerial observation may be carried out at any time over any or
all areas of Antarctica by any of the Contracting parties having
the right to designate observers.
5. Each Contracting Party shall, at the time when the present Trea
ty enters into force for it, inform the other Contracting Parties,-
and thereafter shall give them notice in advance, of
(a) All expeditions to and within Antarctica, on the part of its
ships or nationals, and all expeditions to Antarctica organi-
zed in or proceeding from its territory;
(b) All sta ttonaJn Antarctica occupied by its nationals; and
(c) Any military personnel or equipment intended to be introduced
by it into Antarctica subject to the conditions prescribed in
paragraph 2 of Article I of the present Treaty.
Article VIII
1. In order to facilitate the exercise of their functions under
the present Treaty, and without prejudice to the respective posi-
tions of the Contracting Parties relating to jurisdiction over all
other persons in Antarctica, observers designated under paragraph
1 of Article VII and scientific personnel exchanged under sub-pa-
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ragraph 1 (b) of Article III of the Treaty, and members of the
staffs accompanying any such persons, shall be subject only to
the jurisdiction of the Contracting Party of which they are na-
tionals in respect of all acts or omissions occurring while they
are in Antarctica for the purpose of exercising their functions.
2. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 1 of this
Article, and pending the adoption of measures in pursuance of
sub-paragraph 1 (e) of Article IX, the Contracting Parties con-
cerned in any case of dispute with regard to the exercise of ju
ri sdiction in Antarctica shall ilTJJlediately consult together wi fh
a view to reaching a mutually acceptable solution.
Article IX
1. Representatives of the Contracting Parties named in the pream
ble to the present Treaty shall meet at the City of Camberra wi--
thin two months after the date of entry into force of the Treaty,
and thereafter at suitable intervals and places, for the purpose
of exchanging information, consulting together on matters of
common interest pertaining to Antarctica, and formulating and
considering, and recommending to their Governments, measures in
furtherance of the principles and objectives of the Treatry, in-
cluding measures regarding:
(a) Use of Antarctica for peaceful purposes only;
(b) Facilitation of scientific research in Antarctica;
(c) Facilitation of international scientific cooperation in
Antarctica; .
(d) Facilitation of the exercise of the rights of inspection
provided for in Article VII of the Treaty;
(e) Questions relating to the exercise of jurisdiction
Antarcti ca;
(f) Preservation and conservation of living resources in
Antarctica.
2. Each Contracting Party which has become a party to the present
Treaty by accession under Article XII; shall be entitled to appoint
representatives to participate in the meetings referred to in para-
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graph 1 of the present Article, during such time as that Contrac-
ting Party 1 of the present Article, during such time as that Co~
tracting Party demostrates its interest in Antarctica by conduc-
ting substantial scientific research activity there, such as the
establishment of a scientific station or the despatch of a scien
tific expedition.
3. Reports from the observers referred to in Article VII of the
present Treaty shall be transmitted to the representatives of the
Contracting Parties participating in the meetings referred to in
paragraph 1 of the present Article.
4. The measures referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article shall
become effective when approved by all the Contracting Parties
whose representatives were entitled to participate in the meetings
held to consider those measures.
5. Any or all of the rights established in the present Treaty
may be exercised as from the date of entry into force of the
Treaty whether or not any measures facilitating the exercise of
such rights have been proposed, considered or approved as provi~
ed in this Article.
Article X
Each of the Contracting Parties undertakes to exert appropri-
ate efforts, consistent with the Charter of the United Nations, to
the end that no one engages in any activity in Antarctica contra-
ry to the principles or purposes of the present Treaty.
Article XI
1. If any dispute arises between two or more of the Contracting
Parties con~erning the interpretation or application of the pres
ent Treaty, those Contracting Parties shall consult among them~
selves sith a view to having the dispute resolved by negotiation,
inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement
or other peaceful means of their own choice.
2. Any dispute of this character not so resolved shall, with the
consent, in each case, of all parties to the dispute, be referred
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to the International Court of Justice for s~ttl@ment; but failure
to reach agreement on reference to the International Court shall
not absolve parties to the dispute from the responsibility of co~
tinuing to seek to resolve it by any of the various peaceful means
referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article.
Article XII
1. (a) The present Treaty may be modified or amended at any time by
unanimous agreement of the Contracting Parties whose represen
tatives are entitled to participate in the meetings provided-
for under Article IX. Any such modification or amendment
shall enter into force when the depositary Government has re-
ceived notice from all such Contracting Parties that they have
ratified it.
(b) Such modification or amendment shall thereafter enter into
force as to any other Contracting Party when notice of rati
fication by it has been received by depositary Government.~
Any such Contracting Party from which no notice of ratifica
tion is received within a period of two years from the date
of entry into force of the modification or amendment in accord
ance with the provisions of sub-paragraph 1 (a) of this Arti-
cle shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the present Treaty
on the date of the expiration of such period.
2. ta) If after the expiration of thirty years from the date of entry
into force of the present Treaty. any of the Contracting Par-
ties whose representatives are entitled to participate in the
meetings provided for under Article IX so requests by a commu
nication addressed to the depositary Government. a Conference
of all the Contracting Parties shall be held as soon as prac-
ticable to review the operation of the Treatry.
(b) Any modification or amendment to the present Treaty which is
approved at such a Conference by a majority of the Contrac -
ting Parties there represented. including a majority of those
whose representatives are entitled to participate in the mee-
tings provided for under Article IX. shall be communicated by
the depositary Government to all the Contracting Parties inm~
diatelyafterthetermination of the Conference and shall en-
ter into force in accordance with the provisions of paragraph
1 of the present Article.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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If any such modification or amendment has not entered into force
in ·'accordance with the provisions of sub-paragraph 1 (a) of
this Article within a period of two years after the date of
its communication to all the Contracting Parties, any Contract
i ng Party may at any time after the expiration of that period
give notice to the depositary Government of its withdrawal from
the present Treaty; and such withdrawal shall take effect two
years after the receipt of the notice by the depositary Govern
ment. -
Article XIII
The present Treaty shall be subject to ratification by the sig-
natory States. It shall be open for accession by any State which
is a Member of the United Nations, or by any other State which may
be invited to accede to the Treaty with the consent of all the Con
tracting Parties whose representatives are entitled to participate
in the meetings provided for under Article IX of the Treaty.
Ratification of or accession to the present Treatry shall be
effected by each State in accordance with its constitutional pro
cesses.
Instruments of ratification and instruments of accession shall
be deposited with the Government of the United States of America,
hereby designated as the depositary Government.
The depositary Government shall inform all signatory and acced
i ng State of the date of each deposit of an instrument of ratif,-
cation or accession. and the date of entrY into force of the Trea
tv and of anv modification or amendment thereto.
Upon the deposit of instruments of ratification by all the
signatory States, the present Treaty shall enter into force for
those States and for S~ates which have deposited instruments of
accession. Thereafter the Treaty shall enter into force for any
acceding State upon the deposit of its instrument of accession.
The present Treaty shall be registered by the depositary G~
ernment pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter of the United
Nations.
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Article XIV
The present Treaty, done in the English, French, Russian and
Spanish languages, each version being equally authentic, shall be d~
posited in the archives of the Government of the United States of
America. which shall transmit dulv certified copies thereof to the
Governments of the signatory and acceding States.
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, duly
authorized, have signed the present Treaty.
Done at Washington this first day of December one thousand
nine hundred and fifty-nine,
Ratiflc:ations
.Country
United Kingdom
Republic of South Africa
Belgium
Japan
United States of America
Norway
France
New Zealand
U.S.S.R.
Argentina
Austral ia
Chile
Poland
Federal Republic of Germany
Date of Deposit
May 31, 1960
June 21, 1960
July 26, 1960
August 4, 1960
Auoust 18, 1960 .
August 24, 1960
September 16, 1960
November I, 1960
November 2, 1960
June 23, 1961
June 23, 1961
June 23, 1961
July , 1977
March ,1981
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Accessions
February 5, 1979
January 11, 1980
1981
.lune B, 1961
June 14, 1962
May 20, 1965
March 30, 1967
September 15, 1971
Republic November 19, 1974
May 16, 1975
September 11, 1978
Poland
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Netherland
Roumania
German Democratic
Brazi1
Bulgaria
Federal Republic of
Germany
Uruguay
Peru
Treaty entered into force June 23, 1961.
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AP PEN 0 I X 2
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA (GNP per capitahOF "ANT-ARCTIC TREATY
CONSULTATIVE MEMBERS" IN 1966, 1976 AND 1979. AR NGED ACCORDING TO 1979.
(U$ dollars)
STATES 1966 1976 1979 World BankCountry Groups,
1979 (1)
Germany, Fed.Rep. 1,700 7,380 11 ,730 3
Belgium 1,630 6,780 10,920 3
Norway 1,710 7,420 10,700 3
United States 3,520 7,890 10,639 3
France 1,730 6,550 9,950 3
Australia 1,840 6,100 9,120 3
Japan 860 4,910 8,810 3
United ~ingdom 1,620 4,020 6,320 3
New Zealand 1,930 4,250 5,930 3
U.S.S.R. 890* 2,760 4,110 5
Poland 730* 2,860 3,830 5
Argentina 780 1,550 2,230 2
South Afr.ica 550** 1,340 1,720 2
Chile 510 1,050 1,690 2
Sources: .Worl d Bank, 1968; Banco Mundial, 1978; World Bank, 1981.
* GNP estimated; ** Include South-West Africa
(1) World Bank Country Groups. Clasification according to GNP per capita,
1979 (World Bank, 1981).
1. 36 low-income developing countries with a per
capita income of $ 370 or less in 1979
2. 60 Middle-income developing countries with a per capita
income of more than $ 370 (380 to 4,380)
3. 18 Industrial market economics countries (4,210 to 13,920)
4.4 Capital-surplus oil exporters countries (2,410 ~ 17,100)
5. 6 Nonmarket industrial economies countries (3,690 to 6,430)
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A P PEN D I X 3
CATCH IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN
The statistical information that t s showed in this
appendix, related to the catch in the Southern Ocean, come
from da t a sup p1 i e d by fA 0 (F A0, 1 97 9 and 1 980) and a dapt e d
and arranged by the author.
Data from fAO (19801. represent the most recent
version of 1979 world fisheries but may be amended in future
publications; also the yearbook (FAO, 19801. brings revised
data from those previously pu~ushed in the preceding volumes
oftheyear bo0 k•
The major fishing areas for statistical purposes in
the Southern Ocean according to fAO are named Atlantic, Antar~
tic (area 48)., Indian Ocean, Antarctic (area S8l-and Pacific
Antarctic (area 88}and its limits can be seen in Fig~
The concept "Nominal Catches" refers to' the landing
converted to a live weigh basis, or whole or fresh basis; this
is the quantity actually caught.
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To date or to compute the catch in the Southern
oc ea n can be use d , i ndis tin c t 1y, the ann ualperio d s 0 r the
last year of that periods, e.g. the annual periods 1978/79
i s t he same to call it II 1 97 9I' •
The sym to l ...... means: none; magnitude known to be
nil or zero or given in original source as nil or negligible,
without any further indication of the magnitude.
This Appendix includes the following information:
Appendix 3a
Append i x 3 b
Appendix 3c
Appendix 3d
Appendix 3e
Appendix 3f
Nominal catches in the Southern Ocean from
19]1/]2 to 1978/]9 by statistical areas.
Nominal catches by groups of species in the
statistical areas of the Southern Ocean from
1976/77 to 1978/79.
Nominal catches by species in the Southern
Ocean (areas 48, 58 and 88t in the annual
. periods 1977/78.
Nominal catches by species in the Southern
Ocean (areas 48, 58 and 88) in the annual
periods 19.78/79.
Nominal catches of antarctic krill in Southern
Ocean by countries and annual periods from
1973/74 to 1978/] 9.
Nominal catches of antarctic krill by fishing
areas, countries and annual periods from
1973/74 to 19]8/]9.
A P PEN D I X 3a
NOMINAL CATCHES IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN FROM 1CJJl172 TO 1 fJJ8/79 BY STATISTICAL AREAS. (ADAPTED FROM FAD, 1979
AND 1930)
( metric tons. )
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
ATLANTIC, ANTARCTIC (area 48) (1) 2,500 400 26,200 39,200 40,221 265,178 293,220 452,002
INDIAN OCEAN, ANTARCTIC 112,800 13,100 102,243 26,001 19,666 122,700 101,463 68,563
(area 581. (2)
PACIFIC ANTARCTIC (area 88) (3) ..--
--- --- ---
---- 3,355 450 800
TOT A L 115,300 13,500 128,443 65,281 59,887 391,233 401,133 521,365
(1) States with catch: U.S.S.R., Poland, qeman DM.RP., and Bulgaria. Also tnt with s}fllool --- appears
Bouvet Is. and Drenning Maud (Dronning Maud Laud = Queen Maud Land)
(2) States wfth catch: U.S.S.R., Japan and Poland, Also tut with symtol ..- .. Heard Is.,ete. and Drenning
Maud.
(3) States with catch: U.S.S.R., Japan and Poland.
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A P P E N J) J X 3b
00PI1fW. CATCHES BY GROUPS !>F SPECIES IN THE STATISTICAL AP.EAS O~ THE SOUTHERPI OCEAN FI!fJM 1976/n TO 1978/79 (ADAPTED
FROM FAa. 1980 )
.( METRIC TONS. )
Coos. twCE$, JWixx:1CS. ETC. DmFIst£S. BASSES. tnr.ERS. rrc. ~NTARCTIC KRILL "'ISCEI.l.N£OOS P'ARUE ~IHS
,Ill() I'IlU.lO:S N
1977 1978 1979 1977 1978 1979 1977 1918 1979 w1977 197'3 1919 w
IIthntte. Anhrctic 1.686
---
--- 132.745 194.872 124.841 106,794 89,923 321,344 23.953 8,425 5,817(-rei 48)
Indlln Ocean. Antarctic
--- --- --- 110,063 53.244 3.1113 12,3113 52,844 64,312 254 1,375 438(Arel 58)
Plcific, Antarctic(llrel 88)
---
--- l.355 36 600
---
414 200
TOT' l 1.686
--- --- 242.808 248.116 128,654 122.532 142,1103 386.256 24.207 10.214 6.455
A P P E." D I X 3c
NOMINAL CATCHES BY SPECIES IN THE SOUTHERN llCEnf! (f\qfAS 48, 58 AND am I'4 THE MIUPL PE"II'IlS 1977/1~7a l1~nn
FRlJ'I FAD, 1~79 WITH AMENP'1ENT BY FP.O 1980>.
(METRIC TONS. AKO PORC£HTAGE~
( ADAPTED
ATLANTIC; ANTARCTIC
area 48)
MetrIc tons. Percent
INDIAN OCEAN, ANTARCTIC(area 58)
MetrIc tons. Percent
PACIFIC, ANTARCTIC(area 881
MetrIc tons. Percent
TOT A L 5
MetrIc tons. Percent
5.143
15J .309
Marbled notothenla
(Notothenla rossll)
Bumphead notothenla 15,;'7(Kotothenla gibberlfrons)
"otothenlds (. antarctic cods) 3,004(Hotothenlldae)
AntarctIc Ice'lsh
(Cha~psocephalus 9unnarl)
South GeorgIa Iceflsh
(Pseudochaenlchthys georglanus) 13.674
AntarctIc krIll 89,923(EuphausIa superba)
1 .75
5.46
1,02
52,63
4,66
30.67
10.997
29,135
52.844
10.23
27,11
49.17 36 7.99
16.140
15.997
3.004
183.444
13.674
142.803
4.02
3.99
0.75
45.73
3.41
35.60
N
W
....
Scaled notothenfa
("otothenfa squaml'rons)
Nakedhead "otothenfa
("otothenla nudl'rons)
VIlson Ice'lsh
(Chaenodraco Vllsonl)
ScotIa Sea Ice'lsh
(Chaenocephalus aceratus)
Others
TOT A l
468
2.277
8.425
293,220
0.16
0.77
2.87
99.99
12.796
1.691
107.463
11 .91
1 .57
99.99
414
450
91.99
99.98
13,264
2,277
10.530
401.133
3.31
0.57
2.63
100.01
APPEtlD x 3d
NOMINAL CATCHES BY SPECIES IN THE SOUTHEPN OCEAN (AP.Efl.S ~3. 53 AND nfl) IN THE AHNU~L PEDIOnS 1~78/1979 (197~)
FRM FAO. 1~80)
(HETRIC TONS. AND PORCENTAGE)
( ADAPTED
ATLANTIC. ANTARCTIC(un 48) .
MetrIc tons. Percent
INDIAN OCEAN. ANTARCTIC(area 58)
~etrlc tons. Percent
PACIFIC. ANTARCTIC(area 88 I
MetrIc tons. Percent
TOT A L S
MetrIc tons. Percent
2,406 3,51
1,407 2,05
"a~bled notothenla 50,539 11,18(Notothenla rossll)
8uMphead notothenla 9,910 2,19(Notothenla glbberlfrons)
Notothenlds (. antarctIc cods) 2,505 0,55(Notothenl Idae)
AntarctIc Iceflsh 28,317 6,26(Champsocephalus gunnari)
South GeorgIa fceflsh 2,100 0,46(Pseudochaenfchthys geor9fanus)
Antarct fc Krill 321,344 71,09(EuphausIa superba)
Scaled notothenla 93 0,02(Notothenfa squa.lfrons)
Nakedhead Notothenla 15,011 3,32(Notothenfa nudlfrons)
IIf 1son lcefl sh 10,130 2,24(Chaenodrlco WIlsonl)
ScotIa Sea Iceffsh 4,018 0,89(Chaenocephalus aceratus)
Others 8,035 1,78
64,312.
438
93,80
0,64
601)
200
75
25
50,539 9,69
9,910 1,90
N
2,505 0,48 W
CJ1
29,724 5,70
2,100 0,40
386,256 74 ,09
2,499 0,48
15,011 2,88
10,130 1,94
4,018 0,77
8,673 1,66
TOT A l 452,002 99,98 68,563 100,00 500 100 521,365 99,99
A P PEN D I X 3e
NOMINAL CATCHES OF ANTARCTIC KRIll IN SOUTHERN OCEAN BY COUNTRIES AND ANNUAL PERIODS FROM 1973/74 TO 1978/79
( ADAPTED FROM FAO, 1979 AND 1980 )
( metric tons. )
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
Japan 643 1,081 2,266 10,517 26,063 36,283
Bulgaria
--- --- --- ---
94 46
German Democratic Republic
--- --- --- ---
8 102 N
w
O"lPoland
--- ---
575 6,968 37
U.S.S.R. 21,700 38,900 500 105,049 116,601 349,825
T 0 T'A l 22,343 39,981 3,341 122,534 142,803 386,256
A P PEN D I X 3f
NOMINAL CATCHES Of ANTARCTIC KRILL BY fISHING AREAS, COUNTRIES AND ANNUAL PERIODS FROM 1973/74
TO 1978/79. (ADAPTED fROM fAO, 1979 AND 1980)
( metric tons. )
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
94 46
8 10.2
21 6,966 1
21,700 38,900500 99,828 89,820 321,196
21,7.00 38,900 521 106,794 89,923 321,344
ATLANTIC, ANTARCTIC (area 48)
Bulgaria
Gennan Democratic Republic
Poland
U.S.S.R.
TOT AL ARE A
INDIAN OCEAN, ANTARCTIC (area 58)
Japan
U.S.S.R.
TOT AL ARE A
643
643
1,081
1,031
2,266
2,266
10,517 26,063 36,283
1,866 26,78t_~~-,029
12,383 52,844. 64,312
N
W
~
PACIFIC, ANTARCTIC (area 88)
Poland
U.S.S.R.
TOT AL : ARE A
ATLANTIC, SOUTHWEST (area 41)
Poland
TOT AL ARE A
T"O TAL G ROO P 22,343 39,981
554
554
3,341
3,355
3,355
2
2
122,534
36
36
142,803
600
600
386,256
ALBERS,
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(71) "One way to reduce oil poll ut ion by tankers is by use of the
load-on-top (LOT) system. Tankers, after they discharge their oil, must
add some hater as ballast to their tanks; otherwise they will ride to
high when at sea. This water will mix with the oil clinging to the walls
of the tank. If the seas are calm the oil· and hater mixture will start
to separate (oil on top) after a few days*. With many ships the oil and
water mixture will be pumped into the ocean prior to the ship's receiving
a new cargo. However, if the water were to pumped out from below and the
upper oil-water mixture saved and collected in one tank, considerable
pollution could be prevented. This procedure has been recommended by
the IMCO for adoption by participating countries. It WDuld, however,
only apply to new ships that are larger than 70,000 dwt tons. At present
the required number of countries, including the United States, have not
signed the agreement" (Ross, 1980).
* It appears that is necessary at least 72 hours or a navigation of
1,200 miles.
(72) There is 1ittl e doubt that the potential for oil pollution has
increased dramatically due to the enormous increase in transportation of
oil by ships and the great increase in the number and size of the ships
themselves IMCO (1980) express that the amount of oil transported has
increased by 700% in little more than 20 years-from 250 million tons. in
1954 to more than 1,700 million tons in 1977. During the same period the
number of oil tankers in the world fleet grew from 3,500 to 7,000. And
while the largest tanker service in 1954 was around 30,000 dead weight
tons, there are several tankers in existence today with a tonnage of more
tha n 500,000.
According to Steinberg et al. (1978) in 1985 the total crude oil
and products derived from oil transported by sea, would reach 1,614x106
metric tonnes with a "chronic oil spills" of 3.56x106 metric tonnes mainly
coming this pollution from VLCC (162%); cf. with Tables 18 and 19.
(73) IMCO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/Joint Group of Experts on the
" Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP), organization that began
their activities in 1969 and that annually meet to examine the problems
of marine poll ution in an international and mul ti subjects base. GESAMP
has published several very interesting reports and studies.
(74) The effects of the oil pollution in the A. would be very serious
to the marine birds and to the plankton, though some authors think that
due to the rapidity of the reproduction process, the effects on the plankton
in the long term WDuld be not so large.
The effects on the amenities would be al so important because the
tourism in A. is and probably will be, one of the main commercial activities
there. Obviously the marine recreation itself will not possible to develop
in the A. region .....
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(75) Oil spill simulation models will can help to Nations to face
the oil pollutions and to choose alternative systems for response and
control; see Kondratowicz and Psaraftis (1980) and Psaraftis et al , (1980).
(76) Io Bell as cited by GESAMP (1977) in summarizing \\Ork accom -
1ished prior to 1969, has reported rates of degradation of crude oil s,
lubricating oils, cutting oil, and oil wastes, ranging from 0.02 to 2.0
g/m2/day at 24 DC to 30DC. According to Boesch et al. (1974), various
studies shows that after strong oil spill, the affected area (coastal
area?) appears to recover itself completely after a period of some months
up to ten years .....
(77) Colwell et al , (1978) concluded from biodegradation studies,
that oil degradation under in situ conditions proceeds relatively slowly,
with marked persistence of METULA oil in the Straits of Magellan 2 years
after the original spill. (see pages 159 and 161).
(78) However "some scientits are reaching a revised conclusion that
the Arctic is "not" necessarily as fragile an environment as was feased,
and that the effects of oil pollution on,fish and other marine life have
been somewhat overemphasized". (Bloomfield, 1981).
(79) "L itt1e was known about the arctic offshore environment in the
Beaufort Sea.until recently, and nothing aoout likely effects of offshore
petroleum development on the environment. II ••• "To predict the risks en-
countered by offshore operations and the possi b1 eeffects on the environ-
ment of the Alaskancoe st of the Beaufort Sea,' the D.C. S.LA. P. was
launched in 1975. Carried out by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (N.O.A.A.) for the U.S. Department of the Interior, which
is responsible for the conduct of offshore lease sales, O.C.S.LA.P.
attempts to determine the environmental resources and problems in the
Beaufort Sea, against which development should be weighted. While many
gaps remain in our understanding of this remote anduntypical-environment
and its likelY' response to oil spills and other industrial effects some
answers are beginning to emerge". Weller (1980).
(80) Marine organisms, including plankton, having been exposed to
petro1eumhydrocaroons released from subnarine seeps throughout geological
time, are likely to have evolved physiological and biochemical mechanisms
allowing them to adapt to the presence of small quantities of these com-
pounds in their natural environment. Neverthe1 ess, there is considerab1e
current interest in understanding what might happen to planktonic organisms
exposed to the additional and localized inputs of hydrocarbons and related
compounds that result from accidental spillages arising from relatively
recent industrial activities such as the offshore production and transport
of crude oil.
A proper assessment of the possibility that the levels of hydrocar-
bons in different sea areas are likely to affect the dominant species of
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zooplankton inhabiting the same regions cannot be made at present. Whether
further inputs of petroleum compounds into various sea areas will eventual
1y have serious effects on plankton populations is a matter of conjecture.
A strong likelihood, however, is that these compounds will continue to be
released into the sea throughout the foreseeable future.
Because of interactions between species in nature, there is a need
for further studies on the effects of petroleum compounds on complete eco-
systems, particu1ary those found in polar regions where, a marked reduction
in the rate of loss of the components of crude oil is likely to produce
more prolonged toxic effects. (Corner, 1978).
(81) An unusual and extended water larger containing 3 to 12 milli-
grams per liter of oil (average of 6 mg per liter) was discovered at a
depth of 200 meters (150 to 250 m) or February and March 1978 over a dis-
tance of 800 nautical miles in the south west North Atlantic and the
eastern Caribbean -NE off Venezuela, West Indies. (Harvey et a1. 1979).
The chemical and carbon - 14 analyses showed the oil to be a weathered
crude, probably from a subnarine .seep. Scientits estimated that the oi1-
rich layer was 800 miles long, one mile wide and 100 m. thtck, giving a
total of more than one megaton. This quantity of oil may have been greater
than the total estimated oil entering the sea annually - (see Table 19).
Similar discharges of crude oil may occur elsewhere and would pass
undetected except for chance. Of course, this is a case of natural oil
pollution that can be taking place for a lot of years, tbousends perhaps.
Here man nothing can do~
(82) The Be11agio Report (Ho1dgate and Tinker, 1979 and Tinker, 1979)
discusses the problem of the environmental "impact of Antarctic oil develop-
ment in some deta il and conc1 udes "that these woul d be 1ittl e "impact at all
in the two to four years on seismic survey work which would have to precede
exploratory drilling - which has not (officially at least) yet begun. Once
drill ing started, and even more so at the production staqe, well blowouts
and tanker occidents releasing oil to the sea would be the biggest threat.
This cannot, be evaluated properly until we know more atx>utthe characteris
tics of Antarctic crudes, the rate of spread of oil among pack ice, the -
effects of oil on krill swarms, the offshore feeding areas of seabirds,
the ecological role of epontic algae on the underside of pack ice, the
Antarctic presence of oil-degrading blcteria and the rate of oil breakdown,
and a number of other factors" (underl ined by the author). (see note 56).
(83) The Fig. 20, as it is indicated in itself, has suffered impor-
tant changes since the map was made in 1971. For example, the 60 per cent
of oil that is consumed by the Europeans pass through the Red Sea and Suez
Canal (news rel ease in August, 1981). .
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(84) According to different sources, there are not a cl ear definition
over the categories of the crude-oil carriers in relation to the deadweight
tonnage (dwt).
A classification showing the ranges of dwt \ttOuld be the following one:
- Manual. . . . . . . . average 23,000 dwt tons.
- Med ium . . . . . . . . . " . . 1ess than 40,000 dwt tons.
- Large. . . . . . . . . . . • . around 70,000 dwt tons.
- Supertanker .. '. . . . . . . . 120,000 to 180,000 dwt tons.
- Very Large Crude (oil) Carrier, VLCC 200,000 to 450,000 dwt tons.
(average 250,000 dwt tons.)
- Ultra -Large Crude (oil) Carrier, UlCC. . 500,000 dwt and more. '
In 1981 the largest UlCCs was the "Batflus" with 550,000 dwt tons.
and the "Sea wise Giant ll with 560,000 dwt tons. from Hong-Kong.
A nuclear powered 600,000 dwt tons. oil tanker could be sailing the
\'tOrld l s oceans within a decade accorting to some authors.
(Deadweight tonnage is the weight of fuel, cargo, ballast, ship
stores, etc., - but not the weight the ship itself - that can be carried).
(85) The main and larger oil spills occurred along the Chilean coast,
\'tOuld be the following ones:
1973 Greek tanker "Napter" in Guamblin'Is. (44°46'S, 75°W) with 30,000
tons. of crude.
1974 VLCC "Metula" in Strait of Magellan with over 52,000 tons.
1975 Argentinian bul k carrier "Astrapatagonia" in Icy Canal (Patagonian
chilean canal) with around 1,000 tons. .
1975 Liberian flag cargo ship "Northern Breeze" in Point Horc6n (32°43 1S,
71°32' W) north to Qu intero Port with 400 tons.
1978 Chilean flag tanker "Cabo Tamar" in San Vicente Bay (36°45'S, 73°09'W)
with over 13,000 tons.
(After 'Pizarro, 1978 and 1980 and Vergara and Pizarro, 1981).
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National ships
Foreign ships
Total ships
(86) The 70% of Chile1s crude oil importation and the 100% of national
oil production is transported by tankers sailing through the southern coast
of Chile mainly the Strait of Magellan and other patagonian straits and
channels. Also, a part of Argentine onshore crude oil production from
Patagonia oilfiel ds is embarked by the chil ean Gregorio bay in the Stra it
of Magellan and transporting through the same toward the northern Argentine
refineries. The Chilean exploitation of offshore-oi1 in the east part of
the Strait of Magellan and the potential Argentine exploitation of offshore
oil in the Southwest Atlantic Ocean close to the eastern mouth of the Strait
where strong currents exist, are also possibles 'focus of pollution.
Through the next figures is possible to appreciate the increased use
of the Strait by major ships.
Crossing through the Strait of Magellan
by major ships
1972 1980 1981
"4Oi 356
729 953
1,136 1,309
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In 10 years, between 1972-1981 had an increase of 884 ships, i.e. ,
208% and between 1980-1981, the increase was of 173 new ships, i.e. 15,2%.
Large tankers and grains ships are important components of the total mer-
chant fl eets that is using the Stra it; as an exampl e, some large tankers
that has used the Strait are cited tnmed iatel y:
Chilean tanker Vifia del Mar 70,787 dwt
French tanker Champlain 68,596 dwt
Liberian tanker Vasiliskos 65,917 dwt
There are not information about the amount and type (class) of ships
that use the Dra ke Passage, but it is feasi bl e that be important. (The
Drake Passage, with a width of some 400 nautical miles, because the presence
of ice, has a useful width for navigation of 20P miles; this breadth is not
hard to watch or to keep guard but the natural condition do the work very
danger and complex). According to Merino (1981) if Panama Canal could not
use, the merchant traffic by the 'Strait and Drake Passage would increase in
4,500 ships' yearly with a capacity to transport 50 millions tons. half of
wh i ch \t()U1d be 0 il .
(87) According Orsola (1982) in the last 15 years has had every time
more movement through Canal of Panama of ships with wider beam as shows the
following tabl e:
Number of transit by the Canal of Panama according the beam of ships in
1965 and 1981
BEAM
(feet) 1965 1981 Increment
80 or more 850 6,300 about 8 times
100 or more 115 2,200 about 20 times
Mu st be remember that the moulded beam (max imum breadth) of the 1ar9..
est tankers (VLCC and ULCC, see note 84) are approximately between 170 to
more 200 feet.
Whereas the advantages to use the Canal (economy of tim~and thence
costs) and also the economy of scale with respect to the size of ships, the
tendency is to built ~hips of the maximum size compatible with the Canal;
they are the, so called, PANAMAX type. Speaking about supertanker, Ross
(1978) do a similar statement affirming that lithe present demand now seems
to have turned toward saml1er ships that can use the Suez Canal, work the
North Sea area, or carry oil from the Alaskan pipel ine tennina1 at Valdez
to the relatively shallow-water ports of the west coast of the United
States ll •
It no exist a definitive tendency on the size of the future vessels,
especially tankers and bulk carriers (e.g. grains carriers) and so, exist
the possibility of an increase of transist of ship:with a larger size than
the limitations of the Canal, through the South America tip.
The main limitation of the Canal lie in their locks which dimensions
are:
110 ft. (33.5 m) wide
1000 ft. (304.8 m) long
41 ft. (12.5 m) draft
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Pursuant to Ryan (1979) in 1976 there was more than 1,300 superships
which, due their size, can not transit by the Canal (in that year the mer-
chant fleet of the world was about 22,500 ships). The same Ryan also state
hat other 1,700 ships full loaded, neither can sail through the Canal because
the draft \o.oul d exceed the one of the Cana1. So, more than 13% of merchant
fleet of the world would have difficulties to use the Canal.
In the other hand only 13 warships of the US Navy are too large to
transit by the Canal. .
It is necessary also to consider that the fee that is paid to use the
Canal, now rather low, can be raised as consequence the 1977 USA - Panama
agreements. If this is so, it is feasible to foresee other reason, besides
the economy of scale of the size of ships, that can increase the number of
ships that will use alternative routes to the Canal e.g. the track by Drake
Passage or the Strait of Mage1lan~ .
The maritime freight transported crossing the Canal has increases
from nearly 30 millions long tons. in 1950 to more than 1.70 millions in
1981, i.e. near 6 times in 3 decade. The oil, as is possible to observe
in the next table, is one of the more significant freight. This no means
that during last years have had an increase in the number of ships that
yearly cross the Canal; in the 1970' s the mean has been about 12,000 (or
more) per year.
Grou of
60
22
%tons.
102,0
37,4
,610 longFreight (cargo)
Oil, grains and coal .
Phosphate, iron and steel and wood
General freight, refrigerated or in con-
ta i ness . . . 28,9 17
Other 1,7 1
Total . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 170,0 100%
The increase of the transport of oil through the Canal and the en-
largement of the ships farther on of it limitation, will carryon two im-
portant environmental consequences for the scope of this paper. It will
have a major risk of pollution in the South-Pacific area mainly from
Panama to Chi1 e and, in the other hand, the maritime transport of the
largest ships that is expected to increase via the austral routes connect
ing the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, will mean a new and dangerous source
of pollution, especially oil po1ution, in those high latitudes. '
Via South America tip
n.mi1es days
14,800 34
(88) It is useful to have in mind the important difference between
two maritime routes to the run e.g. from Valdez to New York or vice versa,
as we see immediately (approximate figures):
Shi~'S speed Via Panama Canal
knots) n.miles days
18 7,000 16
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Apparently just now (1982) the maritime route from Valdez to the
caribbean area and the east coast of U.S.A. is being used by supertankers.
News release by El Mercurio (Santiago, Chile, June 9, 1982) and other news
papers report about supertanker "Hercul es" (L iberian flag) with a 1ength -
longer than 250 m. (820 ft.) that returned ballasted from the port of St.
Cruz (U.S. Virgin Islands) to Valdez by Atlantic Ocean, Strait of Magellan
and Pacific Ocean. (Hercules was attacked on June 8 by airplanes non iden-
tified - Argentinian or British? - 480 nautical miles northeastern Fa"1 kland
(Malvinas) Islands during the 1982 Argentina - U. K. confl ict on account of
the dispute of these islands; subsequently the tanker was sunk del iberately
into Atlantic because the damages received).
(89) About 70% of the total flow of oil in 1985 W>uld be transported
by ULCC according Steinberg et al. (1978). See the statements on this
subject in note 87 .... ~
(90) Trench is a long but narrow depression of the deep-sea floor
having relatlvely steep sides.
(91) Plate tectonics is a theory of global scale dynamics involving
the movement of many rigid plates of the earth's crust. This has resulted
in continental drift and changes in shape and size of oceanic basis and
continents.
(92) IUCN haS founded in 1948 by UNESCO and the French Government
and is situated in Switzerland. Promotes international cooperation in
applying ecological concepts to the conservation and management of nature
and natural resources e.g. the earth's last great wilderness areas: The
deep sea bed and Antarctica. In 1981 a meeting of World Wildlife Fund
(WWF) Trustnees and affiliate organizations, agreed unanimously that WWF
and its scientific partner IUCN urgently examine the technical, legal
and political problems involved in the creation of protected areas within
those tw> international commons (Antarctica?). The propasal notes that
in Antarctica and the deep sea-beds "we are holding in trust a wild heri-
tage,an environmental bank account for future generations" (Anon. 1981b).
(93) Studding .the long-period fluctiations occurring in the Califor
nia Current and their biological effect, Bernal propose a very important-
hypothesis proved by himself concerning to the responsible cause of the
high biological productivity of ecosystem occurring in the Eastern Boundary
Current as California Current. He think that the coastal upwelling is not
the major factor and that the high zooplankton biomass is connect with
horizontal advection and eventual mixing of cold, low-salinity, high-nu-
trient water coming from the north (Arctic waters) being this the dominant
process forcing the transport to long distance of planktonic population.
Bernal stated eferring to Cal ifornia Current "it is my strong opinion
that, because of their magnitude and areal extent, the periods with very
high or low biomass represent very important ecological events that cannot
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be the result of the unforced free res nse of the local e
system I and ad ed "during these unusual periods, changes in horizontal ad-
vection, as well as other physical processes associated wi-th an external
input of nutrients, must be acting as forcing functions for the epipe1agic
ecosystem". (emphasis added).
The work of Bernal was selected by the Carl Eckart Price Committee
as the "most oustanding dissertation sul:mitted at Scripps Institution of
Oceanography during the 1979-80 Academic Year". (Bernal, 1981). This
honor, emphasize the danger to the rich chilean and peruvian pelagic eco
system if pollution occur in antarctic and sub-antarctic waters and the
Bernal finding in California Current also si confirmed in Peru-Chile Current.
(94) For example, an approach to tackle the oil pollution from ships,
\\Ou1 d inc1 ude:
1° Preventing operational (deliberate) pollution.
2° Preventing accidental pollution.
3° Reducing the consequences of pollution.
4° Ensuring the pollution be dealt with quickly and effectively.
5° To provide adequate compensation for those who are affected by pollution.
(95) The Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-
Based Sources (Paris Convention) adopted in 1974 and that include pollutant
as wastes from land-based sources and being the responsible body, the Freech
government, is not yet in forc~ (status at April 1977).·
(96) The 1969, U.S.A. Regulation to assure the safe conduct of Outer
Continental Shelf Operations (OCS Orders) is a good example. (For a more
thorough treatment of this subject, see McKelvey, 1973).
Also the canadian Oil and Gas Production and Conservation Act include
important provisions to regulate the offshore oil operations, minimize the
environmental threat and ensure the conservation of the resource.
About this very important subject, Hell ick (1981) state: "With the
tncreased exploitation of offshore reserves in the 1980s will come greater
numbers of blojouts and accidental spill s. UNCLOS III, however, did not
set environmental standards for offshore resourCe exp10;tation. Each nation
is free to specify its own pollution prevention regulations and may in some
instances prefer to set minimal or no standards as an inducement to invest-
ment. The develcpnent of such "pollution havens" could create negative
effects for neighboring zones where environmental goal may be valued for
aquaculture, tourism, or esthetic reasons. Given the transnational impact
of offshore pollution, states of the region will have to band together in
setting standards and liability provisions to preserve environmental goals.
Coercive measures may prove to be the only means to insure that recalcitrant
states observe similar pollution prevention measures in their respective
zones".
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(97) - Agreed measures for the conservation (protection) of Antarc-
tica fauna and flora; this measures are appl ied only to the land area south
of 60°5 includin9 ice shelves (this agreed measures was adopted in Brussels
1964 at III ATCM).
- Rules of conduct at scientific stations and expeditions to
avoid man1s impact on the A. environments. .
- The Antarctic Seal Convention (see note 5 to the Table 4).
- Code for use of radio-isotopes in research.
- Refutation of propasa1for disposal of nuclear waste in the
antarctic ice sheet.
(98) For more detail s on this subject, see:
- The 1977 report of the SCAR Group of Experts on Mineral Ex-
ploration and Exploitation (see note 33). _
- The 1977 report of the SCAR Group of Specialists on Environ-
mental Impact Assessment of Mineral Resources Exploration/Exploitation in
Antarctica (EAMREA). (See note 34).
- The SCAR Group of Specialists on Antarctic Environment Imp1i
cations of the Mineral Exploration and Exploitation (AEIMEE); it first -
meeting was held in Lincoln, Nebraska, USA, in May 1981. (report in pre-
paration) .
- Also, The 1979 Be1lagio report on The environmental implica-
tions of possible mineral exploration or exploitation in Antarctica
(Ho1dgate and Tinker, 1979). is very important reference in special with
reference to oil.
(99) Must be remember that this three conventions \'«lrk outside of
the A.T. in spite of some links with the Treaty exist in different grades.
(100) There are other IMCO·s Convention on maritime safety that in-
directly are important component in the prevention of contamination:
The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, the
SOlAS Convention, constitutes a major instrument for the promotion of
safety of life at sea by establishing uniform principles, rules and pro-
cedures concerning ships and their operation. The main objective of the
SOLAS Convention is to specify minimum standards for the construction,
equipnent and operation of ships, compatible with their safety. Before
IMCO came into existence in 1959, t\'«l Safety of life at Sea Conventions
had already been adopted by international conferences, and a third - the
version currently in force - was adopted in 1960. A fourth version was
adopted in 1974 but is not yet in force. (The requirements for entry
into force is of 25 States constituting not less than 50% of total grt-
gross register ton. of \'«lrld·s merchant shipping, more 1 year and the
status on 31st. May, 1978 is of 13 Contracting Governments only).
The International Convention on Load Lines (LLC Convention) adopted
in 1966, and in force since 1968 recognize that the limitation on the
draught to which a ship may be laded" make a significant contribution to
her safety~ being so this limit, given in the form of free boards, the
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main objective of the Convention.
The International Re~ulations for the Prevention of Collisions at
Sea (COLREG or "ABORDAJES") deal with such matters as 1ights and shapes;
sound signalas and conduct in restricted visibility, recommendations on
the use of radar, etc. At the 1980 Conference on Safety of life at Sea,
former regu.lations for the prevention of coll isions at sea (l948) were
modernized and annexed to the 1960 SOlAS Convention; these 1960 Regulations
have been applied since 1965. In 1972, a new Convention was adopted (1972
COlREG) that came into force in 1977 being the 1960 Regulation abrogated in
the same date.
There is another Convention 1978 1 / STWthat recognize the importance
of the human element in the maritime safety and in the effort to avoid the
pollution. The Convention, not yet in force, give emphasis on the educa-
tion of the seamen because it is generally agreed that the majority of
accidents at sea or terminals are the result of human error (75% or more)
rather than mechanical breakdown or deficiencies. It is expected that the
introduction of new requirements for ship's crews will make an important
contribution to alleviating this problem.
(101) According Hardin (1968) as cited by Juda (1977) the oceans of
the \t«>rld have suffered from the tragic philosophy of the "commons" .(free
dom of the sea5). And the same Hard in add: "In a reverse way, the tragedy
of the commons reappears in problems of pollution. Here it is not a ques-
tion of taking something out of the cormons, but of putting something in •.• II
(102) The ICNT to deal with this complex problem of jurisdiction
overships in connection with pollution through the articles 218 (enforce-
ment by lfag States). 219 (enforcement by port States) and 221 (enforce-
ment by coastal States) and also the articles 229-1 and 236 (responsibility
and liability). Pizarro (1981) analyze some IMCO's Conventions in relation
with these provisions of the LOS:
- The port State \t«>uld have jurisdiction over ships when the violation to
some international pollution convention or domestic regulation occur in
the port.
- The coastal States \t«>uld have jurisdiction over ships when the violation
to some international pollution convention or domestic regulation occur
in the territorial sea and in the EEZ.
- The flag State \t«>uldhave jurisdiction over ships when the violation to
some international pollution convention occur in the high sea.
(103)" United Nations Environment Progranme (UNEP) \'8S establ ished as
an intergovernmental body of the United Nations with the adoption on 15
D~cember 1972 of the UN General Assembly Resolution 2298 (XXVII). Its
Governing Council is composed of 58 member States. One actiVity of UNEP
rising out of the 1972 Stockholm Conference has been the preservation,
management, and enhancement of the marine environment. (Knapp, 1978).
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(104) The UNEP's Regional Seas Programme attempt regional arrange-
ments to control marine pollution based on the premise that one of the
most effective means of protecting the marine environment can originate
through regional bodies of water.
"lINEP's role is that of an initiator, anmover.", a catalyst, and
not merely of a funding agency ... UNEP, in close co-operation with the
special ized parts of the UN system, is ready to assist in these efforts"
(UNESCO, 1977).
The Regional Seas Programme include at the present time (1981) ten
regional seas. The pioneering action plan was the one adopted by the
Mediterranean coastal states in 1975. The Framework Convention, the legal
component of the Action Plan, entered into force in February 1978, after
six States completing ratification.
For further information and progress on UNEP's Regional Seas Program,
see Thacher and Meith (1980).
(105) The Permanent Commission for the South Pacific (Comisi6n Perma
nente del Pacifico Sur, CPPS) is an International and Regional Organization
founded August 18th, 1952, through the IIMaritime Zone Declaration'" subscrib
ed in Santiago by the Governments of Chile, Ecuador and Peru which, in order
to "assure their citizens the necessary conditions for subsistence and to
obtain the resources for their economic developnent"; proclaimed 'as a norm
of their national maritime pol icy the rights of each country over the sea.
bathing its respective shore, up to a minimum distance of 200 nautical
miles off the aforesaid shores .
. Colombia acceded to CPPS in 1980.
The CPPS Pacifico Sur Journal publishes both juridical and scientif
ic work pertaining to the regional area; also CPPS realizes other special-
publications and carries out frequently meetings and workshops.
The scope of the CPPS is the South East' Pacific Ocean region and must
not confuse with the South Pacific Ocean Commission.
(106) For more infonmation on this International Meeting, see: Report
of the CPPS/FAO/IOC/UNEP International Workshop on Marine Pollution in the
Southeast Pacific, IOC Workshop Report N° 15 (Santiago de Chile, November
6-10, 1978) Paris: UNESCO 1978, and CPPS Pacifico Sur Journal N° 10, 1979;
Lima: 83-346 pp; see note 105.
, (107) The Proceedings of this Workshop was publ ished by the CPPS,
Serie Seminarios y Estudios, N° 4, 1981, Lima, 371 pp. with the 1ittle
"La pract tca 1egal para la protecci6n del medio marino contra la contam]
nacionll •
(108) There are not an "official" definition of what constitutes the
coastal zones with international fonmal acceptance. A wide but precise
definition including the seaward limits is given by Ketchum, 1972.
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(109) The maritime transport of oily products in the South-East
Pacific reach to 45% of the total maritime transport. This figure is
important because around 99% of latin-american international trade is
performed by maritime way.
(110) Art. 198 of the ICNT about Co-operation on a global or re-
gional basis: "States shall co-operate on a global basis and, as appro-
priate, on a regional basis, directly or through competent international
organizations, global or regional, in formulating and elaborating inter-
national rules, standards and recommended practices and procedures con-
sistent with the present Convention, for the protection and preservation
of the marine environment, taking into account characteristic regional
features" .
(111) A national and other regional oil spill response organization
can be cited as example of existing means to combat seepage which experi-
ence could be useful to develop an organic structure in Southern Ocean:
The u.S. National Strike Force is a pollution-response organization,
operatied under the .auspices of the u.S. Coast Guard pursuant to Federal
Water Pollution Control Act of 1972. It is composed of three teams, one
each on the.Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts of the United States. The
teams consist of 18 highly trained men with special ized equipment, ready
to respond quickly to pollution incidents, principally in U.S. waters.
The Regional Oil-Combating Centre for the Mediterranean Sea is one
product of the close co-operation between the two Organization: IMCO and
the United Nations Environment Programme tUNEP}. It was established in
1976, at Mamoel Island, Malta. The principal functions of the center are
to help the coastal states of the region to cooperate in combating marine
spillages of oil, especially in emergency situations, and to assist the
coastal states in developing their own national antipollution capabilities.
(112) Psaraftis et al. (19801 examine the U.S.A. existing and alter-
native systems for oil spill response and Kondratowicz and Psaraftis (1980)
create a model that intend to be used as ~tool for analysis of options
before pol icy makers. A report prepared by ARCTEC, Inc. 1978, "A system
for Arctic Spill Response", cited by Psaraftis etal. (19801 also could
be a good reference.
(113) The PANDI Clubs are formed by the ship owners with the aims
to protect themselves from pollution risks which are not covered by in-
surance companies. With the funds, the PANDI Clubs pays the cost of the
oil spilled, the cost of the cleanness and withdrawal, damage in the ship
and legal (civil) demand for indemnification.
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(114) The Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization,
IMCO, is the specialized agency of the United Nations concerned with
maritime affairs. The Convention establishing IMCO was drafted by the
United Nations Maritime Conference at Geneva in 1948 and came into force
in 1958. Its interest lies mainly in shipping engaged in international
trade being their main objective to facilitate co-operation among govern
ments on thecnical matters affecting international shipping. The OrganT-
zation has a special responsability for safety at sea, and for the protec
tion of the marine environment through prevention of pollution of the-
sea caused by ships and other craft. The oil pollution derived from the
transportation of petroleum and their products by sea is the form of ma-
rine pollution with which the IMCO is principally concerned.
"IMCO's aims, in short are "safer shipping and cleaner seas; the
t\'«) should be regarded as inseparable".
Soon, the name of the Organization will be changed to the Interna-
tional Maritime Organization (IMO}. For further information, see Juda,
1977 .
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NOT E S
(1) ISOS, an IDOE program, focus on dynamic processes and their rela
tion to oceanic and atmospheric circulation patterns. The ultimate goal-
is long term prediction of large scale ocean and climate dynamics. Scient
tsts bel ieve that the polar regions play an important role in long term -
atmosphere and ocean dynamics. The main subject to study is the physical
oceanography of the Southern Ocean.
The ISOS began during 1974 with a planning effor funded by the NSF
for the IOOE. The US component ot ISOS is supported by the Office for
the IDOE of the NSF, Washington D.C.
The international coordination is throught of the IOC of UNESCO.
Countries working in ISOS are: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Federal Republ ic of Germany, France, New Zealand, Nor\l8Y, South Africa, UK,
USA and USSR. '
(2) The $OF program executed by FAO since 1976 when \l8S approved by
UNOP in view of the potential importance of the living resources of that
ocean has as long-term objective to improve the knowledge of the nature,
magnitude and distribution of this resources South of latitude 45°S with
a view to assisting in their eventual rational utilization. Important
literature has produced this programme (Eddie, 1977; Everson, 1977 and
Grantham, 1977) besides other actions.
(3) The SCAR/SCOR Group of Specialists on Living Resources of the
Southern Ocean (SCOR Working Group 54) support the international programme
BIOMASS which rna in obj etive is to "gain a deeper understanding of the struc
ture and dynamic functioning of the A. marine ecosystem as a basis for the-
future management of potential 1 iving resources". The BIOMASS programme
approved in 1976, is being sponsored, besides SCAR and SCOR, by IABO and
ACMRR and is giving priority to krill, both in its own right as the major
herbiuore and as -the main food source of most of the A. larger animal s.
FIBEX with the participation of nine countries, among them, Chile, was
planned as a large-scale multiships accustic survey to answering critical
question such, how much krill are there?
The results of FIBEX and the organization of next SIBEX was analyzed
in Camtridge (UK) and Tokyo and Nikko (Japan) during April and May-June,
,1982 respectively.
BIOMASS is also expected to provide a baseline for pollution studies
prior to any large-scale exploration and exploitation of the A. for petr~
1eum.
About BIOMASS, see SCAR/SCOR 1977 and 1981.
(4) During a short lapse of time in 1981 has been detected simulta-
neously the presence of more than 250 Russian and Cuban fishing vessels
within the area South Pacific, South Atlantic, Southern Ocean and Antar£
tica seas. (The fishing vessels of soviet orbit no always are fishing
vessels .... ). (Merino, 1981).
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(5) Ice shelf also called shelf ice and formely barrier ice is a
trick ice formation with a fairly level surface, form'ed along a polar
coast and in shallow bays and inlets, where it is fastened to the shore
and often reaches bottom. It may grow hundreds of miles out to sea. It'
is usually an extension of land ice, and the seaward edge floats freely
in deep water. The calving of an ice shelf forms tabular icebergs in An
tarctica or ice islands in Arctic. As the A. icebergs originate in these
A. shelves, the majority of then are tabular icebergs.
The ice shelves, floating ice sheets, cover about 1.4 million km2
(10% of total A,). It range in thickness from 100 to 200 m. at their
seaward margin to a maximun of 1,700 m. at the Junction with the land-
based continental ice sheet. Ice shelves more seawards at speeds of 1
to 6 m/day (in the east of the Filchner ice shelf the speed is about
1,600 m/year). The bergs from Antarctica are very much larger than those
of the Arctic, and icebergs approaching 100 kms. in length and several
kms. across are not unusual. The average area of an iceberg is so large
as 160 km2.
According to Nagata (1977), there are 10 large ice shelves (larger
than 3x1Q4 Km2 in area) along the Antarctic coast; the total ice shelf
area amounting ~o about 1.6x106 Km2; the greatest one is Ross ice shelf
with 525xl03 Km and Filchner with 433x103 Km2. The three main source
areas for the A. iceberg are Ross Sea, Weddell Sea (filchner and Larsen
ice shelves) and Shackleton ice shelf. The total number of A. icebergs
amounts to as many as 200,000 which is in remarkable contrast to Arctic
icebergs of about 40,000 in total number. The annual discharge to the
oceans around A. is about 4,000 Km3 of icebergs, many of which persist
for several years. . .
There are very little quantitative information on the spatial dis-
tribution of tabular icebergs sighted off the coast of A. The best com
pilation of bergs sightings come from Nazarov as cited by Weeks and -
Mellor (1977). The icebergs drift mostly subjected to the ocean currents
because major parts of bergs are below the sea surface. Hence, the A.
bergs drift westward near the A. coast owing to the westward ocean current
there but they do eastward around 600S latitude circle or in the further
north sea owing to the eastward ocean currents in those latitudes.
According to Neal (1977) Dr. Paul Tchernia of Museum National
d'Histoire Naturalle, Paris, has been determining the general east to
west drift of large tabular icebergs along the coast of A. since 1972.
Transponders are placed on the icebergs so drift tracks can be determined
by satellite. Thus far, icebergs have been tracked for various periods,
the longest being 414 days. The greatest travel distance of any observed
toos far is 2,600 m. mil es. The resul ts of the experiments indicate that
the westward drift turns to the north near 900E. All icebergs that have
been succesfully tracked in this region turned northward between aOoE .and
1000E. and then apparently were caught in the eastward flow of the circum
polar current. This U-turn for tracked icebergs has been confined to
between 62°S and 64°S. (Figs. 2 and 21).
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Sponsored by SCAR ex i st the ongoing II Iceberg Observing Programme",
led by the Norwegian Polar Research Institute; the aim of this interna-
tional programme is to collect all information about the dynamics of the
icebergs.
There are need to know well about A. icebergs because they will be
one of the main risk to the A. offshore oil activities; the size of these
bergs would made that many of them could not readily be towed away from a
drilling platform, for example. Apart of this reason exist the necessity
to increase the knowledge about A. icebergs, having in mind that they
will be certainly an important source of fresh-water to the mankind in the
future.
(6) Pack-ice is the sea ice developed in sea surface and drifted by
. wind or/and current from their place of formation. Fast-ice is a sea ice,
very hard and compact and staying Join along the coast in their place of
formation. There are parts of the A. seas covered almost throughout by
both type of sea ice of many years accumulation, what means that they are
very thick.
(7) News release by the newspaper El Mercurio (Santiago, Chile, July
21, 1982) give the extraordinary find among benthic Samples taken in 1975
coming from two places, Chile Bay, Greenwich Is. and Almirantazgo Bay,
King George Is., (both islands forming part of the South Shetland Islands)
of the two points of arrow of man made. This discovery by chilean scient
ists, could may be an indication of the presence of primitives living in-
Antarctica, continent always considered uninhabited~
(8l The First International Conference on Iceberg Utilization, or
First International Conference and Workshop in Iceberg Utilization for
Fresh Water Production, Weather Modification and other Applications,
was held in Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, USA, October ~-6, 1977.
The Conference was sponsored by a private corporation, Iceber~ Tran~
port International Ltd •. (ITI) formed by Prince Mohamed Al-Faisal {a past
head of Saudi Arabia I s Sal tne Water Conversion Program}, U. S. National
Science Foundation and other organizations. The Conference brought
together over 200 participants from 18 countries. 'Papers were presented
on all the significant problems that must be tacked.
. The proceedings was edited by Husseiny, (1978).
(9) "The Malta Intc tat ive" began on August 17,1967, when the Mission
of this State to the UN, with the Ambassador Arvid Pardo as head, proposed
including in the agenda of the XXII General Assembly an item entitled
"Decl aration and Treaty Concerning the Reservation Excl usivel y for Peaceful
Purposes of the Sea-Bed and of the Ocean Floor, Underlying the Seas Beyond
the Limits of Present National Jurisdiction, and the Use of their Resources
in the Interest of Mankind".
The seabed, so should be declared the "conmon heritage of mankind".
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(10) The A. T. is the first international agreanent that states have
granted such a right of inspection, and this right has been exercised
without creating any probl ems.
(II) While disarming Antarctica and it is forbidden to dispose radio
active waste material, we put 7,000 or so nuclear weapons in Europe, -
several countries builts or try to builts these terrible arms more and
more and the developed countries dispose huge radioactive waste material
into the seas:
(12) It is not absolutely clear as a states can become a Consultative
Party of the A.T. According the Treaty (art. IX-2) and the practice,
appears that to acquire consuil tat ive status, the States must fulfil the
following requirements:
1. To accede to the A.T.
2. To join to SCAR
3. To establish a permanent scientific station
4. To have approved all reconmendations adopted at previous
consultative meeting and,
5. To have conduct investigation and scientific expedition
and other activities in accordance with the principles
and purposes of the Treaty.
Quantitatively the pOints 3 and 5 are not apparently determined;
besides and according the cited paragraph, it would not be necessary to
accompl ish the two points, being enough the one or the other.
(13) Condominium, as defined by von Glahn (1976) is a territoryjointly governed by two or more states. Condominiums are not members
of the conmunity of nations; they play no active part in international
relations; have no governments of their own, and do not posses any
vestige of national sovereignty.
(14) "The United States has numerous interests in Antarctica. While
it has never made a formal claim to Antarctica, it has consistently
reserved its rights and interests and refused to recognize others'claims;
it shaves with the other parties the view that the Antarctic Treaty regime
is a highly derivable one and should be preserved insofar as possible; it
recognizes the need to preserve the environment of Antarctica, recognized
as increasingly important to the global environment; and it recognizes the
urgent need to conserve the living resources of the Antarctic and its
surrounding waters. At the same time, there is interest in utilizing
the resources potential, both living and non-living of Antarctica, and
that interest should meaning fully be accomodated with other inter-ests".
(ABA, 1979).
(15) Sollie (1973) do a political analysis of the amendment and with
drawal clauses in Art. XII of the A.T. and discuss the implications of
these provisions in view of the political pranises and the conditions for
coooeration under the treaty.
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(16) Aside from the inherent instability of krill after catching
what res important impl ications in it handl ing and processing, there are
another problen found by Soevik and Braekkan (l979). This authors anal,t
zed samples of antarctic krill, finding very high concentration of fl uor
ide especially in the carapace. The values for fluoride found in krill-
exceed the limit set up by the USA, Food and Drug Administration, in more
than seven times for the freeze dried and extracted meat, and 24 times
for the entire shellfish. "This w:>uld make krill in any form, even puled,
fail to comply with requirenents for human consumption" affirm Soevik and
Braekkan.
This pro bl en may be resolved r enov inq adequately the carapace from
the meat before the fluorine pass to it.
According to the scientist that participated in the germany 1980-81
expedition of the BIOMASS proqrarme, this problen of the fluorine w:>uld
be solved. (News release by newspaper on March 15, 1981).
In the other hand, the fact that in 1978/79 was a nominal catch of
antarctic krill of 386,256 metric tons harvested rna inly by USSR and Japan
(FAO, 1980) and that an important precentage of ·this capture \'ilS used for
human consumption indicate that the problen mentioned w:>uld be overcome.
(17) For example, the 1976 U.S. Fishery Conservation and Managenent
Act that took effect in March 1, 1977, by the Governing International
Fishery Agreenent, foreign fishing can be authorized to catch specific
species in limited quantity within the U.S. Fishery Conservation Zone of
200 nautical miles if perform the requirenents of the Act.
(18) Dr. A. W. Pearce, Chairman and Chief Executive of ESSO Petro-
l eum, has stated that their projection shows energy consumption growing
at over 3 1/2 per cent a year , The extra oil needed will be 1.1 bill ion
tonnes annually more than seven times the expected peak output of oil
from U.K. Continental Shelf, or one new North Sea every other. year.
(Quoted· in a news release printed in Oceanology International News, March
1980; cited as Anon. 1980d in References). (Underlined by the author).
The problen to prognosticate the future w:>rld denand and supply of
oil is not easy, really. Complex. factors are necessary to have in mind
to do these projections; for example:
- The w:>rld recession periods.
- The energy substitution.
- The energy conservation.
- The increase of domestic production.
- The use of oil reserves.
- The compl icated human conduct.
- etc ..
At present time, OPEC is trying to limit their oil production to
talance the denand and supply and so to maintain the international pr ices:
2.66
(19) Thirty per cent of 1990's oil consumption must come from new
discoveries, according to a projection by ESSO Petroleum. And even then,
if there is not to be a gap, the OPEC countries will need to make the
political decision to increase their output by nearly half as much again
as current product ion 1eve1 s (Anon. 198Od).
(20) In early 1968 U.S. geologists resolved that petroleum resources
in significatn comnerc tal quantities were 1imited to the continental block
which includes the entire continental margin. On this topic Hollick (1981)
point out the follow'ing statement: "Through the 1970s, most petroleum pro
duct ion from offshore reserves has been in areas close to shore and at-
depths of less than 200 meters. Over two-thirds of the petroleum reserves
of the continental margin are expected to be beyond the territorial sea ...
Only 1 to 5 per cent of world offshore oil and gas is estimated to lie on
the margin beyond 200 miles. The combination of distance from shore and
increasing depths as exploitation moves further offshore will restrict
commercial activities in the 1980s to areas within the economic zone".
(21) Holl ick (1981) about this subject, adds: "As oil exploitation
moves to greater depths, surface rigs and platforms will be replaced with
underwater mining and storage equipment. This will make them immune to
most inclement weather, but, like surface operations, they can pose a
hazard to navigation and will have to be well marked".
(22) Technology already exists for exploratory drill ing for hydro-
car IX>I1s from dynamically positioned mobile structures in depths below
1,000 m. Fixed structure of concrete or steel are being used today in
oil exploitation in depths of water down to 130 and 300 m. respectively.
One floating platform, 1inked by risers (the 1 ink between ocean floor
and surface platform) to production wells, is in use in the North Sea.
About 100 underwater well head systems are .tn use, mainly in shallow
water and none below 300 m. (Antarctic Treaty, 1977}.
The' tension 1eg platform (TLP) is a new floating offshore oil pro-
ducing faci1 ity that opens up the possibi1 ity of . operating in water "
depths presently well beyond capabilities of existing technology. With
TLP it will be able to produce oil and gas in 600 m. of \'ilter and deeper.
First TLP is planning for North Sea and the project is expected to take
four year from approval of plans by the British government.
Twelve tubular steel tethers anchor the platform to the seafloor
through mechanical locking devices equipped with flex points. Thus, some
horizontal movement of the platform will be allowed. (Anon. 1980a).
Prediction from a major oil company include the possibility to .ex-
plolt offshore oil up to 2.000 meters. (cited by Conant and Gold, 1980).
The estimated rate of extending exploration and exploitation capa-
bi1ityoffshore is very large; perhaps 1~200 m. in both or more according
to le Leuch and Masseron (1973).
However their possjbi1ities no appear as reality in the short term;
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Alexander (1980) about this,· say "Already the depth of effective exploita
tion has passed 1.000 feet, and while the depth figure will undoubtedly-
continue to grow during the 1980s, there is little to indicate that hydro
carbon exploitation on the continental rise or the deep ocean floor should
be expected by 1990".
The use of underwater robots is al so a future possibil ity to \\Ork
deeper for marine oil (Anon. 1981e).
(23) Alexander (1980) express about this: "With respect to offshore
hydrocarbons, it seems clear that exploration and exploitation activities
will continue to expand into new geographic areas and to new water depths".
(24) The U.S. Petroleum reserve in Alaska is an approximately
85,000 J(m2 area which Ix>rders the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. Geological
and geophysical data have been collected in the region since 1955. In June
1977 authority for management of the reserve was transferred from the Navy
Department to the U.S. Geological Service within the Interior Department .
. The 1980 energy's Carter law settl e that the crude that be extracted
farther on Arctic Circle, will be free tax.
(25) Other information say that in the North Sea, using today's
technology (but with year-rounaccess), before an oilfield is exploited,
the potential recoverable reserves need to be of the order over 100-200
mill ion (Antarctic Treaty, 1977). It is important to remember that the
British production of offshore oil from oilfield of North Sea, supply the
75 per cent of U.K. demand. (after the newspaper El Mercurio, Santiago,
Chil e, February 24, 1979}.
(26) According to Ie Leuch and Masseron (1973) the extensive rese~
ves still to be discovered offshore, enable us to predict that the shave
of offshore petroleum in worldwide production should reach 2~-30% in 1980
and probably 35-40 in 1990.
(27) The increase of offshore oil production is not only in porce~
tage over the total; also in absolute amount. e.g. from 2.7 billion barrels
in 1970 to 3.3 in 1972; 3.4 in 1976; 4.2 in 1977 and. 4.6 billion barrels
in 1979.
The evolution of North Sea drilling is such that it is becoming one
of the greatest technical and economic adventures of this century what
shows the importance that today have the offshore oil.
Recently, papers publ ished by the oil companies estimated that, by
1985, roughly 200 platforms anchored at depth of over 150 m. will be in
operation in the North Atlantic.
Until 1981 had been drilled marine wells in more than 90 countries;
today it is produced offshore oil from 30 countries (Anon. 1981d).
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(28) In order to start production from an off store hjdrocar bon res-
ervoir, much higher expenditures must be made than for a comparable onshore
reservoir, roth at the time of taking the lease or exploring and during
devel opnent and production. It is "inmediately evident that the \tater depth
is a determining el anent in the economics of operations .. The distance from
shore ma inl y affect the cost of evacuating the production because a subsea
pipel ine costs 2.5 - 5 times more than an onshore pipe. Average cost of
offshore exploitation is between tw> to four times more than onshore exploi
tation. -
(29) Mineral deposits can be defined as those whose extent has been
roughly detennined and Wlich are of a size richness Wlich probably \tarrant
economic investigation if they occurred elseWlere.
(30) In this paper, names as Southern Ocean, Southern Seas, Antarctic
Ocean, Antarctic Seas, and South Polar Seas, will be used without distinc-
tion to refer to the Wlol e of the circumpolar sing of ocean around the
Antarctic continent. The northern bJundary of this Ocean or Seas is diffi-
cult to assign, existing different criterion to do it. (see Kesteven, 1978).
(31) These holes (up to 500 m. deep) were del iberately sited to avoid
geological structures Wlich might have acted as reservoirs for oil or gas,
so should not be considered as having been in any sense prospecting inves-
tigations. This \tas in 1973 (19721) in the continental shelf in the Ross
Sea region by the NSF "Glomar Challenger" during the U.S. Deep Sea Drilling
Project (Law, 1977}. . .
(32) The "original" sources from which may be derived this statanent,
~uld be the following ones: Anon., 1973a; Anon., 1973b; Hayes et al.,
1973; Spirak, 1974; Wright and Will tams, 1974; Hayes and Davey, 1975;
Anon., 1975; Masters, 1975; Anon. 1976; U.S. Nat. Petroleum Council, 1976
and SCAR· 1976.
(331 A Group of Experts on Mineral Exploration and Exploitation was
esta bl i shed in accordance with Recomendation 1975-VII1..14 ATCM (Oslo) that
prepared the Report of the Special Preparatory Meeting for the Ninth ATCM,
held in Pari s in 1976. The Group met dur ing the 1977 -IX ATCM (London) and
subnitted a val uabl e technical report suggesting guidel ines on appropriate
methods for mineral exploration and exploitation in the Antarctic (mainly
oil) and on preventive, corrective and restorative measures for the prote£
tion of the environment; this conclusions and guidelines \taS recommended
by the IX-ATCM to their Governments as Recomendation IX-I, paragraph 2.
The implementation of all the guidel ines W>uld demand substantial
effort before exploratory drilling or the extraction of hydrocarbJns or
other minerals began in the Antarctic. (Anon., 1977a).
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(34) It is referred to the Report of the Scientific Co~ittee on
Antarctic Research (SCAR, see note 35), Group of Specialists EAMREA
entitl ed "Prel iminary Assessment of the Environmental Impact of Mineral
Exploration/Exploitation in Antarctica" which \titS subnitted for consider
ation at the Ninth ATCM, Sep t EJIlber/October 1977 (Zumberge, 1979). -
(35) Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) sponsored by
the International Council of Scientific Union (ICSU) derived from the
Antarctic Working Group of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) 1957/58.
SCAR can provide quite independent (non-government) scientific advice when
requested by the A.T.C.P. So, SCAR plays a most important part in co-ord t
nating the research programmes of each of the national organizations, and-
its functions are purely advisory no having executive authority. Therefore
there is no direct line of communication between SCAR and the A.T. system;
the ling is from SCAR throught its national committees, and from them to
their respective governments.
(36) The geological features on the continent itself, among other,
the source beds and reservoir beds, does not correspond with typical place
where usually oil is found (Cortes, 1977).
There are some possibil ities of discoverable oil in James Ross Island
(North-east Antarctic Peninsula), Wi"! kes basin (East Antarctica) and the
Bentley depression (Gonzalez, 1977).
(37) The chil ean geologist Sergio Rivano (l981) pointed out that" it
is possible that exist oil in the continental shelf of Weddell Sea (Buse
Bay in the North East of Antarctic Pen tnsul a1 accordtns his proper investi
gations". -
(38) Arc is a geological feature that consist on islands or mountains
arranged in a great curve. In this case: South Shetland Islands, South
Orkney Islands, South Sandwich Islands and South Georgia Island, Black Rock,
Shag Rocks and Rhine and Burdjood Banks, forming the Scotia Ridge that en-
closing the Scotia Basin and Scotia Sea (the Scotia Sea is rounded by a
ring of more than 50 scattered f sl ands)..
(39) Ancient continent including Australia, Antarctica, Africa, South
America, and India-south of the Ganges River- plus smaller islands (Mada-
gascar); fragmented and drifted apart since early Triassic Time. Recently,
the 1969-1975 Scotia Arc Tectonics Project under Ian W. D. Dalziel of the
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory has added new depth to the scientific
understanding of the formation of the Scotia Island:Arc and the Antarctic
Peninsula, which broke away from South America about 200 mill ion years ago.
(40) It said that between South Falkland Islands (Malvinas Islands)
and Argentina Wluld have an area of around 500,000 ~2 with possibilities
to find oil with similar reserves to the greatest ones in the world. The
absence of material frameWlrk and logistics support, the relative deep
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shelf and the severe conditions of the sea and weather, Jointly with the
political situation of the islands will delay the exploitation of the
assumed existing oil.
In 1977 geologists of the University of Birmingham with the help of
stratigraphical report from Glomar Challenger, determined presence of
marine rocks with strong oily odor. In 1979 new jointly researchs by
Argentina, U.K. and USA found more evidences of oil existence in the
Falkland Islands continental shelf.
News release by newspaper affirm that the area between Argentina
and Falkland Islands could produce, within a decade around 2 million of
barrels per day. An offshore well likely operated by Shell Oil, near the
Islands, would be producing 5,000 barrels daily, which is a good augury.
(41) In 1978 the ration between national production and demand of
oil WiS the lowest, only 16% (18% ?) because notably the expiration of
some wells.
(42) Through "0ffshore Program" in the Strait of Magellan \ttas ins-
talled the following amount of oil exploitation platforms:
1979 2
1980 4
1981 3
For 1982 is hoped to install three new platforms; so the total for
the year Wluld be 12 in the Strait of Magellan with over 100 well s.
The platforms Wlrk in water of 20 to 30 meters depth and the wells
reach 1,500 to 3,500 meters beneath the sufloor. The oil fiel d being ex-
ploited is located in the eastern part of the Strait, close to the it
east mouth, The projection of the chil ean exploitation tosard the Atla!!.
tic Ocean could bring problems with Argentina in relation to legal mari-
time spaces in that area. .
(43) In 1980 the 62.4% of the oil chilean production came from
offshore oilfield and in 1981 this figur,e WiS 73%.
The total domestic production in 1981 \ttas the highest one in all
the history of the oil chilean production; the production for 1982 is
thought will be increased in a 5 per cent.
Due to the high domestic production, jointly with conservation,
substitution and the internal recession with a smaller consumption of
fuel, the oil chilean production during 1982 would fit approximately
45% the total consumption.
(44) By means of the Contract of Risk the contractor national or
foreign, besides to explore a certain extension of land assuming all
the responsability and paying for all the expenses.of ~he operation if
he is not successful in this stage. If the operat10n 1S successful from
the exploration it goes on to exp10itatio~. The contractor receives.
\ttages in dollars or national money acco~d1ng.to wha~ the contr~ct ~t1P­
ulates. The stipend can al so be made w1th 011 pr-sv tous autbor tzat ton
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from the National Office of Mines (Ministerio de Miner;a).
These contracts of risk are applied across the whole country, con-
t inenta 1 she1 f and slope, inc1 uded, but no Mage11 an area.
The oilfie1ds are owned by the State of Chile; therefore concessions
or associations are not allowed.
The laws N°1089 of 1975 and N° 1820 of 1977, permitted to ENAP to
subscribe these contracts of risk.
Some contracts of risk ob1 igates to the contractor to del iver the
crude to the Chilean State until to meet the total needs.
(45) It is useful to rsnsnber that \'as the Atlantic Richfield, the
oil company that discovered the oil in Prudhoe Bay (Alaskan North Slope
in 1968. This region and the south of Chile are areas of very hosti1e-
environtrnents.
(46) The continental shelf in the south-west and east part of Cape
Horn, reach close 300 kilometer wide; enough wider than the rest of chilean
continental shelf.
(47) During 1980 the Chilean oil importation reached to US$ 810
mill ions meaning this amount the main item of national importation (nearly
17%) .
Through a decennial program (1980 to 1990) of exploration and expl oj
tation, Chile hopes to reach a maximun of 50% to be self-sufficient in-
oil. So, in the first semester of 1982 the oil and lubricator importations
reached oh1y US$ 266 millions instead of 488 millions in 1981. (see note 43).
(48) The same Martines de HOI (1981) stated that the possibility
Argentina be se1f-sufficienced in oil W>u1d be, perhaps by 1985.
(49) The area of mainland Argentina (excluding Antarctic claim and
some little austral islands) is approximately 2.8 mi1~ions Km2; the
Argentine continental shelf would reach 1 millions Km .
(50) The argentine law about "Contract of Risk" N° 21,778 come from
1976; it permit that the activities of onshore or offshore oil exploration
and exploitation be done by national or foreign private companies. Con-
tracts shown in Fig. 15 include companies from Argentina, Holland, France
and West Germany at 1979.
Just beginning 1981 Argentina foun oil, tnrough the activities of
one of Contract of Risk being, in the outward part of eastern mouth of
Strait of Magellan. This finding W>u1d be the first with commercial
characteristic discovered in the austral marine basin. (Anon. 1981a).
(51) By the 1902 General Treaty of Arbitration signed by Chile and
Argentina, it was designed H.M. the Queen of England as arbiter to bound
ary problems between both countries. In 1971 t~e tw> Nations requested
the arbitration to resolve a almost centenary d1spute about the Beagle
Channel and the islands Picton, Nueva and Lennox.
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The arbitral award (April 18, 1977 and communicate officially to
the two Governme"ts on May 2, 1977) for the Queen, was rejected by Argen-
tina (January 25, 1978) that invoked rights of "reservatlon" alleging
national vital interests, prejudices to its sovereignty and disregards
by the arbiter of the instructions laid down in the compromis.
. According to von Glahn (1976) lIif the Treaty is a bilateral agree-
ment, few problems arise over a reservation: the other party either
ratifies the original agreement as altered by the reservation or refuses
to ratify it and thus kills the agreement ll • And this was what succeeded
in this arbitration~
By the Agreement of Puerto Montt (February 20, 1978) Chile and
Argentina initiated diplomatic negotiations which not reach success.
Now, papal mediation is trying to solve the litigation; if fail the
dispute would go to the International Court of Justice according to the
Treaty that Chile and Argentina subscribed on 1972. Joint development
or moratoria of disputing area could be alternative solutions.
(52} From the rCNT the relevant articles related to baselines are:
Part II Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone~ Art. 7, Straight Base
lines and Art. 15, Delimitation of the Territorial Sea between States wlth
opposite or adjacent coasts.
. Part V Exclusive Economic Zone: Art. 57, Breadth of the EEZ and
Art. 14, Del imitation of the EEZ between adjacent or opposite States
and,
Part VI Continental Shelf: Art. ]6, Definition of the Continental
Shelf and art. 83, Delimitation of the Continental Shelf between adjacent
or opposite States.
(53) 1977 IIBrown Book ll , the annual report to the British Parliament
on the develo~lent of oil and gas resources of the U.K. (published by the
Department of Energy) as cited by Marine Policy (July 1977) 1(3):258 pp.
(54) The U.K. Falkland Islands and Dependencies included the South
Georgia, the South Sandwich, South Orkney and South Shetland Islands and
the Graham land (or Palmer land or better Antarctica Peninsula). The two
last islands and the Graham land was separated in 1962 by the U.K. Gover~
ment due to the A.T. art. IV and VI as Dependencies of Falkland Is. .
passing to constitute part of U.K. Antarctic Territory, this is the
British Antarctic claims, (200 Wto 800 W} (see Fig. 4).
When in 1980 the Argentinian National Oil Company (YPFl called to
international public invitation to oil exploration in the continental
shelf off east of Strait of Magellan, the British Foreign Office objected
the call because the exploration area exceeded the median line between
the argentinian continental territory and the U.K. Falkland Is. (see
I.C.N.T. art. 83 about delimitation of the continental shelf between
opposite States and the essay of Fahrn~y ~19~9J .about the case of the
Falkland Is. and it continental shelf Jurlsdlctl0nl.
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The still unresolved dispute between Argentina and U.K. over the
sovereignty of Falkland, South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands was
under negotiation in the UN since 1966 and, since 1971 both States have
maintained direct conversations and approved in that year a cooperative
agreement. However with the disembarkation of argentinian forces in
Port.Stanley, capjtal of the Falkland Is. (and also in South Georgia Is.)
at nlght on April 1 and dawn 2, 1982, the political situation turned very
conflicting and dangerous for the regional and perhaps world peace. The
undeclared was that followed to the Argentinian outbreak of hostilities
finished on June 14, after 74 days from the disembarkation, when the U.K.
army took the islands.
The future of this region is uncertain but is important to remember
the statement of Shackl eton (1976) as cited by Tremayne (1977): "The future
development of Falkland Islands, full of possibilities, not will be fea -
sible without an effective cooperation with the Republic of Argentina lt •
(55) Offshore Labrador's environmental conditions combine the worst
of the Alaskan North Slope and the North Sea •.. : storms (every four days
in winter), icebergs that scour the seafloor to several meters, sea ice
up to four meters thick, currents that roll boulders along·the seabed ..•
(Bender, 1978). .
(56) In 1975 the canadian Memorial University established the Centre
for Cold Ocean Resources Engineering that conducts research into future
concepts for the orderly, safe, reliable and economic development of natural
resources lying adjacent to, in and under northern oceans. Investigations
are concentrating on techniques applicable to working offshore in cold wa-
ter and in particular on offshore oil and gas production in deep, ice-in-
fested waters, with prime thrusts in sea ice research, materials testing
and development of new enviranmental concepts (Bender, 19781. This work,
of course, will be very useful in future acUvities in the Antarctic.
Year-round oil production offshore Labrador is feasible despite
threats of icebergs, according to a study recently made by Total Oil's
research and development staff', Total 'said that production could be from
a dynamically positioned platform with storage'facilities that could be
towed off location if threatened by an iceberg, The Total study noted
that subsea equipment like wellheads and manifolds would be sunk to greater
depths to avoid possible iceberg damage. The researchers estimated the
cost of development offshore Labrador as 30% greater than development in
other severe areas such as the North Sea. (Anon. 198Qb),
Canada' and Denmark will soon be operating a receiving facility for
satellite weather information that will provide sea ice and metereological
data needed for the preparation of ice state and weather forecasts for
arctic regions that will be and aid to navigation, offshore resource ex~
ploration, etc. (Anon. 1980c).
In spite of this optimism it is necessary to remember some severe
accident occurred in these last years as the blow-outs of EKOFISK ;n th~
North Sea and the IXTOC-l in the Gulf of Mexico. The huge b1ow~ut comlng
from the Mexican IXTOC-l well close to the coast of Yucatan l~ 1~79 proved
the inefficiency of the antipollution equi~ent a~d method eX1st1ng to
cope with the oil slicks. A comparable accldent 1n A. waters would be an
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ecological catastrophe difficult to imagine their effects~
The recent accident and sinking (February, 1982) of the canadian
"Ocean Ranger" platform of the Mobil Oil, the world biggest oil pelagic
platform,anchored off the coast of Newfoundland in the "Hibernia" well
belong to the East Newfoundland Basin, shows the high risks yet existing.
(this platform with a cost of 120 million dollars built in Japan, col ...
lapsed due storm with ware 16 meters height and .6°C of temperature'
about 84 men died in this tragedy). "
That accident is the second one occurred in high sea with oil
platform; the Norwegian "Alexander Kielland" platform built in France
sunk in the North Sea in March, 1980 with 123 death. '
The Canadian Secretary of the Environment recently affirmed that
there are any system to cope a violent emission of oil in the Beaufort
Sea to make possible to limit the ecological consequences derived. Gas
exhaust during oil exploration in Beaufort Sea has demanded from 3 months
to 1 year to stop it. If the exhaust would have been on, the ecological
disaster would have had incalculable effects~
(57) For example Holst (1981) point out that "exploratory drilling
for oil started in 1980 on the Central Norwegian shelf and in the north-
ern areas ... In view of the lead times involved, production from the
northern fields cannot come on stream until the early 1990's.
(58) "The possibil ity exists that by 1990, .exploration for gas and
oil in Antarctica will begin, followed in 1995 byconlnlercial operqtions".
(Anon. 1977b). (underlined by the author).
(59) Must to remember that among several economic or commercial
groups concerned with ocean policy, the petroleum industry in developed
countries has wielded the greatest influence.
(60) The gathering of data on crude oil reserves and production
statistics on a worldwide basis has been and is very difficult, The
reserves, for example are very useful in determining the future economic
ability of a county bl:Jt they must be,used with caution. Reserves estimates
are transitory numbers subjects upward change with new discoveries and
downward change resulting from production. Resources estimates are less
accurrate because in many areasthey.are based on a minimum of information
and some data are highly conjectural. The transitory and interpretative
nature of reserve and resources estimates, combined with the complexity
of political and economic factors, reduce the certainty of any predictions
made using reserve and resource data. .
(61) "There is a source of energy that produces no radioactive waste,
nothing in the way of petrodollars, and very.little pollution. Moreover,
the source can provide the energy.that convention~l sources may.not be able
to furnish. Unhappily, however, lt does n~t recelve the emphasls and
attention it deserves".
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(64) Every years the antarctic countries send scientific expeditions
with II be s lc" research prograrmne on geophysics and geology. It is not easy
to separate these investigations with some II ba s tc" stage of o l l exploration;
so it is possible that countries as U.S.A., Japan and U.S.S.R. are directed
in this sense their research. For example, the Technology Research Center
Japan National Oil Corporation, sent during 1980 and 1981, special vessels
to carry out geophysical and geological studies in the Bellings hausen and
Weddell Seas respectively.
(65) Speaking about the risks of offshore petroleum operations,
McKel vey (1973) affinn: II It is impossi bl e, of course, to reduce to zero
the probabil ity of accidents associated with any human activity, but I
believe we have and can further develop the technology and procedures to
allow us to achieve the objectives I outl ined earl ier-to achieve a high
degree of success in preventing accidents from happening, to contain them
and keep their effects to negl igi bl e propositions if they occur in spite
of our best efforts, and to repa ir full y any damage may resul til .
(66) It is interesting to remark the risks that the offshore oil
exploration means to Norway, a very important country in the fisheries
activities. The Gulf Stream flows along the Norwegian coast and any
pollution in the south will irretrievably be carried forward almost un-
disturbed to northern areas within the fishing grounds and even, which is
far more dangerous, into the extraordinary natural hatchery of the Barents
Sea. Consequently, it is crucial now that, before opening new fields for
drilling and prospecting north of 62°N (where oil fields can be potential-
ly available) the Norwegian authorities should be absolutely-certain that
no pollution can be carried forward to northern latitudes.
In fact, the importance of oil resources offshore is so great that
it is difficult to block the whole economic machinery just for mere environ
mental considerations. This is a critical dilemma for the governments who-
have to face the decisions.
Here; fish vs. oil in the Antarctic, krill vs. oil .... ~?
(67) In this case the similitude of Antarctic environmental and
Georges Bank is minor but the conflict between fishing and petroleum remain.
Controversy over the abil ity of Georges Bank to serve as a suppl ier of
fish and fuel has ranged since 1971. The Bank is one of the most produc-
tive fishing grounds in the world and pursuant to Olsen and Saila (1976)
their maximum sustainable yield is about 420,000 metric tons. per year of
several important cormnercial species as cod, haddock, yellowtail, whiting,
etc.
Drilling operations that was expected to beging in the Fall of 1980
(?) shows the long time that is necessary to take a decision when publ ic
policy exist to protect an extraordinary environment.which can delivere
large quantity of protein to the world rot also pronn ses to be a source
of critically needed energy.
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About this dilemma, fish and fuel, the controversy continue and the
opinions, of course are diverse~ e.g. Ronald C. Lassiter, president of
Zapata Corporation speaking in the Ninth Annual MIT Sea Grant Lecture and
Symposium (l980), stated: "f i sh'inq in general continues to be very good,
even after 25 years of heavy oil devel opnent off the Louisiana coast"
(for more infonnation on this subject, see Boesch et al., 1974 and also
NAS, 1975) and adds "our experience has definitely demostrated that the
tjo industries are compe t ibl e" and" Douglas I. Foy, Executive Director of
the Conservation Law Foundation establ ished in the same opportunity a
real ity: "The issue is no longer, can fishs and oil coexist on Georges
Bank? The issue is they must coex tst" (Quaterly Report, MIT Sea Grant,
Fall, 1980 and Lassiter et al., 1981).
The sometimes uncertain and critical coexistence between fish and
oil exploitation can become in some aspects "compl ementary" 1 ike, per
exampl e, when the oil profits does a id the fisheries. Hutton (l981) inform
that the short-term nonr-eneve bl e oil profits are being used to subsidize
the renewable fisheries in Norway. Also oil companies in Scotland (U.K:.)
have agreed to pay some to fi shermen whose vessel s were damaged by debri s
resulting from oil develolJllent. Newfoundland thinks that gas and oil
revenues are essential to the expansion of their fi shing industry and are
asking more money from promising Hibernia oil site.
(68) The exploitation of the alaskan oil, the Trans-Alaska Pipel ine
System (TAPS) which brings the oil from the North Slope oilfield of Alaska
(Prudhoe Bay) to the ice-free port of Valdez (about 1,300 Km. long) and .
the transportation by tankers to the U.S. ports, symbolize the strong en-
vironmental . wer existin to da ; it was necessary five tedious years
1969";73 of debates to obtain the authorization to conclude the \t«>rks.
(69) According to Crabbe and McBride (1978) the 1976 World oil pro-
. duct ion \\as 2,935.7 million tonnes and GESAMP (l976) state that it is
expected to rise the production to 3,500 million tons. by 1980. The trade
movement of crude oil by sea from the oil producing areas to the user
countries it is thought also to continue rising.
(70) Estimates about the amount of petroleum introduced annually
into the marine environment is very variable. e.g. Dr. John H. Wonham from
IMCO, London, evaluated that between 2 to 20 millions metric tons. is the
inputs of hydrocarbons to the ecosystems. (see the Journal of the Comisi6n
Permanente del Pacifico Sur, Pacifico Sur 10:330, 1979 and the note 105
about. that Comi s ion).
However the NAS I S estimates is considered by the majority of authors
as the more accurate.
Figures from the same NAS for 1980, as cited by Solanas (l981) shows
that the oil pollution coming from offshore production increased up to
200,000 m. tonnes, i.e. 2.5 times more than five years ago. This situation
suggest whether an increment of offshore production and also, and still
more important, a weak national and international regulation of this marine
activities.
